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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a comparative study of the educational reforms initiated by the 

Aligarh and Muhammadiyah movements in India and Indonesia respectively. It covers 

three main points: -ad Khan's and -ad Dalân 's  educational philosophy; the 

educational system of the Muharnmadan Anglo-Oriental College (MAOC) and 

Muhammadiyah schools; and the impact of the educational reforms of the two 

movements to Muslim education in general in the two countries. As will be explained 

in this thesis, -ad KhZn and -ad D&l& were deeply concemed with economic 

and social problems faced by the Muslirns due to colonial policies. Both scholars came 

to the conviction that education was one of the most important ways to solve those 

problems. The two scholars, therefore, each contrived to design a new system of 

education for Muslims, which would produce graduates capable of meeting the new 

demands of the changing socio-political context while ret aining their fait h. Their ideas 

were eventually realized in the establishment of the MAOC and the Muhammadiyah 

schools, respectively. Even though these two institutions were unable to satisQ al1 

Muslim aspirations, they succeeded in making Muslims in India and Indonesia aware of 

the need for pragmatic education, wliich was to contnbute to the empowerment of 

Muslims in the colonial era. 
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par le collège dYAIigarh ainsi que les mouvements Muhammadiyah en Inde et en 

Indonésie. La recherche insistera sur trois points; c'est-à-dire les philosophies d'-ad 

Khan et d'-ad Dahl51 concernant l'éducation; les systèmes d'éducation du 

Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College (MAOC) et des écoles Muhammadiyah; enfin, 

l'impact des réformes de l'éducation de ces mouvements sur l'éducation musulmane en 

général dans les deux pays. Il sera démontré dans ce mémoire qu' -ad Khàn ainsi que 

-ad D N 5 n  étaient profondément préoccupés par les problèmes économiques et 

sociaux qu'affrontaient les musulmans suite aux politiques coloniales. Les deux érudits 

furent convaincus que l'éducation était l'un des plus importants moyens pour résoudre 

ces problèmes. Ils ont alors, chacun de leur côté, tenté de créer un nouveau système 

d'éducation pour les musulmans, pouvant former des gradués capables d'affronter les 

nouvelles exigences d'un contexte socio-politique en pleine transformation tout en 

conservant leur foi. Leurs idéaux furent éventuellement réalisées par les fondations du 

MAOC et des écoles Muhammadiyah. Malgré que ces deux institutions furent incapables 

de satisfaire toutes les aspirations musulmanes, elles ont toutefois réussi à sensibiliser les 

musn l r i i~s  en Inde et en Indonésie de la nécessité d'une éducation praomatique, qui 

devait contribuer à la prise de conscience par les musulmans de leur pouvoir durant l'ère 

coloniale. 



NOTE 

In this thesis, the system of Arabic transliteration fol1ows that of the Institute 

of Islamic Studies, McGiil University. Indonesian terms are written according to the 

Ejaan Baru Bahasa hdonesia (1972), but personal names and the titles of books and 

articles are rendered according to the original spellings. 

Short vowels: 

Long vowels: 

- - - i, kasra, 
0 

- -7, yâ' 3= u, waw 

The ta' marbüta (z) is ornitted in pause form and transliterated as "at" in 

conjmct ional fom; examples: nadwa and Nadwat al-'Uiama' . In the case of tarhdid t he 

letter is doubled; example: Islàmiyya. Alif or harnza is transliterated as an elevated 

comma in al1 positions except when it occurs at the beginning of a word; examples: 

'ulami' and ark&. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study examines the educational reforms init iated by both the Aligarlil and 

the Muhainmadiyah movernents in India and Indonesia, as one of the by-products of the 

colonial encounter. It focuses on the formative period of the Muhammadan Anglo- 

Oriental College (1 877-1 898) at Aligarh and the Muhammadiyah schools (1 9 1 1 - 1923) .. 
in Java. It is argued that the educational reforms promulgated by the two movements 

st emmed fkom the conviction that existing Muslim traditional institut ions were 

incapable of meeting the changing needs of a Muslim society living under colonial mle. 

The British and the Dutch, who pursued their impenal interests at the expense of the 

colonized, left Muslims with little choice but t o  adjust their activities to the nonns of 

the colonizers. -ad Khan (18 17-1898) and -ad D&l& (1868-1923) were thus 

inclined to rethink Muslim traditions, including education, with a view to deciding what 

was to be salvaged and what was to be discarded. One of the consequences of this 

introspective and self-critical joumey was extensive educational reforms. 

Traditional Muslim education in both hdia and Indonesia was conducted on the 

b a i s  of the conservative view which conceived of Islam as a unit of moral and spiritual 

guidance revealed by God to Muhammad and transmitted from one generation to the 

next. This view chose not to recognize the fact that Islam had always been in contact 

with foreign civilizations and had, in turn, been transformed by them. This traditionalist 

view of Islam also propagated more reactionary sentiments among Muslims who viewed 

' ~ l i g a r h  is the name of a town in Northern India. Later, Ahmad Khan's (19 17-1898) 
reforrn movement was identified as the Aligarh movement. This identification is usually applied 
to the graduates of the college and their characteristic reformist and modernist ideas. In this 
thesis, the term will be extended to include the initial committee set up by Mmad Khan to 
establish the coliege. 
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any new developments under colonial rule as un-Islamic. The traditionalists did not 

recognize that Islamic learning itszlf was a product of a liistoncal dialectic by which 

Islam interacted with foreign traditions. They had little cognizance of the fact that their 

Muslim predecessors had, creatively, adopted foreign traditions to improve their social 

and economic position. 

Education among Muslims in pre-colonial India and Indonesia was marked by its 

emphasis on the teaching of religion. The typical curriculum included the traditional 

(mmqCl3') and rational (ma'qUI't) sciences developed in the medieval period. 

Concemed as it was with the preservation of Islamic traditions, education was 

characterized by rnemorization. The Qur'iin became the subject of study par e~c~l lence .  

From an early age, students were trained in the skilled recitation of the Holy Book. Next, 

they .would memonze the verses of the Qur7Zn, albeit with little attention paid to their 

meaning. Reciting Qur'Znic verses became a routine activity as it was deemed to be a 

form of %da (worship) which would ultimately bnng Divine reward. Even though 

economic concems were not entirely ignored, they were secondary to religious ones. 

In India, traditional education was able to survive fiom one generation to the 

next only with the support of the govemment and private individuals. Almost al1 the 

emperors in the Subcontinent were known to have promoted the establishment of 

mosques and machsas. They also donated land and money to the financuig of education. 

Private individuals also contributed voluntary donations in the form of waqfland or 

- money. In Indonesia, the 'UlamZ played an important role in the establishment of 

traditional institutions. Generally, they were men of means who were concemed with the 

propagation of Islam. The 'u1amZ' est ablished mosques and pesmtms @O arding 

schools) to serve as primary and advanced institutions of leaming, respectively. 

The presence of the British and the Dutch, however, brought many new problems 
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for Muslims in the form of policies which proved difficult to follow. The British 

government in India, for example, replaced Penian with English as the officia1 language. 

Unfamiliar with the language of the new rulers, Muslims found theinselves ill-prepared 

for admission into goveniment service. Similarly, the Dutch govemment in Indonesia 

required a working knowledge of the Roman script of its civil servants. Here too, 

Muslims were put at a disadvantage since their schools employed the Arabic script in 

t heir instruction. 

As the British and the Dutch were primarily interested in trade, education was 

of marginal concem to them. This is not to suggest that they initiated no educational 

programs. However, these programs were hardly cornmensurate with the economic 

benefit they derived fiom the colonized countries. Worse, in the case of the Dutch in 

Indonesia, a basic elementary education was reserved for Europeans, indigenous 

Christians and the children of aristocrats. In India, it was not until 1835 that the British 

govemment promulgated a program for public education. The Dutch were to follow the 

British example at a much Iater date. It was only at the begiming of the twentieth 

century, following the declaration of the "Ethical Policy," that the colonial govemment 

in Indonesia established the first public schools. 

British and Dutch educational programs provided few benefits for Muslims; they 

raised, instead, a number of dilemmas. In India, the govemment's disinterest in the 

people's aspirations for religious instruction engendered frustration. Government 

funding for English education simply did not include any provision for religious 

instruction. In the first instance, this policy made Muslims reluctant to attend 

government schools. At the same tirne, traditional institutions suffered fiorn want of 

financial resources. In Indonesia, the situation was not much different. The Dutch 

government paid no heed to traditional education, nor did it accommodate elernents of 



the traditional system in its educational prograin. Instead it imposed a new system 

designed for the promotion and preservation of colonialism. Until the establishment of 

the Muhammadiyah in 19 12, govemment schools were still exclusively nui for the afore- 

mentioned classes. Here too, religious instruction was ent irely omitted. 

The reforms conducted by the Aligarh and Muhammadiyah movements offered 

relevant solutions to the problems facing Muslim education. Both A l g a d  Khan and 

Alpnad Da@in were keenly aware of the fact that Muslims could not retain their 

traditional mode1 of educat ion. Modifications and adj ustments were necessary in light 

of the new developments engendered by the colonial presence. Moreover, the two 

scholars contrived to realize their vision by calling on people to establish new 

institutions to help Muslirns both to improve their economic st at us and to appease their 

dernand for religious instruction. 

Though sharing the same goals, the Aligarh and Muhammadiyah reforms often 

took different forms. This is attributable to the varied backgrounds of the respective 

founders, the socio-religious conditions prevalent in either country, and the nature of 

coloniaIism in eacli. -ad KhZn was a govemment civil servant and well acquainted 

with Englishmen. From them he became acquainted with Westem t hought and observed 

Western civilization first hand during his trip to London. This combined experience 

convinced him that the only way to improve the econornic and social status of Muslims 

was through the adoption of Westem sciences in Muslim institutions. He thus called on 

his contemporaries to establish an institution of higher leaming. His drearn was realized 

in the form of the Muhamrnadan Anglo-Oriental College (MAOC), founded in 1877 in 

Migarh. This college received support fiom govemment, individual Englishmen, and 

Muslim and Hindu elites. In an effort to bring the Muslims and the British together, the 

MAOC recruited lecturers and staff fiom among the English. Its students, who came 



fiom across India, included Muslims and non-Muslims. The college could not serve the 

majority of Muslims as the fees it charged exceeded the means of most of the Muslim 

population. However, for those who could afford to attend the provision of residential 

housing, the college fostered character building and cornradery bet ween st udents, a 

factor which helped shape the future leadership of the Indian Muslims. 

Ahmad DQlin,  the founder of the Muhammadiyah, was a pious man. His 

education had been entirely traditional. He went on pilgrimage to Mecca twice and 

stayed there to continue his studies. He becarne a khatib (preacher) in the mosque of the 

Yogyakarta Sultanate as well as a batik trader. He was also a member of Budi Ut O ~ O :  

where he met with Dutch-educated scholars. Such act ivit ies height ened his awareness 

of the need for the religious and economic improvement of Muslim society. Thus, he 

believed that Muslims had to be conversant in modem sciences while at the same time 

ret aining their religious identity. 

-ad Da@b pursued his drearn by establishing a school in 19 1 1, a year before 

the Muharnmadiyah was established as a mass organization. With the financial support 

of the members of the Muhmadiyah ,  those of Budi Utomo and the govemment, other 

Muhammadiyah schools were built in subsequent years. The Muharnrnadiyah schools 

adopted the government curriculum for modem sciences and applied new methods to the 

teaching of religion. Within this system of education, the Muhammadiyah was able to 

equip its students with the knowledge and skills necessary to secure employment while 

at the same time ensuring that they remained devoted Muslims. 

Through their efforts a t  reform, both the Aligarh and Muhamrnadiyah 

movements sought to rectiQ the weaknesses of the previous system of education by 

'Budi Utomo (High Endeavor) was a cultural association founded in Java in 1908, which 
was seminal in providing intellectual direction for Indonesian Nationalism. 
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discardïng its unnecessary elements and adopting new ones h m  the West. These efforts 

did, of course, bear firuit. 

While much work has been done on both the Aligarh and the Muharnmadiyah, - 
this thesis is the first comparative study of the educational reforrns introduced by the 

two institutions. The secondary works on Aligarh cari be  divided into at least two 

categones: one on the Aligarh movement as a whole and on  Aligarh as an educational 

institution, such as Jain's The Aiigurh Movemenc Irs Unigin and deveiopment, 1858-1906 

( 1965), Bhatnagar7s Hisrory of  the MA.0. Cofkge AAgarh (1969), Moin's The Ai&ari. 

MO vemenk 0rk .n  and EarIy History (1 9 76), Le1 yveld' s Aligzh 's Erst Generatiolï: MmIim 

SoIidari~y N1 Bdish India (1978), and Ahsan's "Education, Culture and Westernization, Sir 

Syed and the M A O .  College" (1988); and the other on the founder of the movement, such 

as Baljon's, The Refonns and ReI&ious Ideas of Sir SayyidA&mdKEii (1949), Muhammad's 

Sir Syed Ahmad Kom: A PoIitical Biogaphy (1 9 69), Ahmad Dar's Reh'gio us Tho ught of 

Sayyid AhadKhan  (197 l), Graham's The Lifi and Work of Sir Syed AhmadKhan (1974), 

Malik's Sir SaJyd Ahmad Khan and Muskm Modemization in h d i z  and Pakr'stan ( 1 9 80), and 

Azizalam's "Sayyid -ad K h i  and the 'Ulama': iî Study in Socio-political Context" ( 1992). 

Likewise, we fiud works on the Muhamrnadiyah as a whole, such as Mukti Ali's "The 

Muhammadiyah Movement: A Bibliographical Introduction" (1957), Alfian's "Islamic 

Modemism in Indonesian Politics: The Muhammadiyah Movement during the Dutch Colonial 

Period, 19 12- 1942" (1 969) and Muoammadiyah: TTh Politicai Beha vior of a Mdim Modemist 

Organizaarion under Durch CoIonidism (1989), and Jainuri's "The Mul~arnmadiyah Movernent 

in Twentietli Century Indonesia: A Socio-religious St udy" (1 992) and "The formation of 

M.ammadiyahYs Ideology, 19 12-1942'' (1997). We also find works on the founder of the 

Muhamrnadiyah, such as Salam's X H  AhmadDahIan: T/'ita-grta dan Perd/'oan.gmja ( 1  962)7 



and Mu1 kh an's Wdsan Lotelekt ual K. W. Ahniad DaMan dan Amal Usaha Muhammadiyah 

(1990), and those on the Muhammadiyah educational program, such as Wirjosukarto's 

Pem baharum Peadidikan dan PengaGaran Islam ( 1 9 62), and Ari fin' s Gagasan Pembaharuan 

Muhammadiyab (1987). There have also been comparative studies of Aligarh as well as 

the Muhammadiyah in conjunction with otlier movements, such as McDonough's ne 
A uthority of the Past- A St udy of Three Muslrin Modemists (1 970) and Mixfim Erliics and 

Moa'èmity: A Comparative Srudy of the Ethical Thoughr of Sir Samid Ahmad Khan and 

Macvlma Madudi (1984), Yahya's "The Impact of Colonial Experïence on the Religious and 

Social Thought of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan and Ahmad Hassan: A Cornparison" (1994), and 

Shabir's "The Educational Reforrn of the Muhammadiyah Movement in Indonesia: A 

Reflection of bluhammad Abduh's Influence" (199 1). 

Muslich Shabir's work, for example, is a comparative study of the ideas and 

educational programs of the Muhammadiyah movement and those of Muhammad 

'Abduh (1849-1905). The author argues in his thesis that Islamic refomism emerged 

as a response to the decline of Muslim power. Further, he explains that this decline was 

a consequence of Muslim "intellectual anarchy" and the closure of the gate of ijihaa' 

(independent judgement). In conclusion Shabir asserts that the Muhammadiyah 

reforms "bear the unmistakable starnp of 'Abduh's influence on Muslim reformes in 

Indonesia in general."' 

Shabir of course detects many simiIarities between the two scholcrrs. However, 

to conclude that -ad D a %  was influenced by Muhammad 'Abduh does not explain 

why other scholars who never had contact with 'Abduh, such as -ad Khan, had 

similar ideas. Further study is needed to analyse the social and political context of the 

'Muslich Shabir, "The Educational Reform of the Muhammadiyah Movement in 
Indonesia: A Reflection of Muhammad Abduh's Influence," M.A. Thesis, University of Utah, 
1991,91. 



lives and intellectual makeup of scholars who developed similar ideas. Since a m a d  

Khan and -ad D a h h  lived in the colonial era, an examination of how the two 

scholars reacted to the colonial policies by working to improve the economic as well 

social status of Muslims would be of great use. The focus of such a study would not be 

to fmd out "who influenced whom" but rather "why those scholars thouglit and acted in 

certain ways ." 

The other example is provided by Agusni Yahya's comparative study of the 

religious and social thought of -ad K h k  and Ahmad Hassan (1 887-1958).'' He points 

out that both scholars' religious and social thought were conditioned by British and 

Dutch nile respectively. His thesis contributes to an understanding of how the two 

scholars responded to colonialism in India and Indonesia, their respective countries. 

However, it does not focus on the analysis of the ideas and programs of the two scholars 

in the field of education, except in so far as  these were related to the social thought of 

both @ad Khan and Ahmad Hassan. 

This comparative study of the most important educational refom movements in 

India and Indonesia is divided into three chapters. Chapters one and two discuss the 

AIigarh and Muhammadiyah movements separately. Each chapter comprises four 

sections which focus consecutively on: traditional education and British and Dutch 

4 Ahmad Hassan \vas a Singapore-born Muslim scholar who gave the Persis Fersatuan 
Islam] (Islamic Association) its modemist and fundarnentalist tone. He became a minister of 
religious affairs for the Negara Pasundan during the era of the Federal States of Indonesia [RIS] 
(1949-1950). 
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educational policies; the lives and educational philosophies of Aiynad Khan and m m a d  

Da15n; the establishment, development and educational systeins of the MAOC and 

Muhammadiyah schools; and the impact of the educational reforms of the two systems 

on Muslim educat ion. 

Chapter three is devoted to an analysis of the similarities and differences in the 

impact of the colonial experience on Muslim educational reforms in India and Indonesia. 

The fîrst section of this chapter compares the educational philosophies of a m a d  Khan 

and Ahmad D&lk,  while the second compares the educational system of the MAOC 

and Muhammadiyah schools. The last section measures and compares the impact of the 

educational reforms promoted by the two movements on Muslim education in India and 

Indonesia. 

Sources: This thesis relies heavily on secondary sources. This is due to the 

writer's inability to read works in Urdu on the AIigarh movement. Fortunately, however, 

a great many of the primary sources have been translated into English such as Hali's 

Hayat-i-Javeds and the translation of -ad Khin's speeches and essayd So far as the 

Muhammadiyah is concemed, there are few prirnary sources on the movement due to the 

fact t hat -ad Dahl511 himself was not a writer. His teachings were t rmsmitted for the 

most part orally. Thus, this thesis advances the works of his disciples and some earlier 

'Mt af Husain Hali, Hayat-i-Javed (Delhi: Idarah-i Adabiyat-i Delli, 1979). 

%han Muhammad (ed.), Wriings anci Speeches of  Sir Syed AhmadKoan (Bombay: 
Nachiketa Publications Limited, 1972); Shan Muhammad (zd.), The Nigarh Miovement: Basic 
Document: 186-4-1898,3 volumes (New Delhi Meenakshi Prakashan, 1978). 
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documents of the movement such as Versiag Moehammad#ah di Hindis ~ i m d  and 

S uja" s Muhamadr'yah dm PendiBya_I( 

In this thesis, it is argued that Alynad Khan's experience of British colonialism 

in India, and -ad Dal$in's experience of Dutch colonialism in Indonesia, made each 

of them conscious of the necessity of a system of practical education wliich could 

improve the economic as well as social status of Muslims. Their ideas on education 

found expression in the establishment of two distinct institutions, the MAOC and the 

Muhammadiyali schools. The distinction between these institutions was due to the 

differences in life experience of their founders, the diverging socio-political and 

religious conditions prevailing in their respective homelands, and the level of 

educational development that had already occurred in the two countries. The influence 

of these two institutions was immense in t e m s  of the involvement of their graduates in 

the national development of India and Indonesia. 

7 VersIag Moehammadyah di Hindia TImur (/an mi-Desen~ber 1923) [Y ogy a kart a: 
Pengoeroes Besar "Moehammadij ah," 19241. 

Sujab, Muhammadyah dm Pendirinya (Yogyakarta: Majlis Pust aka, 19 89). 



CHAPTER 1 
MUSLXM EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN INDIA: 

THE ALIGARH MOVEh.IENTT 

The idea of establishing an educational institution for Indian Muslims W ~ S  

conceived in an era marked by a detenoration of the status of Muslims in hd i a  under 

British colonialism. It was envisioned as a means of rectiQing the weaknesses of * a  

traditional Muslim education and of filling gaps in the new system of education 

introduced by the colonial govemment. The former did not offer instruction in Western 

sciences, which were important if Muslims were to stay abreast of new developments, 

while the latter failed to provide religious instruction, which was also important if 

Muslims were to maintain their identity. The founding of the Muhammadan Anglo- 

Orientai College (MAOC) was a part of the pioneering efforts of -ad Khan, a Muslim 

thinker who was also a British loydist. As an educator, he was a progressive thinker who 

understood the link between education and progress. The Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental 

College (MAOC) was a realization of -ad KhZds vision for educational reform. The 

college did not simply represent his ideals; rather, it was a product of an interaction 

between his vision and various interests which were embodied in the establishment of the 

college. 

k Traditional Education of Indian Muslims and Colonial Educational Policy Prior to the 
Fotmdation of Muhamadan Anglo-Mental College 

Traditional Muslim education has been offered in the subcontinent since Islam's 

earliest presence in the region. This is due to the fact that Islam enjoins the pursuit of 

knowledge as a religious duty upon Muslims. Thus, wherever they were, Muslims were 

obliged to cultivate Imowledge, either as students, teachers, or as sponsors of leaming 



institutions. As such, education for Muslims was both a means and an end in itself As a 

means, education was geared to provide Muslims with knowledge and, as an end, 

education was considered a necessaiy feature of daily living. In addition, while traditional 

education was oriented to the study of religion, worldly concems were not entirely 

ignored.' Secular topics were studied almost as a complement to religious concems. The 

philosophy behind tliis approach held that people could not attain perfection in religious 

life without fulfilling the mundane duties of daily life. 

1. The Maktab, Makasa  aodKD&qah 

Prior to the Colonial era, Muslirn education in India was centred around maktak,  

mosques, kh%q&s, madasas and private houses for an informal transmission of 

kn~wledge.~  Maktabs were for primary education. Traditionally, a child was sent to a 

makrab after he/she had attained an age of four years, four months and four days, usually 

after circumcision in the case of boys? At this school, students were taught the Arabic 

alphabet \vit h correct pronunciation, punct uation and harakas (vo~alization).~ Afier t hat , 

'One important centre of education, which was dedicated to the development of arts and 
crafts, was called the kEkhiX This was a kind of technical scliool which was extended through 
the system of apprenticeship, where boys were often apprenticed to artisans in exchange for 
instruction in a particdar art or craft. S.M. Jaffar, Educarion IR Mudim India: Being m uiquiry 
in to the State of Educatioo duRog the Musfim Period of Indian Hisrory (1000-1800) [Delhi : 
Idarah-i Adabiyat-i Delli, 19731, 12-13. Cited frorn liiternational Gazetteer o f  (ndia, vol. 4,436. 

'Kuldip Kaur, Madrasa Education in bdia: A S n e y  of lrs Part and Present (Chandigarh: 
Centre for Research in Rural and Industrial Development, 1990), 7-12. 

'P.N. Chopra, Society and Culture during me Mughal Age (Delhi: Agam Prakashan, 
1988), 132. 

'Neelam Chaudhary, Socio-Economic Histoiy o f  Mughal India (Delhi: Discovery 
Publishing House, 1987), 72-73. 



they learned Qur'ànic recitation.' 

The madrasa was considered a centre of highe: leaming. The curricula vxied from 

one ma<iiasa to another. The madrasa of Farangi Mahall in Lucknow, founded in 1693 

during the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb's reign (1658-L707), for example, tauglit g e  

(inflection), n&w(syntax), maqfiq (logic), &kma (ethics), bisab (mathematics), balagha 

(language), fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence), kai& (theology), usfil al-fiqh (the basics of 

Islarnic jurisprudence), t&(QurS anic exegesis) and &d'th (Maammad's tradition).' ln 

addition, some madrasas were well-hown for tlieir specializaîions, including, for instance, 

the Farangi M&all machsa famed for its instruction in fiqh and +il al-fiqh.' The 

madrasa of Shah Wali Ailah (1 702-1762) was famous for its teaching of &YZ%~.~ 

The medium of instruction in the machsas was Persian, which was sometimes 

combined with Hindawi. Madrzsas at a higher level usually prescribed texts in Arabic. The 

Persian language was, however, predominant, and students were expected to master it 

before graduating from intermediate classes. A command of the Arabic texts was required 

from those who opted for the specialised pursuits of either traditional (mmq&t) or 

rat ional (ma 'qili?) sciences; the specialists of the former were known as 'ulmZY while 

'Chopa, Society and Culzure, 132. 

6The original name of this madrasa was Dàr al-'Ulüm. Farangi Mahall was the name of 
the house in which the madrasa was built. I t  is reported that Aurangzeb granted the house to 
Nizam al-Din Sihalvi to operate a madrasa. Kuldip Kaur, Madrasa Educafion in India, 52. 

'Ziaul Haque, "Muslim Religious Education in Indo-Pakistan," Hamic SSiudies, 14 (1975): 
277-278. 

'The original name of this mahasa was Madrasa Ra@miyya after the name of its founder, 
Shah 'Abd al-R@im (father of Shah Wali Allah). It was also known as Delhi madrasa as it was 
located at Delhi, and as the Madrasa of Shah WaIi Allah. At the begiming this mabasa 
empliasized the teaching of kaliln (theology) but this policy changed after Shah Wafi Allah Left 
for Madina to study &dth. According to Kaur, "His return gave impetus to the study of had~h 
in India." He also noted that the establishment of DG al- 'Ulb Deoband folIowed the pattern of 
t his madima. Kaur, Madrasa Educatim ri7 ha'ia, 45, 109, 1 80. 



those of the latter were known as fùdaI2 and dànishmmds? 

An appraisal of the examination system in madrasas reveals that it was conducted 

with few formalities or attempts at standardization. There were no time limits for the 

completion of an examination, and only a few examinations were even given. The teacher- 

in-charge would monitor the examination of his class himself and promote successful 

students to the next level. Apart from saoads or certificates, stipends or scholarships, 

in6;Uns @rizes) and tamghas (rnedals) were awarded to the most bnlliant graduating 

st udents in proportion to their merit." 

A kh&q&z was an institution of residential training and teaching for &Zs.'l It was 

usually att ached t O a shrine (dix&) and a mosque.I2 It did not offer formal educat ion and 

was dedicated to adults. The subject matter taught varied firom one fi&q& to another, 

depending on the needs of disciples, the preferences of rnasters, and the orientation of the 

sufi order." However, similarities among the different ~ ~ p ; i h s c o u l d  still be found. Nasr 

States, "[The kb&q& was] to provide a place for transmission of the highest form of 

knowledge, namely Divine knowledge (al-ma Zifa or 'Ïfi) ... ." Hence, he cont inued, 

9 Moonis Raza (ed.), HI;oher Educarion rii hdia= Retrospect aad Prospect (New Delhi: 
Association of Indian Universities, 199 l), 20. 

'% ffar, Educarh Musiim India, 25. 

I I  Marcia K. Hermansen, "KbZnqZh," in John. L. Esposito (ed.), Oxford EncycIopedia of 

Modem Islam, vol. 2. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 415. 

12~olins Pederson, "Masdjid," in E. van Donzel et. al. (ed.), Encyclopedia ofIslam, vol- 4 
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1978), 358. 

14 Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Traditional Islam i~ the Modern IYorid(New York: Kegan Paul 
International, 1994), 127-128. 



"[It] also became the centre of moral training on the highest le~el." '~ 

The system of traditional education survived f h m  one generation to the next due 

to  imperial and private support for the advancement of learning. N. Law explains the 

system of patronage and provides a detailed account of the development of education 

fkom the reign of M-ud of Gham'i (998- 1030) to the reign of Shi& '%am (1759-1 806) 

of the Mughal dynasty. According to him, the fate of Muslim education was, to a large 

extent, dependent upon the goodwill of the g~vemment . '~  

In the pre-Mughal period, notes Law, Er% ShZh (1351-1388) of the Tughlaq 

dynasty made invaluable contributions to the advancement of Muslim leaming. It is 

reported that, of his three palaces, one was devoted to the recept ion of dist inguished men 

of leaming and nobility. F i  also made generous donations in the form of pensions and 

gifis to the learned and religious. It was during his reign that a regular stipend was made 

for public education. The mler, moreover, obliged learned men residing in different parts 

of his empire to disseminate their knowledge among the people. In addition, a number of 

madrasitli, mosques and residences were built to house pupils and instructors. fie Shah 

made education more accessible by providing st ipends and scholarships t O st udents fiorn 

disadvantaged backgrounds, such as the poor, orplians and slaves." 

The Mughal emperor Akbar (1 556-1 605) great ly contributed to the deveiopment 

of Musiim educational institutions. He established the 'Ibadatkh- where people from 

different professions, religions and creeds gathered to discuss various branches of leaming, 

especially religion. Akbar was also reported to have sponsored the translation of the 

16 Narendra Nath Law, Promotion o f  leanring in hd ia  dming Muhamadan Rule (by 
Mubarnmadans) (Varanasi: Prithivi Prakashan, 19 16 rep. 1985), xlvi-xlvii. 
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~ahZbh*a td~  into Persian. Moreover, he built mosques and madnsasin Fatehpur Sikri, 

Agra and Delhi. In Akbar's time private teaching, as a supplement to post-madrasa 

learning, also de~eloped. '~  

2. British Educational Policy 
.. 

The system of traditional Muslim education flourished until the arriva1 of the East 

India Company and its educational agenda. It is worth mentioning that while British 

education policy changed from time to time, it did not change its nature as a colonial 

policy. In this respect, the changes were not geared to the interests of the colonized 

Indians but to those of the colonizers. It was not until 18 13 that the goverment paid 

more attention to the advancement of the education of the indigenous peoples. The 

colonial imperative of trading and collecting as much wealth as possible and transfemng 

it to  the home country did not encourage any activity which did not yield financial 

benefit. In this period the Company established only two schools, one for Muslims and the 

other for Hindus. Madrasa ' a i y &  at Calcutta was founded in 178 1 with the support of 

the Company. This madrasa was designed to produce graduates for work in govemment 

service as judges in courts.20 At the same time, the Company sponsored a Sanskrit school 

I8According to B.S. Miller, MahaMarata was "the greatest Sanskrit epic of war, 
composed between 400 BCE and 400 CE .... The work has its stylistic and mythological roots in 
the Rig Veda and its narrative sources are probably oral tales of a tribal war fought in the Punjab 
early in the fxst millenium BCE. As the tradition was taken over by professional story tellers and 
intellectuals, many sorts of Iegend, myths and speculative thought, such as the Baghavad Gita, 
were added .... Like the Ramayana, the Mababharata has deeply influenced the religious and 
cultural life of the whole Indian Subcontinent and much of rest of South and Southeast Asia." 
Barbara S toler Miller, "Mahabharata," in Aislie T. Embree (ed.), Encyclopedia ofAsian Histor3/, 
vol. 2 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1988), 459-460. 

lgLaw, Promotion of Leamiog in ïiidia, 13 9- 1 72. 

20Zafar Imam (ed.), Musiims in India (New Delhi: Orient Longman, 1975), 204. 



for H~lcius.~' 

One of the reasons for British ambivalence towards education was their fear that 

the education of the indigenous peoples would engender in them an awareness of their 

rights and consequently threaten British r u ~ e . ~ ~  This prospect womed the British who 

wished to exploit the Indians and keep them in ignorance of tlieir plight. This fear was 

justified as agitators for Indian independence did indeed hail from the educated classes. 

This so called "non-interference policy" changed in 18 13 when the governrnent 

issued a charter asserting that "... a sum of not less than one lac of rupees ineach year 

shall be set apart and applied to the revival and improvement of literature and the 

encouragement of the learned natives of India and for the introduction and promotion of 

a knowledge of the sciences among the inhabitants of the British territories in India." 

Once applied, this charter failed to satisfy Muslims since the s u m  allotted was only spent 

on the of Sanskrit leaming as çtipulated by the board of direct or^.^^ This ppolicy 

betrayed the govemment's insincerity in the application of the charter, since there was a 

tendency to prefer Hindus rather than promote equal treatment. On March 7, 1835, the 

Govemor General, Lord Bentinck, issued another resolution which anguished Muslims 

even fuaher. It even contradicted the thnist of the previous charter. The resolution stated 

,"... that al1 the funds appropnated for the purpose of education would be best employed 

"Mohammad Akhlaq Ahmad, ÎiadiiionalEducation amongMos/ms(New Delhi: B.R. 
Publishing Corporation, 1985), 146. 

23 B.D. Bhatt and J.C. Agganval (eds.), EdocafionaI Documents in India (1813-1968) [New 
Delhi: Arya Book Depot, 19691, 1. 

*'Syed Masro or Ali Akh t ar Has hmi, Muslim Response ru Western Educatiion (A St udy 
ofFourPioneer &stitutiuns) Delhi: Commonwealth Publishers, 1989],3. 



on English education a10ne."~' 

This resolution and ot her Bnt ish educat ional measures provided ample evidence 

of the govemment's efforts to disadvant age indigenous peopies, especially Muslims. 

Indians, instead of receiving support to develop their own education and culture, had to 

conform to the ideafs of a culture which \vas alien to them.26 In Chaube's words: 

There was no rooin for the spirit of self-reliance in this system. Most of the 
British rulers thought that the education which inculcated the spint of self- 
reliance wouid create in the Indian the feeling of independence and liberty 
and they tingled with awe with the very thought. Their object was to keep 
I d i a  in their clutches in order to destroy its accumulated glory, to plunder 
its wealth and thus to show off to other countnes of the world their own 
glory and pr~sperity.~' 

It is true that, in 1854 the British government issued a new despatch suggesting that it 

spend more money on popular education, open schools in every district, and improve 

indigenous s c h ~ o l s . ~ ~  In practice, however, the colonial authorities in India did not follow 

this guideline. In 5.N. Muke rji's words: 

But the pity is that the Governrnent of India did not act upon the 
suggestions and recomrnendations of the Despatch fully and some glarîng 
defects of the present educational system arose fi-om the total or partial 
disregard of many instructions of the Despatch. For example, the principle 
of general education of the poor for whom the Despatch was specially 
designed was disregarded for the sake of higher education and Govemment 
did not change its policy when it was reminded of its pledge in 1858 by a 

=B.D. Bhat t and J.C. Agganval (eds.), EdocationaI Docunents, 4. B.D. Basu, Histoy of 
Education in h d i a  mder rhe Rule o f  the East hdia Company(Calcutta: The Modem Review 
Office, n.d.), 122. 

26The British Govemment might have leamed fiom its experience of suppressing the Irish 
language by imposing English in order to avoid the rise of nationalism in the Ireland. Basu, 
History of  Educatl'on rii bdia, 9 8. 

"S.P. Chaube, A NisforyofEducation in hdia (Allahabad: Ram Narain La1 Beni Madho, 
1965), 624. 

2'B.D. Bhatt and J.C. Agganval (eds.), Edocational Documents, 6-7. 



man like Duff with his usual bluntness. Cultivation of Tndian languages, 
the use of the mother-tongue as the medium of instruction at the school- 
age, institution of university professorship ... were postponed for a long 
t irneS2' 

Even worse, in its eagerness to impose English education, the govemment did not hesitate 

to build rival institutions where indigenous ones had thrived. Consequently, these 

indigenous schools were either closed or absorbed into the new ~ ~ s t e r n - ~ ~  

3. M u s h  Response to the Colonial Policies 

British educational policies were regarded by Muslim leaders as a threat to the 

integrity of their religion and culture. English education was not seen as merely being a 

medium for the transference of knowledge but as a vehicle for the Chnstianization of 

Lndian Muslims.)' This suspicion was not without grounds in light of this statement made 

by Sir Charles Trevelyan, a member of a commission of inquiry into education: 

... the primary design of the Government scheme of education is to advance the 
progress of civilization in India by the diffusion of useful knowledge, as the phrase 
is generally understood. The design of the Missionary institutions is to convert the 
Natives to Christianity. The two objects are distinct, but they are by no means 
opposed to one another.'* 

As a consequence of their aversion to these institutions, Muslims were left far 

behind Hindus in the field of English education, a situation which event ually limited their 

29 S.N. Mukerji, Hisory ofEducarion in India (Modem PMod) [Delhi: Acharya Book 
Depot Baroda, 19661, 120. 

"Tahseen, Education andModemisation, 66. 

32Hashmi, Muslim Response, 25-26. 



opportunities for govemment employrnent." This is not to imply that if Muslims had 

received an English education they would have automatically gotten these jobs. The facts 

suggest that the exclusion of Muslims fkom Governent  service was not a mere 

consequence of their educational deficiencies. As Hashmi says, "... even when qualified 

for Govemment employ, they are studiously kept out of it by govemment  notification^."^^ 

Muslims, who were now behind the Kindus in t e m s  of having an English 

education, also lost their traditional systern of education as the Govemment confiscated 

tax-fkee lands. This measure was the result of the East India Company's financial 

difficulties with respect to shareholders' payments in England. To compensate for the 

shortfall the Company boosted its revenue by confiscating the t ax-fiee lands on which 

many primary schools and some institutions of higher leaming were situated. To stem this 

action, the Iegal deed-holders of these lands were obliged to submit proper 

documentation, which in most cases had either been lost or eaten by  termite^.^' 

After the Mutiny of 1857, which witnessed the destruction of mosques and schook 

and the intensification of British suspicions towards Muslims, some 'u1amiy began 

promot ing the revitalization of Muslim institutions. In 1867, an educational institution 

known as DG al-'UlÜm was founded in Deoband in the Saharanpur district by Maulana 

Maamrnad Q%im Nanautavi? Other similar institutions were also established, namely, 

DG a l - 'Ulh  Dariya at Muradabad and Mifi* al-'UlÜm at Saharanpur. These institutions 

"Bashir Ahmad Dar, Reiigious Thought of Sawid Ahmad K/m (Lahore: Institute of 
Islaniic Culture, 1971), 69. Amalendu De, Ham In Modem hdia (Calcutta: Maya Prakashan, 
1982), 1 1. Aparna Basu, The Growta ofEducation and Poiiicai Developmeni in fidia, 1898-1920 
(Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1974), 150- 15 1. 

'"Hashmi , Musfim Response, 23. 

3*Jawaharal Nehru, Discoveiy ofhdia (London: Meridian Books Ltd., 1960), 296-297. 

 m mal en du De, Islam in Modem India, 13. 



certainly made valuable contributions to the preservation of Muslim culture. However, 

their founders were far more concemed with the past glones of Islam than with the 

contemporary needs of Indian Muslims. What Muslims needed was the knowledge and 

skills to compete politically and intellectually with their non-Muslim counterparts. D%r 

al-'UlÜm Deoband, for example, excluded the teaching of English from the syllabus~' 

something which was vital for graduates interested in G o v e m e n t  employment, or for 

anyone who wanted to be kept apprised of new developments with respect to  science and 

technology. Thus the revit alizat ion of the Muslim community remained unrealized. 

B. Sayyid A&md K h i  

Mmad Khan played a chief role in the founding of the Muhammadan Anglo- 

Oriental College in 1875. He was the one who not only realized that Indian Muslims were 

in jeopardy but also made every effort to bring them out of that situation. The college was 

a monument to -ad Khan's ideas on educational reform, and served to inspire other 

Indian Muslims. In the end, he could not accomplish all his objectives, but his pioneering 

work in Muslim educational reform is undeniable. 

1. Biographical Sketch 

1.1. Famüy and Educational Background 

Ahmad Khan was bom in Delhi on the 17th of October, 18 17, to a family many 

of whose members held prominent positions in the Mughal administrat ion.38 Their st at US 

37~hmad,  Traditiond Educarion, 1 52- 1 53. 

" ~ e  is said to be a descendant of Hussayn, the grandson of the Prophet Muhammad. His 
ancestors had lived in Herat in Afghanistan before they migrated to Delhi in the reign of 
ShZhjahZn (1 627- 1658). Grnad Khan's matemal grand-father, Khwaja FaEd al-Dh, was 



permitted M m a d  K h k  to observe the life of the imperial family, an expenence which 

eventually shaped his response to the decline of the Empire and to the presence of the 

British govemment. He found the Emperor to be morally deficient, even though his 

courtiers praised him in prodigal tems in order to obtain more benefits. Cock fighting, 

nightingale and hawk taming and pigeon flying were the Emperor's favourite sports. It was 

in such an environment that -ad Khan grew up and had the opportunities to observe 

"the pomp and splendeur" of the last Mughal c0u1-t.'~ 

As a chiId, -ad K h k  was trained in a traditional educational institution in 

Delhi, where religio us st udies had expanded enormously. He commenced l i s  learning with 

Shah Ghiil-Zm 'Afi, a Naqshabandi Sufi Shaykh."O -ad KhZn also studied with Shah 

'Abd al-'Az7z (d. 1823), a prominent religious scholar in the city. This basic education 

familiarized him with Arabic, Persian, Urdu, mathematics, and logic. When he was 

eighteen, -ad Khan had the opportunity to study with MirzZ Asad All& Khân Gh5lib 

(d. 1869) and Shaykh Ibrah7m Zauq (1854), the two great Urdu poets, fiom whom -ad 

K h k  acquired his poetic style. He also studied with other teachers such as valam Ghul-âm 

Haidar KhZn, his family physician? In s u ,  m a d  Kh5.n was a leamed man in a variety 

of branches o f  traditional education, which was to serve him well in his religious as well 

appointed Prime Minister by Emperor Akbar II. His father, Sayyid Muttaqi, was so influential 
that he is said to have been the only person allowed to sit in the Emperor's presence. G.F.I. 
Graham, The Lifi and Work 3fSir SyedAhmedKhan (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1974), 
1 and 4; Shan Muhammad, Sir SyedAhmadKhan: A PoliticaalBio,sraphy(Meerut: Meenakshi 
Prakashan, l969), 42 and 49. 

3Q~uhamrnad, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, 44. 

40 Ahmad Khan's parents were devotees of Shah Ghulim 'AE. This explains, in part, 

Grnad Khan's very close relationship with the latter. Ibid., 44-45. 

4 1 Ahmad Khan's mother must also be accredited for his education. She was the one to 
whom he would repeat the day's lessons. J.M.S. Baljon JR., The Refonns andReh$bos Ideas of 
SirSamidAhmadKhan (Leiden: E.J. Briil, 1949), 3; Muhammad, SirSyedAhmadK/lm, 46. 



as educational reform programs in the years to corne. 

1.2. @ad Khan and the British 

/&nad Khan's involvement ui the British colonial administration began with his 

joining the Criminal Department as a sm'sfI!ad&(recorder) in Delhi in 1 83 8. His careèr 

meant that he had to move fkom place to place. In 1839, -ad Khan was appointed as 

d i b  rnu~shh (assistant secretary) working for the Coinmissioner, Robert Hamilton, in 

Agra. Only two yearj later he was transfened to Mainpuri as a rnzmgif(1ower-level judge) 

in 1842 before rnoving to Fatehpur Sikri afier one ~ e a r : ~  He was posted to Bijnor in 

1857, the year of the ~ u t i n y ? '  -ad Khan's involvement in the colonial administration 

was, fiom the Bntish vantage point, an indicator of his reliability. For Mmad  Khan, the 

British govemment was an inevitable authonty fiom which he had to derive advantages. 

1.3. -ad Khan's Literary Career 

Ahmad K h a s  career as an administrator in the Bntish govemment did not 

interrupt his Iiterary activity. His talents in this field became apparent when he wrote 

Jàm-e-/am, in which he elucidated the history of forty-three kings £tom Timur down to 

BahZdur Shah Zafar, the last of the Mughal emperors of hdia. He also wrote a suimnary 

of the rules and regulations prescribed in the civil courts. Ahmad Kliiin authored a few 

pamphlets dealing with prophetic miracles. &;ir al-~anidd his monument al work, is 

4LIn the same year, M m a d  Khàn was awarded the title of Javvad-ud-Daula '&f-i~mg 
by BahZdur Shâh Zafar, an indication of his continuing contact with the Mughal family. 

"Baljon, The R e h s  amildeas, 5; Lelyveld, Aligarh's F k t  Generation, 58; Muhammad, 
Sir Syed_4hmadKhan, 46-48; Hafeez Malik, "Sayyid Mmad Khan," in Esposito (ed.), OxEord 
Encyclopedia, vol. 1, 57-58. 
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an account of the archaeological history of the ruins of Dehi. It was this last work which 

earned him prominence arnong European scholars. 

The Mutiny of 1857 marked a tuming point in Grnad Khan's literary career. In 

the wake of this event, he spent most of the rest of his life in trying to bring Indian 

Muslims and the British govemment closer and to eliminate suspicions between rhem. 

Towards that end, Mmad Khan wrote Xsbib-i-BagliZvat-i-Hind which provides an 

account of the causes of the Mutiny. Alpnad Khan employed two different approaches to 

the Muslims and the Govemrnent. To the Muslims, he argued that their attitude towards 

West em knowledge had unfort unately aggravated t heir backwardness. He argued t hat 

Muslims were wrong to be suspicious of this knowledge since their predecessors had also 

acquired necessary howledge without suspecting the source. Aipiad KhZn maint ained 

that the backwardness of hdian Muslims was due to their conservatism. Regarding the 

British govemment, -ad Khàn tried to convince it that the Mutiny was not a Muslim- 

planned revolt, but merely a sporadic and uncoordinated uprising by the disaf3ected Indian 

masses against the govemment policies." 

1.4. -ad Khan's Quest for a Muslim Educational System 

The Mutiny of 1857 and its aftermath was a calamity for Muslims in India. The 

relatioiiship between Muslims and the British had been beset by prejudices, and the 

Mutiny only made them worse. @ad Khan's solution was to try to restore harmony 

between the two communities. At the same time, he also contrived to give Muslims 

greater self-confidence as a basis for rebuilding a strong community under British rule. 

44 Altaf Husain Hali, Kayaf-i-Javed, translated by K.H. Qadiri and David J. Matthew 
(Delhi: Idarah-i Adabiyat-i DeIli, 1979), 61-62; Muhammad, Sir SyedAhmad f ian,  5 1. 



One of the key elements in this plan was education. Mmad Khan said: 

1 have invariably corne to the conclusion tliat the absence of the 
comuni ty  of feeling between the two races, was due to the absence of the 
comrnunity of ideas and the community of interests. And, gentlemen, I felt 
equally certain that so long as this state of things continued, the 
Mussaimans of India could make no progress under the English rule. It 
then appeared to me that nothing could remove these obstacles to progress 
but education? 

@ad Khan's intention therefore was to establish an institution which would implement 

his ideas and which eventually made him a pioneer of Muslirn educational reform in India. 

Mmad Khan's preoccupation with the promotion of Indian Muslim education 

received a boost with the founding of the Scientific Society at Ghazipur on January 9, 

1864.~~ This institution undertook the translation of English works into Urdu, making 

them accessible to Indian Muslims. -ad Khin felt that Muslims must master history, 

natural philosophy and political economy, as these three branches of leaming were 

necessary vehicles of progress. +ad Kh&s move to Aligarh did not render the Society 

inactive; in fact, it resulted in the founding of the Aligarh Institute Gazette which became 

a voice for the expression of Indians' concems to the governrnent and, in tum, introduced 

Muslims t O the English syst em of administration." 

On April lst, 1869, with his two sons, Sayyid Hamid and Sayyid MdpnÜd, Alpnad 

K h k  left for Britain. Aipnad K h a s  interest in British education was fostered by t his trip. 

In Britain, he had the opportunity to become acquainted with Western civilization and to 

4'A.iad Khan, "Speech at the Founding of the Anglo-Oriental College," in Shan 
Muhammad (ed.), Witings and Speeches of Sir Syed Ahmad Xban (Bombay: Nachiket a 
Publications Limited, 1972), 129. 

&The Society was not -ad Khan's fint effort to realize his educational ideas. Li 1859, 
lie founded a Persian madrasa in Muradabad. Hali, Hayat-i-Javed, 58. 
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reflect on the condition of Indian Muslims. In his Letter to Raja Jai Kishan Das Bahadur, 

Ahmad K h k  wrote, "The natives of India, high and low, merchants and petty 

shopkeepers, educated and illiterate, when contrasted with the English in education, 

mamers and uprightness, are ... as a dirty animal is to an able and handsone man."J8 

-ad Khan visited Cambridge and Oxford Universities, as well as private preparatory 

schooIs including Eton and Harrow where he observed the British system of education 

that he would take as a mode1 for his Mohammadan Anglo-Oriental ~ o l l e g e - ~  

-ad Khan's visit to England enabled him to engage in intellectual dialogue with 

Western schoIars both on IsIamic studies and Indian problems. There, he also wrote A 

Senes ofEss8ys 00 the Life ofMohammad(1870) in Urdu in reply to Sir William Muir1s 

Life ofMahome< later published and widely read in India. Moreover, Ahmad K h k  had 

a dialogue with Sir John William Kaye on the problems conceming Indians. After a 

sevent een-month stay in England, Alynad Khin returned to India with a new blue-print 

for the development of Indian Muslims under British rule?' 

2. -ad Khan's Educationd Thought 

Our outline of Ahmad Khan's familial, educational and occupational background 

should help us understand his approach to dealing with religious as well as educational 

issues. Alpnad Khan lived in an imperial atmosphere, studied with traditionalist 'ulami' 

and finally worked under the colonial govemment. Undoubtedly, these experiences 

"Xafeez Malik, "Sayyid Alpnad Khân," in Esposito (ed.), T h  OxfodEncydopedia, vol. 
1, 58. 
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moulded his attitude and thouglits. As far as liis educational ideas were concerned, they 

were marked by religious liberalism, a consequence of the encounter between his 

traditional background and his expenences under the colonial rule. Ahmad Khan's 

educational ideas are summarized in his st atement : 

The purpose of education has always been to enable a man to develop his - 
intellectual powers to the full so that he may grasp the significance of any 
situation that anses, that he may know the difference between right and 
wrong and gain the ability to contemplate the divine mysteries of nature. 
Education should strengthen his character, help him to look after himself 
and concentrate on the life to corne.5' 

a m a d  Khan's educational ideas, first of all, reflect his religious thought. He 

believed that Islam was a progressive religion. He argued that the interpretation of 

Islamic doctrines was constrained to time and place. What was everlasting in Islam was 

the basic ethic, while its outward characteristics were subject to change according to the 

needs of time and place. It was, thus, unreasonable for Muslirns to maintain any tradition 

which was no longer compatible with the modem setting. In McDonough's opinion, 

"Sayyid Ahmad Khan did not think of cultural systems as fixed entities. He rather 

envisaged them as processes. He thought that the European societies in the preceding two 

centuries had undergone many phases of social transformati~n."~~ She goes on to state: 

"He [-ad Khk]  recognized that justification of beliefs and practices was necessary and 

also that no justification could be final, since the reasons given were always potentially 

capable of being proved wrong by other persons, or by future generations."53 

52 S heila McDonough, Mmhn Etfics andModemity: A Comparative Sr udy of the Eriiical 
Thoughr of Sawid  Ahmad Iÿlhan andMawlana M;?ududi(Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University 
Press, l984), 30. 



Hence, argued a m a d  flliZn, the objective of education is to foster new ideas 

rather than to transfer or maintain old ones. There was little need for Musiirns to preserve 

old traditions which were no longer relevant to their needs. For him, Muslims had the 

right to determine the kind of education they needed, as their predecessors had done in 

past ages. As such, whenever he met with the founding committee of Aligarh, he insistzd 

that religious instruction should emphasize the comprehension of basic principles and the 

study of scriptural, as distinct f?om scholastic, texts. m a d  Khan considered philosophy, 

logic and the natural sciences of classic Islamic learning, as irrelevant." He also cnticized 

the prevalent Islamic practices, beliefs and scholarship of Indian Muslims who imit ated 

the traditions of their ancestors without regard for their compatibility, or lack thereof, 

with contemporary condit ions. According to -ad Khàn, " What ever our anceston wcre 

they were, we are not. They were the inventors of several compiicated sciences while we 

cannot even understand them. We should be sony for ourselves instead of being proud of 

OUT ancest~rs."~' 

-ad Khan diEerent iated between two kinds of education, ta 'Fm (intellectual 

training) and tarbya (moral training). The former was aimed at equipping students with 

the knowledge and skills to find an occupation, while the latter was aimed at cultivating 

a student's inner qualities of character. In the pursuit of a good education, Ahmad Khan 

advocated the establishment of a total institution where students would be freed fiom the 

influence of ordinary life and trained in an intensely ordered environment. He argued that 

"not only book leaming, but the moral influence of a planned social environment would 

54David Lelyveld, Aligarh's Erst Generation (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1978), 130. 
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be needed to raise up a new generation." He fkther argued that unless boys are kept at a 

distance frorn home ... they will always remain ignorant, worthless, and exposed to al1 

sorts of evils? 

-ad Khân believed that education was the instrument for human salvation in 

this world just as religion was an instrument for salvation in the hereafter. As such, 

education represented an unavoidable necessity for every human being. Failure in this 

field would lead to failure in life and vice versa. -ad Khan said: 

There are two things, gentlemen, for upholding the position . of 
Mohammedans--one of this worId and one of the next. For salvation in the 
next there is no anxiety if we believe that "there is no [god] but God and 
Moharnmedis the Prophet ofGod." But we have to give attention to the 
troubles of this sad world; and although we have but few days to spend in 
it, yet its affairs should be set straight." 

-ad Khan was constantly criticizing Muslirns in India for not paying enough attention 

to education. Indeed he was aware that education had long been an inseparable part of 

Indian Muslim society but -ad Khan thought that it was not enough to raise Muslims 

from their miserable condition. 

In keeping with the above opinion, Alynad Khan argued that education had to 

equip Muslirns with a knowledge of natural law because this world is mled by that law. 

Understanding the law would mean understanding the key to manage the world. 

Furthermore, this law was created by God, just as religion was. In Voll's words: "His 

[@ad KhZn's] general approach to integrating modem scientific thought with Islam is 

st ated in his axiom that nature, which is the work of God, is identical with the Qur'k, 

%oth quotafions are cited in Lelyveld, Aiigai5'sFir.t Generation, 128-129. 
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which is the word of ~od."'' &mad Khan criticized his opponents who were afraid of 

natural sciences as though they were un-Islamic. He always insisted that "Muslims could 

do anything and that nothing human is foreign to Islam."59 

Accordingly, -ad K h k  did not see any benefit in objecting to or distinguishing 

Western from Islamic sciences, since this differentiation was historically baseless. H e  

argued that, when Muslims were in power, they excelled in vanous sciences. At that tirne, 

Muslims thought that sciences, both religious and secular, were al1 in line with the Islamic 

spirit. At the time, Europe was still in the Dark Ages. Nevertheless, Europe did not 

hesitate to appropriate the knowledge acquired by Muslims. Now that the Europeans 

excelled in the sciences, reasoned Alpnad Khan, it was Europe's turn to repay its debt to 

-ad KhTin also paid attention to the moral nature and character-building aspects 

of education. Here he reflects on the experience of his predecessors who had paid great 

attention to this subject . 

My desire is not only to spread education among Muliammedans, but to 
spread two other things. The first of these is training in character. In the 
old days our boys of good family used to read at home with a manner, 
wliile they received a good general training in character and manners from 
the society of their parents and the elders of the family, who were patterns 
of excellence in these matters .... Hence, unless we give the cliildren of o u  
nation along with education a training in character adapted to the times, 

"John Obcrt Voll, Islam: Con~inuify and Change in the Modem World (New York: 
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we cannot reap tliose advantages which we d e s i d '  

The establishment of the college was the realization of Ahmad Khàn's vision of 

an institution which would help to modemize the Indian Muslim community under 

colonial rule. The MAOC was not, however, fully representative of -ad KhZn's ideals. 

It was rather a product of the juxtaposition of -ad Khan's ideals with reality. The 

process which ended in the establishment of the college was marked by many 

compromises as to cun-iculum and organization. None of this, however, was enough to 

discourage hirn fiom realizing his drearn. 

The Mutiny of 1857, and the resultant British-Muslirn suspicion, spurred -ad 

Khin in his efforts. He also realized the importance that modem education would have in 

any attempt to uplifi the Muslims. Nevertheless he did not have a clear idea of the kind 

of education to promote arnongst Muslims until after his visit to England in 1870, an 

experience which provided him with various alternatives. 

1. The Establishment of a Founding Committee 

On his return to India, -ad Khan's ideas on educational reform crystallized. A 

committee was established to organize an "essay contest" on the reason why Muslims had 

rejected English education. Frorn these essays, the committee derived a number of reasons 

which were made known to the govemment as well as Muslims. The government was 

indicted for mistakes in organizing the schools and omitting religious instruction. In 

addition to this, government schools were cnticized for not allowing Muslim students to 

6'Alpnad K h k ,  "On Education," in Shan Muliammad (ed.), WriTings md Speeches, 200. 
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perform religious rites such as the five daily prayers. Additionally, Muslim students felt 

humiliated by their Hindu and Christian teachers. Nso, some books, which betrayed an 

anti-Islamic bias had been introduced into the syllabus. Muslim nobles were also criticized 

for rejecting govenunent schools because of their role as venues of education for people 

fiom the lower classes, and for prefemng to educate their children at home. The common 

Muslims, on the other hand, were ignorant of the benefits of English education due to a 

lack of exposure to English people.62 After elucidating these reasons, at the last meeting 

of the committee on April 15th, 1872, the delegates resolved to establish an institution 

which would rectify the weaknesses of both government and traditional Muslim 

education. 

In the following month, the original cornmittee transformed itself into the 

M&ammadan Anglo-Oriental College Fund Committee, which survived in legal control 

of the college and its assets until 1889. The original rnembers of this cornmittee were 

twenty-six, eighteen of whom were government oficials or representatives of princely 

States. The rest were wealtliy zamiBdars (landlords) f?om the Aligarh and the Benares 

districts. In July, a dozen more members were elected to the committee, including five 

fiom Ghazipur and the Navab of Pahasu (near Aligarh), who was also Prime Minister of  

Jaipur. In accordance with the rules enunciated at the outset, al1 were Muslims and 

membership was life-long. 

1.1. Preparation for the Founding of the College 

This cornmittee was mandated to arrive at decisions pertaining to recmitment, the 

6'"Mahomedan Education," in Shan Muhammad (ed.), The Aiigarh Movemem', vol. 2 
(New Delhi: Meenakshi Prakashan, 1978), 462-463. Cited from The Pioneer, 8 January 1877; 
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curriculum, the milieu and the authority of the college. As one might assume, the 

comrnittee often faced difficult decisions as its members came from different backgrounds 

and had different visions. The cornrnittee came to its most critical decisions with respect 

to the discussions on curriculum. The members of the cornmittee seemed aware of the fact 

that this issue was an important one since it would detennine the institution's future 

direction. Each apparently wanted the college to reflect his own vision. The discussion 

revolved around the kind of religious education that was to be provided and who was to 

be in charge of its instruction. In line with his religious reformist aspirations, Ahmad 

KhGn wanted religious education to emphasize comprehension of basic principles and the 

study of scriptural, as opposed to scholastic tex td3  This idea was refuted by oahodox 

opponents such as 'Ali Bakhsh and Chirigh 'fi, S u d  and Shici 'uIamâY respectively. 

Encomtering such opposition, "Not only did he [-ad Khan] withdraw unconditionally 

from the Cornmittees which managed theological teaching in the College, but he 

scrupulously avoided religious discussion with student s and t e a ~ h e r s . " ~  

Another decision was taken with respect to the college's student body; it would 

serve Muslims. The assumption behind the whole project was that there existed a 

definable entity, the Muslims of India, and that they were lagging behind non-Muslims 

in acquiring an English-style education. Furthermore, the committee was in favour of the 

institution gearing itself to the educational needs of Muslim noble families. This idea was 

clearly different from the previous intention of Alpnad Kh& to provide an education for 

al1 classes (@n?'a), including the lowest (' av&-un-&). Alpnad K h k  had no choice but 

to accept and, eventually support, the argument of the committee. 

6'Lelyveld, Afjgmi5 's Firsf Generation, 130. 
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1.2. The Founding of the College 

Due to financial problems, the founding of the College was almost aborted. This 

situation led Sami' Ml&, the secretary of the sub-committee, in 1873, to convince other 

members of the committee that a "branch college" of the proposed institution be 

established. He argued that people would not donate money until they had seen the 

college founded. This proposal was rejected by +ad Khan but accepted by the other 

members of the committee. They apparently agreed that the most important thing for 

Muslims was to receive an English-style education within a religiously acceptable 

atrno~phere.~' This school comrnenced its first class on June 1, 1875, applying the 

govemment cmïculum and operating under the direction of Henry George Impey, a 

graduate of Oxford University, as a headrnaster. The so-calted Muhamadan Anglo- 

Oriental College was finally established two years later when, on January 8, 1877, the 

foundation Stone of the college was laid by Lord Lytton, the Viceroy and Govemor 

General of India.66 At the public dinner in honour of the foundation of the college, @ad 

Khan said, "...gentlemen, there is one thing which 1 admit sincerely, and without any 

hesitation, and that is, that the College of which the foundation-stone has been laid today, 

has been for many years the main object of my life."67 

2. The System of Education of the MAO. College 

From our earlier discussion on traditional education, it is clear that traditional 

65Hali, Hayat-i-là ved, 143- 144; Lelyveld, AIearil 's First Generaiion, 142. 
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education was at least at that time almost exclusively religion-onented. Such an education 

was designed to produce religious scholars characterized by a profound knowledge of the 

religious sciences and by their devotion to religious doctrines. The Muharnmadan Anglo- 

Oriental College, on the other hand, aimed at producing educated Indian Muslims familiar 

with the issues of the modem era under colonial nile. As such, the college did not neglect 

religious sciences, but made them onIy one part of the college's cun-iculum. 

2.1. Programs of Study 

The college, needless to Say, did not offer elementary education, as Ahmad Khi& 

sought to produce future leaders for the Muslim community. m a d  Khan must have 

realized that the govemment had already opened a number of institutions of higher 

leaming, which would have been enough to accommodate Muslim students had they 

applied for admission. However, for many reasons, the number of Muslims with degrees 

which qualified them for entry at this level of education was less than that of other 

religious groups. Before the Education Commission, 1882, -ad Khan stated: "1 c m  

only Say that the measures have produced no material effect upon high education among 

Muhanmadans, or upon their social and moral c o n d i t i ~ n . " ~ ~  

The Mohamrnadan Anglo-Oriental College had two departments: English and 

Oriental. In the English department subjects were taught in the English language, while 

Arabic or Persian was taken as the second language. In the Oriental department, literature 

and history were taught in Arabic and Persian, while geography, mathematics, arts and 

68%mad Khan, "Sir Syed and the  Education Commission," in Shan Muhammad (ed.), 
PVnrings and Speeches, 98. 



sciences were taught in Urdu. h this department, English forrned the second lang~age.~' 

By 1880, only the English department rernai~ied.'~ Too few students had enrolled in the 

Orient al department. @ad Khân himself was not entliusiastic about promot ing this 

department. He argued: "An oriental faculty can do no good, c m  secure no advantage to 

the public ... It will only waste the time of those who may unfortunately fall intosits 

snare."" 

In the English department, students were prepared for the intermediate, B.A., 

B.Sc., M.A., MSc., DSc., and L.L.B. examinations of the universities of Allaliabad and 

Calcutta with which the College was affiliated. Classes taught in English focused on 

politics, economics, philosophy, history, mathematics, chernistry and physics. Afrer the 

closing of the Oriental studies department, the first period of each day's work was 

devoted to lectures on t heology. Attendance at these lectures was enforced by regulations 

as strict as those pertaining to other classes in the ~ o l l e ~ e . ' ~  

2.2. Religious Education and Charact er Bdding 

The college had to accommodate the aspirations of Sunnis and Shi'is by devising 

a cornmittee for each of the two groups regarding religious education. The college 

required Muslim students to pray five times a day and fast the month of  Ramadan. 

Students were also involved in religious festivities such as the celebration of the Prophet's 

""Report of the Progress of Education in the M.A.O. College (For the Year 1877)," in 
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birthday and the 'Zdfe~tivals?~ Al1 of the academic and religious instruction was geared 

to providing students with a sense of Muslim identity, something which had deteriorated 

under British mie. Alpnad KhZn himself viewed religious instruction as an essential 

character builder. What he did not want was for the emphasis on religious sciences to 

corne at the expense of scientific knowledge. M&ammad 'Ali Jinnah (1876-1948) said: 

"He [Alpnad KhZn] wanted his people to become admired and respected by other nations, 

not because of their religious zeal, but because of their knowledge, wisdom, and matenal 

and moral advancement ." 

M m a d  Khan's experiences in Britain undoubtedly influenced the MAOC's 

attention to the character-building of its st udents. In addition to academic subjects, 

Aligarh offered sports such as horse nding, shooting, swimming, and other social 

activities. These activities were tailored to mould the students into a single, cohesive 

cornmunity. @ad KhZn wanted them to be strong Muslims in the mould of Indian 

Muslims of previous generations while encouraging them to be players, debaters, speakers 

and adventurous Muslims. Al1 these programs were aimed at character building, a feature 

of Engtish educational institut ions which @ad Khan found most usef~i . '~  

In line with the whole program of producing future Muslim leaders, the college 

was equipped with domitory-style accornrnodations, where hostel authorities provided 

all furniture, even bedding and servants, so that students did not need to bring anything 

from home. This residential system enabled authorities to monitor and isolate the 

student's daily activities fiom outside influences which might impede their studies. In 
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addition, these accommodations provided st udents wïth the opport unity to foster college 

life. The accommodations were, furthemore, designed to free students from outside 

negative influences which woufd be an obstacle to the achievement of the college's goal 

to produce future  leader^.'^ 

2.3. Elitism at the College 

The MAOC was marked by elitism in the recruitment of students. This college 

offered an expensive education which only the children of the upper classes and nobility 

could enjoy.17 In spite of this cnticism, however, the administration argued that educat ion 

would be more valuable if it were expen~ive.'~ Furthemore, -ad Khan's design to 

create future leaders of the community could only be realized if the Mwlim dstocracy 

sent their sons ro the college. Attention had to be devoted to the education of the sons of 

rich and respected Muslims; through them, he argued, the whole comrnunity would 

eventually be educated." 

This elitism, as we have noticed aiready, waç not in keeping with the original idea 

of the college. The founding committee claimed to speak in the name of al1 the Muslims 

of India, but advocated programs geared to the needs of a considerably narrower group: 

the north Indian Muslims, literate in Urdu, who formed the reservoir of Muslirn 

intelligentsia and govemment servants. Geographically, this group was spread over a huge 

area, t hough not so huge as al1 of India. The proposed institution was also to transcend 
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sectarian exclusivity to include both Sunnis and Shi'is among its students. Yet, when 

concrete plans for the college were formulated, the notion of accessibility fell by the 

wayside. There was never any thought given to the education of women, for exarnple. The 

MAOC was the domain of the alCuri( or men of the respectable classes. 

2.4. Non-Muslim Students 

Alynad Khan wanted to make the MAOC an educational centre for Muslims in 

India in order to help them to pursue their education according to their owri needs and the 

demands of the times without outside interference. But he feIt that the college had to be 

accommodating in the admission of students, accepting non-Muslim students as well, 

even though it contradicted previous plans for providing an appropriate education for 

Muslims. The rationale was that the authorities could not refuse admission to Hindu 

students since they had made donations of money to the institution?' The students of the 

college came fkom N.W. Frontier Province, Punjab; Madras, Mysore and Hyderabad in the 

south; Patna, Chittagong and Rangoon in the east; and Gujerat in the west." 

2.5. The Government and the CoUege 

2.5.1. Lecturers and Staff 

As mentioned above, one of Akgnad Khan's aiins in founding the MAOC, was the 

dimination of social estrangement between Muslirns and the British. This agenda was 

also manifested in the college organization. It was apparent, first of all, in the recruitment 
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patterns of the MAOC lecturers and staff. The lecturers and staff working at Aligarh 

consisted of Muslims as well as non-Muslims. Following liis change of heart with regard 

to vemacular education in 1883, Ahmad Khan recruited M-ammad Shibfi Nucmiüii of 

Azamgarli and Theodore Beck of the Universities of London and Cambridge. They were 

followed by the arriva1 of more Englishmen Le. Harold Cox, Walter Raleigh, T.W. Arnold 

and Theodore ~ o r i s o n . " ~  

2.5.2. Financial ProNe 

The involvement of the governrnent in the MAOC's affairs was also apparent in 

its financial profile. From the beginning Alpnad Khân wanted to have an independent 

institution which, unlike Deoband, would cover non-Islamic subjects. However, 

difficulties arose which forced him to accept the reality that such an institution would be 

impossible for the time being. First, the cowiiittee could not meet the financial demands 

of ruming a college. The committee had planned to collect donations of one million 

rupees but by 1873 this target was far from being achieved. Even by 1876 only one-fifih 

was in the cornmittee's bands.') Consequently, there was little choice but to accept 

financial support fiom the govemment, with the consequence that the institution was 

constrained to follow the guidelines of the government. Second, the government had no 

interest in allowing the pnvate institution to function autonomously. Initially, the 

committee was to retain independence in financial matters. However, it soon became 

clear that it would be futile to try to build a good institution when its graduates were 

unacceptable to the government. To quote Lelyveld: 
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In thus overcoming British official opposition, however, Aligarh moved 
more securely into the orbit of the British educational system. The result 
of this officia1 encouragement was to extinguish Sayyid .mad Khan's 
role as a political dissenter, and ultimately the aspiration of making 
Aiigarh into a genuinely independent centre of leaming." 

The result of the above confusion was the acceptance of financial support fi-om the 

govemment, individual Muslims, non-Muslims and other institutions, an action which, 

to some extent, reduced the independence of the coliege. The openness of the MAOC 

eventually led to the charge that the institution 11ad become subservient to the Britishss 

and diminished its reput ation? Aligarh's oficials, however, were constrained to accept 

help fiom any corner in the interests of the college's survival. Many distinguished 

Englishmen were reported to have made handsome personal donations to the college, 

including a gifi of Rs. 10,000 by Lord Northbrook, the Viceroy of bdia.8' It was reported 

that the college also received financial help from Hindus such as the Maharaja of Patiala 

who donated Rs. 58,000, the Maharajas of Benares and Vizianagram, Raja Jaikishan Das 

of Muradabad, Maharani Sumomoyee and C.L. of Cassimbazar; and a host of others? In 

addition, the MAOC received financial suppoa f?om the Anjuman al-Farz @uty Society), 

an institution which had been established in Novernber of 1890 by Aftâb -ad Khan, 
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University Press, l967), 168. 

'6Talip Küçükcan, "An Analytical Comparison of the Nigarh and the Deobandi SC~OO~S," 
Islamic Quarteny, 3 8 (1 994): 4 8-5 8. 

871kram, Modern Musiim India, 3 7. 

88"Mahomedan Education," in Shan Muhammad (ed.), The Al12arh Movement, vol. 2, 
465. Cited from The Pioneer, 8 January 1877; Jaïn, The Aligarh Movement, 5 1. 
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together with his fellow students." This institution was founded to generate funds for the 

education of poor Muslims unable to meet the expenses of higher education. Another 

institution which extended financial aid to Aligarh was the "Brotherhood," an 

organization founded by Momson in 159 1. The members of this organization agreed to 

contribute one percent of t heir incorne to the development of the college?' 

In s u ,  the MAOC educational system represented the effective implement ation 

of -ad Khan's dream of an institution which could produce future Muslim leaders. The 

college distinguished itself fiom traditional institutions in its attitude towards westem 

sciences, which represented an educat ional innovat ion for Muslims in the S ubcont inent. 

Unfortunately, the situation did not allow him to develop the institution as he had 

envisaged. The college system had, in the end, to accommodate various interests, a policy 

which evidently allowed the college to s w i v e  and continue to become an important 

centre of Muslim learning. 

D. The MAO ColIege's Impact on Muslim Education in India 

The MAOC was not the only instrument which prornoted Muslim educational 

reform in India. As stated above, @ad Khan had earlier established the Scientific 

Society which was dedicated to undertaking translations of EngIish works into Urdu. It 

also published the journal Tah&r'. al-AkhIiq to promote westem sciences among the 

masses. Moreover, almost ten years afier the foundation of the MAO College, -ad 

69xftiïb Ahmad Khan was the one who succeeded to prevent Muhsin al-Mulk from his 
resignation and brought forward a scheme in 1898, with the approval of Beck, to raise the college 
to the s t a t u  of a university. He was also one of the pioneers of the separate political association 
for Muslims. Jain, The Algarh Movement, 62 and 152. 



K h k  initiated the foundation of the Muhammadan Educational Conference. With this 

new institution, the appeal of the college for an acceptance of western sciences became 

widespread among Muslims in the Subcontinent. 

1. -ad Khk and the 'LnamZ'k Opposition 

Soon afier its establishment, the MAOC faced opposition from the tradit ionalist 

'uIam5: and this for various reasons. One of the most important reasons for this was the 

fear that the prograrn promoted by the college would erode Muslim religious beliefs." 

Their fears were not entirely unjustified as the movement for educational reform was 

launched at the same time as the movement for religious reform sponsored by Aiynad 

Khan who considered the latter a prerequisite to Indian Muslims' pro gr es^.'^ As such, it 

was his intention to use the college for the dissemination of liis own program of religious 

refonn. 

Alpnad Khan himself did not hesitate to express his religious thought, which often 

contradicted the mainstream of Indian Muslims' understanding of Islam. He maintained, 

for example, that Muslims were not prohibited Gom ivearing shoes while praying in 

mosques. They could also participate in Hindu celebrations, and eat at the tables of 

Europeans. In theological matters, -ad Khan argued that Muslims should think of 

devils, heaven and hell as metaphonc veliicles for the propagation of the Qur'kic 

91McDonough, Musfim Ethics, 28; Malik, "The Development of Muslim Educational 
Thought," 100. 

"On the relation between religious and social reforms Rana Tahseen says: "Social 
movements aiming to reform the Muslim community had always got impetus from religious 
notions as no reform of whatever sort could be acceptable to the Muslim masses unless it acquired 
religious sanction." Tahseen, Education andModemisatÏon ofMusi'rins I.n u-tdia, 63. 



rnes~age.9~ 

The traditionalist 'uIamZY could not tolerate such thinking, and argued that it 

contravened the traditions hitherto maintained. The 'u/ma'not only rejected these ideas 

but also accused Aipnad Khân of having deviated from Islamic principles and of being a 

kZfir (infidel) or a naichaf (nat~rist).~' Otlier 'ulamZ, such as 'Ali Bakhsh Khan ûnd 

Sayyid 'Imdad 'Ali, went even further by refusing to take part in Ahmad Khan's 

movement, and also by calling upon other Muslims not to send their children to the 

college? If one explores their fears in greater depth, however, one finds them to be 

exaggerated in their anxiety. In fact, when the college eventually submitted its final draft 

of the program for religious instruction to the orthodox 'ufamii: it did not bear -ad 

Khan's religious signat~re. '~ 

Looking at the source of opposition to Alpnad KhZds religious program it would 

be reasonable to assume that had he not aired his radical ideas publicly, the 'uZma's 

response would have been less extreme and his educational reforms more successful. The 

veracity of this argument is attested to by the fact that after his death sorne 'ulmd, who 

had originally been aloof to the college, ceased their opposition and even offered financial 

aid to the MAOC. Under the leadership of Mwsin al-Mulk, the college also received 

donations fkom the Agha Khan, a spiritual leader of the Khoja IsmEbifi cornrnunity, and 

"Shaista Azizalam, "Sayyid Ahmad Khan and the 'Ulamâ': A Study in Socio-political 
Context," M.A. Thesis, McGi11 University, 1992,71-72. 

g41bid., 67; Lelyveld, Aligarrh's First Generafion, 11 1. 

"Lei yveld, Al&arh 's Ftrst Generation, 1 3 1 - 1 3 2. 

96Baljon, The R e h s  and Religious Ideas, 41-42; Commenting on the'ufamZ's 
opposition, Azizalarn st ates: "That the opposition was articulated and expressed in religious terms 
does not mean t hat the issues themselves were al1 theological, but only, as already noted, that the 
various grievances tended to be subsumed under a religious head." Azizalam, "Sayyid Ahmad 
Khan and the 'Ulami'," 7 1-72. 



the Amir of Afghanistan, after their respective visits to the institution?' m m a d  Khan, 

however, continued to believe that without any concomitant change in religious thought, 

Muslims would never progress. He continued his mission of promoting religious reform 

irrespect ive of the bitter opposition it engendered from the 'ulami' or eom colleagues, 

within the college. Answering a question posed by a member of the Education 

Commission on the solution to the backwardness of Muslim education, he commented: 

There was no remedy but that some members of their own community 
might undertake the arduous task of impressing on the Muhamrnadans the 
advantages accruing fiom English education, and of proving by argument 
and reason that such education was in no way inconsistent with the tenets 
of their religion, and that the fanciful theones of Arabicized Greek science 
and philosophy, which the advance of modem science and enlightenment 
tended to subvert, had no connection with the doctrines o f ~ s l a r n ? ~  

Due to the afore-mentioned opposition, the educational system adopted by the 

MAOC never entirely displaced the traditional system. A counterpart of the college was 

Deoband whose syllabus excluded Western sciences and concentrated on the 

disseminat ion of religious educat ion. Under the st ewardship of MaiynÜd al-Kasan (1 8 50- 

192 1) this traditional institution grew into a prominent centre of  religious leaming for 

both Indian and non-Indian Muslims. Aziz Ahmad placed Deoband at this period on an 

equal footing with al-Azhar in Egypt, with which it had forged links. It is important to 

note, however, that efforts were made to ternper the antagonistic sentiments between the 

Aligarh and Deoband through an exchange of s~holars?~ Other schools similar to the 

Deoband mode1 included Meahir al-'Ulüm, at Saharanpur, and schools in Muradabad and 

97 Jain, The Aiigarh Mo vement, 65. 

98*mad Khk ,  "Sir Syed and the Education Commission," in Shan Muhammad (ed.), 
Wn'riigs and Speeches, 93. 

99~hmad, lslamic Modemism in Inda and Pakistan, 1 08. 



Darbhanga. Other theological schools were built in Calcutta, Patna, Hyderabad and 

Madras- Shi'i theological schools were also founded in Lucknow. 

Another factor which may have detracted from support for Ahmad Khin's 

reformist prograrns was that they were initiated at the time of political defeat for 

Muslims. As a result, Muslims had lost their self-confidence as a community. They 

became uncritical, defensive and even reactionary in the face of anything emanating from 

the ruling power. This situation is thus descnbed by Mushirul Hasan: "As the Hindus 

pad] in the sixteenth century, Muslims [now] built a defence mechanism to protect their 

cultural and religious interest  S."'^ This st atement suggests indirect ly t hat the Muslim 

reaction against reform was not a symptom of their ignorance of the importance of a 

modem education and western sciences. Rather, it was symptomatic of their fear of a 

second defeat, namely the loss of religion and culture to Western hegemony. This 

argument makes sense in light of the fact that, histoncally, Muslim education 

encompassed the study of sciences whose origins were 'un-Islarnic' such as Greek 

medicine, and Indian arts and sciences. At that time, the issue of 'Islamic' and 'non- 

Islamic' sciences was a moot point. Muslims were enjoined by their religion to seek 

knowledge wherever it might be obtained, even in China.i01 An intellectual curiosity thus 

characterized Muslim civilizat ion until the advent of West em hegemony. 

In Ahmad Khan's time, the college was still waging a struggle to overcome the 

obstacles to Muslim education. Under these conditions, he could not have expected to see 

his ideas corne to quick fruition in spite of his best efforts. In 188 1, out of 1,698 successful 

'%ushiml Hasan, "Some Aspects of the Problems of Muslirn Social Reform," in Imam, 
(ed.), Muslims Ii7  IR&^, 223. 

" " ~ b d  al-Rahman al-Su@& A/-La9Z/.. a/-Magnü'a fi al-AhZdtb al-MawbuCa, vol. 1 
(Beyrut, Dàr al-Ma'rifa, 1980), 193. 



candidates in the entrance examinations only 68 were Muslims (4.5 %); in the first year 

examinations in Arts, of the 358 students who wrote then only 19 were Muslims (5.5 %). 

These statistics anguished -ad Khan who could only hope for better results in the 

future.102 Yet, the data on students receiving public instruction in the academic year 1896- 

97 show that Muslims hardly demonstrated an improvement in their rate of  participation. 

The report stated: 

... the percentage of Muslims in every class, except priinary and special 
schools, was extremely meagre. Of the 21.81 % of the total Muslim 
population, Muslim students in Arts college were onIy 7.00 and in 
professional college were 6.67. In these two colleges Hindu students 
comprised 85.39 % and 8 1.16 % respectively, outweighing the  percent age 
of the total Hindu population, 7 1 -29 %.'O3 

Another reason for the MAO College's lethargic Pace in achieving its goals was 

the ill-conceived strategy of promot hg the education of the elite. Therefore, the education 

of the masses was overlooked and they became the object of the traditionalist 'ufmi?'s 

influence.IM In Ansari's words, "The Aligarh movement left untouched the masses of 

Muslims, though not by design, but by virtue of  its appeai to a limited group of upper 

class Musl im~." '~~  From Aiigarh's point of view this strategy was a necessary imperat ive 

in the face of Indian Muslim f e ~ d a l i s r n , ' ~  foreign occupation and sectarianism, and 

'"Muhammad, Successors of Sir Syed Ahmad Xhan, 1 5. 

[OJMalik, "The Development of Muslim Educational Thought.", 1 10. 

'OSIqbal A. Ansari, "Muslim Educational Backsvardness," in Iqbal A. h s a r i  (ed.), The 
Muslim Situation in h d j a  (New Delhi: Sterling Publishers Pnvate Limited, 1989), 89-90. 

106 In Saieem Khan's words:"An analysis of the Muslim [process ofJ self-deterioration 
cannot properly be made without taking into account the different classes- The MusIim upper 
class in India, till recently, was feudal. It became decadent with the decline and disintegration of 
the Mughal empire, though even the early phase of this period produced some luminaries like 
Nizamul Mulk, Ali Wardi Khan, etc. It was, again, this class which organized and fought, along 



political and economic rivalry. Ahmad Khan was seeking a quick remedy for the disease 

of Muslim backwardness by targeting the etite. This he did in spite of his persona1 

awareness of the need for mass education, 

The fact that the MAO College faiied to promote education for the Muslim nasses 

and to raise the percentage of Muslirns engaged in higher learning, should not detract from 

its overall contributions. The fact is that this college made Muslims, part icularly the 

nobles and middle classes, aware of the need for western sciences. 

2. Emergence of ûther Educational Institutions for Muslims 

Despite the above-mentioned opposition, the college contributed, in the course of 

time, to the emergence of an Indian MusIirn intelligentsia.lo7 One of the more notable 

impacts of the Aligarh was the establishment of other educational institutions which 

taught Western sciences, even though differently iÏom MAO College. In 1894 there arose 

Nadwat al-'Ulama' in Lucknow, whose founders tried to derive benefit fiom both old and 

new systems of education, represented in turn by Deoband, which excelled in religious 

education and, MAO College, which was noted in English e d u c a t i ~ n . ' ~ ~  

In an atternpt to distinguish itself fiom the college at Aligarh, which had tried to 

impress upon Muslims the need for English education, Nadwat al-'Ulami' was geared to 

the instruction of Muslim youth in religious and Arabic literature, offering English as a 

with other elements, the vast and prolonged war against the British in 1857-58. Thou& it was 
defeated and victimised by the British, it was regaining its vitality in the form of old faitlis and 
the new ones. A new middle class was also rising. Sir Syed catered to these classes." M.A. Saleem 
Khan, "Muslim Decline in India," in Ansari (ed.), The Musiim Situation t7 Ioda, 76. 

lo71qbal A. Ansari, "Muslirn Educational Backwardness," in Ansari (ed.). The MusZim 
Situation in India, 90. 



second language. The main objective of the Nadwat al-'UlainZ' was to tum out 

theologians who would be able to meet the Western challenge to Islam and teach religious 

fundamentals to Muslim youth. The logic of its founders was that a knowledge of Qu'% 

and tradition, accompanied by a sound knowledge of English, would produce the required 

type of rnen.log MawlkZ M@aminad 'Ali Monghyn (1 846- l927), who was responsible 

for the propagation of Nadwat al-'Ulam2"' ideoiogy, once said: 

Those students who complete their education in Arabic madrasahs are 
[not] only ignorant of the ways of the world, and dependent on others, but 
are also ignorant of the religious knowledge essential for modem times. 
This organization, therefore, wanrs to recognize the system of education 
in a manner that [would enable] the students [to] be educated on proper 
lines. Further, the organization will try to bnng the ' ula~dcloser  to each 
other, as the differences between them serve no useful purpose and 
humiliate Islam in the eyes of its f ~ e s . " ' ~  

One of the most obvious signs of MAOC's influence on this new institution is the fact 

that the founding Stone of Nadwat al-'Ulamii' was laid by the Govemor of the United 

Provinces, who was a Christian."' ;Uimad Khan, who had worked hard to bnng Muslims 

closer to the government, could t ake the founding of the Nadwat al-'Ulama' as evidence 

o f  the fact that his efforts had finally yielded results. 

h o t  her institution which marked the amalgamation of Western sciences and 

Muslim traditional education was Jàmica Milliyya IslZmiyya. There is no doubt that the 

establishment of this institution, at Aligarh on October 29th, 1920,"~ was connected to 

'OgJain, The A l ig~h  Ma vement, 70. 

'I2In March 1925 this institution was moved to Delhi. Hafeez Malik, Sri- S a m  Ahmad 
Khm andMmlirn Modemization in hdia andPafistan (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1980), 290. 



the Khilafat movement, which regarded Aligarh's loyality to the British as reactionary. 

This institution, however, did not oppose Aligarh's stance on the importance of Westem 

sciences. JarniCa Milliyya IslZmiyya offered instruction in the latter with Urdu as the 

medium of instr~ction."~ The founder of this institution, Mawlanà M&aminad 'Afi 

(1 878- 193 l), on one occasion said: .. 

Islarnic instruction can be combined with modem leming in the primary 
and secondaiy schools and in the schools of History, Sociology, Law, 
Science and Mathematics in a short span of studies. The teaching in the 
mother tongue would economize on student time, and advocated teaching 
of useful vocational subjects for those who needed it? 

3. The College as an Agent of Change 

Despite the fact that Aligarh faced many obstacles and challenges, it did not cease 

to function as a centre o f  education for Indian Muslims. Through studying Westem 

sciences and history, the students of the college were inspired to assert their self- 

determination for the future. Aziz Ahmad points out that most of the Indian Muslim 

intellectual and political leadership of the last decades of the nineteenth century were 

trained at this instit~tion."~ Shan Muhammad argues further that the college was "the 

nucleus of almost every social, educational and political movenent that shaped the 

destiny of Muslim India."' l 6  

In order to accelerate the development of Muslim education, in 1886 m a d  Khan 

' ' 3Hashmi, Mdim Response, 1 58; Ahmad, An InrefIectual H i s t o ~  of ishm in Mi, 63. 
Tahseen, Education and Modernisation of MusIims in India, 76-77. 

114 S. Shukla, "Indian Muslims and Education," in Zafar h a m  (ed.), Muslims in hdia, 2 210. 

''   hm ad, AR InteJlectoal History of Mam in India, 662. 

' '6Muharnmad, Successurs of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, 1 1. 



pioneered the establishment of the Muhammadan Educat ional conference. " Hali explains 

that the establishment of this institution was to solve a big problem of Muslim education 

in the Sub-continent. It was felt that the MAOC alone was not enough to serve for the 

education for sixty million Muslims. He further says: 

Another great problein was that the Muslirns, who were scattered al1 over - 
India, were usually quite unaware of the conditions of their brothers, and 
there was no way in which people of different regions and provinces could 
meet and discuss with each other their ideas on national education and 
development and in which everyone could be made aware of the progress 
or lack of progress, being made by MusIims in every part of the c~untry.''~ 

The Conference was obviously effective as a medium to proliferate the reform ideas of the 

ALigarh movement to Muslims al1 over the Sub-continent. 

It is obvious that the Aligarh movement which emerged at a tirne of Muslim 

despair afier the wake of the Mutiny of 1857, attempted to alleviate the exigencies of t his 

condition. In the field of education, MAOC'S contributions were remarkable. To quote 

B asu: 

The college popularized Western education among the Muslims and 
gradually became a nucleus around which al1 efforts at social and political 
changes among Indian Muslims became centred. Aligarh produced some 
of the most eminent figures in the field of education, journalism and 
science. ALmost al1 the prominent Muslim political figures in this period-- 
loyalists, communalists, Congressites and Leaguers had emerged f?om the 
1M.A.O. College. In fact it is difficult to trace the history of any Muslim 
movement in India after the 1870s without some reference to ~ l i g a r h . " ~  

Therefore, the statement that "... the founder of t he Aligarh Movement was a realist [and] 

' "Baljon, The Refonas and Religiorw. Ideas, 42-43. 

"'Hali, Hayat-i-Javed, 194-195. 

'IgBasu, The Growth ofEduca&ion,161. 
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... very thoroughly diagnosed the disease and prescribed the correct medicine for it,"'" 

may be taken to be accurate. 

It is clear by now that the educational reform initiated by the Aligarh movement 

was intertwined with the experience of Brit ish colonialism. It was a positive response and 

a self-corrective to the inability of Muslim institutions to function for the improvement 

of status of Muslims which had been jeopardized under the colonial rule. The MAOC, the 

pilot-project of the new educational system, adopted elements of the  Western system of 

educat ion wlde also providing reiigious education. Wit hout nient ioning the college 

weaknesses, the establishment of the MAOC encouraged the acceptance of Western 

sciences by Muslims in India. The college was also successful in producing graduates 

capable of accelerating iMuslim modernization in the Subcontinent. 

"OMuhammad, Successors of Sri Syed AhmadKhm, i. 



MLTSLIM EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN INDONESLA: 
THE -PYM3 MOVEnaENT 

Muhammadiyah educational reforms st emmed from the belief that exist ing 

systems were incapable of propelling Muslims forward and out of their backwardness. 

Clearly, traditional education had failed to equip Muslims with the requisite skills for 

coping with the drarnatic changes brought on by Dutch colonialisrn. At the same tirne, 

Dutch schools were not providing students with any religious instruction, an important 

element for Muslims careful to maintain their identity. @ad Dahls ,  the pioneenng 

founder of Muhammadiyah, judged this dual system to be disadvantageous to Musliiris. 

Based on his experiences in studying at traditional institutions and on his involvement 

in certain organisations, -ad Dahlh  put finvard a formula for an institution which 

would bridge the gap between the two systems. His mode1 of education was implemented 

in the form of the Muhammadiyah schooIs which, incidentally, were operative before the 

Muharnmadiyah even existed as a formal organization. These schools expanded 

drarnatically after the govemment allowed the Muhmad iyah  to open branches beyond 

the Yogyakarta regency. The establishment and development of the Muhammadiyah 

schools provided a great impetus to the evolution of Muslim education in Indonesia. The 

Muharnrnadiyah schooIs and their educational approach led to a positive attitude on the 

part of Muslims towards Western education and helped to narrow the gap between 

graduates of tradit ional institut ions and governrnent schools. 

A Traditional Education and Dutch Educational Policy: An Ovenriew 

When the Europeans came to Indonesia, they encountered the Muslim system of 



educat ion whicli was centred around the mosques and pesantrens. This t radit ional 

education was religion-oriented in content, in pedagogical technique, in 'kchool" 

management and in the symbols that it used. The Dutch educational program, on the other 

hand, was not designed on this traditional model, but on the basis of a Europem world- 

view. The dienation of extant local traditions fkom this new system, and the intrusion of 

political int erests into the substantive content of educat ion rendered the Dutch 

educational programs unable to achieve much success. 

For Indonesian Muslims, the mosque was the centre of prayer and education.' The 

educat ion provided in the masjd or i a n g g .  was primarily religious in nat u e  and aimed 

at providing children wit h a basic underst anding of religious doctrines and an element ary 

knowledge of religious obligations. No formai cun-iculum was followed at these teaching 

centres. Qur'Znic recitation was, par-excellence, the subject of study in mosques. 

Individually, students brought their copy of the Qur'in to their teacher who rhen recited 

the text while the students followed until they could pronounce the verses correctly. Other 

subjects, such as arkàn ai-Isilam (pillars of Islam), the xk% al-TmiU, (pillars of faith)' or 

'In Indonesia there are two kinds of mosques: the lan,gar and the masjid. The most 
important difference between the two is connected to the Friday prayer as this prayer is 
performed only in the masjd Concerning their role as educational centres, langgarand masiid, 
however, do not differ. 

'The five pillars of Islam, according to Ash'arite school, are comprised of  hah ha da 
(witness to the Oneness of God and Muhammad as His messenger), @a (five-daily prayen), mkz 
(paying alms), g u m  (fasting in the month of Ramadan )and haj@ilgrirnage to Mecca). The six 
pillars of faith in Islam include the belief in the existence of God, His angels, His books, His 
Messengers, the Day of Judgement and His determination. Sumarsono Mestoko et. al., Pendidkm 
dilodonesia ddJaman k e J m  (Jakarta: Balai Pustaka, 1986), 67-68. 
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recitation of the Etab al-Barzanjx a history of the life of ~ d p m a d , '  were taught 

within the hafaqa system, where students sat around the teacher. 

Unlike western Euopean education, mosque education was conducted with few 

formalities. Classes usually took place between the time of the maghdnb (sunset) prayer 

and the and students were not required to finish their course of study within a 

specific time table; generally speaking, a masjideducation was considered finished once 

the student could recite the Qury%? fiataman (graduation) was then held to 

commemorate their cornpletion of this pro ces^.^ Ai this point, some of the graduates 

concluded their educat ion while others went on to further t heir sîudies in the pesantren. 

K are1 A. S t eenbrink, Pesantren Madrasah Sekolah: Pendidikan Islam d h  Kurm 
Moderen (Jakarta: LP3ES, 1986), xi. The term historyshould be applied here in a very qualified 
sense as Kitab al-Bujmr4was a collection of poetic works describing the life of Muhammad. 

JSumarsono Mestoko et. al., Pena'idikm dilirdonesia d ' J a m a n  keJaman, 65. Machnun 
Husein, Pendidikan dalam Lintasan Sejarab (Yogyakarta: Nur Cahaya, 1983), 2. 

5 Muslich S habir. "The Educational Reforms of the Muhammadiyah Movernent in 
Indonesia: A Reflectîon of MNammad 'Abduh's influence." Unpublished M.A. Thesis, 
Department of Language and Literature, University of Utah, 1991, 67. Sumarsono Mestoko et. 
al., Pendidkm di Indonesia dari Jaman ke /aman, 65. 

%are1 A. S t eenbrink, Pesantren Màdrasah Sekolah, 12. 



2. The ! es antre^^ 

The term pesmtren is applied to a centre of education characterized by five 

components: a pondok (hostel), a mosque, the teaching of kitab kuning (classical or 

medieval works), santris (students) and a &ai (teacher).' The pondokis a hostel for the 

accommodation of students coming from distant areasg and consists of a nurnber of rooms 

where the students of t h e  pesantren live together. It is usually situated in the same 

location as the house of the maiand the mosque. The complex is usually surrounded by 

a fence aimed at curbing the students' movements. A pesmtren with this kind of 

residential set-up enables students to foster persona1 relationships and Muslim comradery. 

For most pesantrem, the mosque is a place of primary importance. It is used for 

daily prayers as well as the Friday khutba (sermon) and also serves as an educational 

forum. Some students also prefer to sleep there, as the available rooms are ofken crowded. 

'According to Anthony H. John, the wordpesaarren is derived from saotn; a Tamil term 
which means a religious teacher. C.C. Berg, on the other hand, maintains that the word santri was 
derives from shastfi an Indian word meaning a religiously leamed man or a Hindu religious 
scholar. In spite of this differeoce, the two scholars agree that the term originally cornes from the 
Indian Subcontinent. Zamakhsyari Dhofier, TradjsiPesantren: Stucfi t en ta3  Pandangan Hdup 
KyaÏ (Jakarta: LP3ES, 1985), 18. Cited from Anthony K. Johns, "Islam in Southeast Asia: 
Reflections and New Directions." hdonesia, 19 (April 1975), 36. C.C. Berg. "Indonesia." In 
H. A.R. Gibb (ed.), Whirher M m ?  A Survey of Modem Mo vements in rhe Mosiem WorId 
(London: n.p. 1932), 237. Machnun Husein, Pendidikan d a l m  Lriitasan Sejarah, 2. 

'UnIike mosqwz education, pesantren education was only available in specific areas, 
usüdly called kauman or perdkm The word kauman was derived from the Arabic word qawm 
which denotes a group of people. The word kauman, however, refers to a place where religious 
life was well-developed. Perdikan is derived from the word merdeka which means " free". This 
t e m  symbolises " free-t a* lands". Zamakhsyari Dhofier, Tradisi Pesantren, 44-60. Karel A. 
S teenbrin k, Beberapa Aspek Tentang Ham di hdonesia AbadKe-19 (Jakarta: 3 ulan Bint ang, 
1984), 167- 169. Amir Wamzah Wi josukarto, Panbaharum Pendidrkan dan Pengadjaran Ishm 

jang DiseIenggarakm oleh Pergerakan Muhammaduah di Kota Jo~akarta (Yogyakarta: 
Penjelenggara Publicasi Pembaharuan PendidikanPengadjaran Islam, 1962), 36. 

'Due to the importance of this residential area, Indonesian Muslims used the term pondok 
pesanrren t O re fer t O the pesan &en. 



More importantly, the mosque has traditionally been considered as the best place to study 

sacred knowledge and t O acquire discipline. 

The most distinguishing feature of the pesantren is the teacliing of classical or 

medieval religious texts, the so-called kitab kming Literally, this term means "yellow 

book"; a word which not only signifies the physical colour of these books but also their 

symbolic implications. Indonesian Muslims refer to a book written in the Arabic script as 

a kitab, while a book written in rornanised Indonesian is called a b u h l *  The Arabic script 

retains a privileged position among Indonesian Muslims who regard it as a sacred scnpt. 

The script was once even used when they wrote in the Javanese or Malaysian languages.' l 

Most of the kirab kming taught in the pesmtren contain Ash'arite theological doctrines, 

Shafi'ite jurisprudence and Ghazali's ideas on tasawwuf (mysti~ism).'~ In addition to 

these topics, such books touch on other Islamic subjects like B&W (syntax) sarf 

(inflection), tafsir (Qur' Znic exegessis), ha&th (Muhamadan traditions) and t iZkh  

(history)." Most of the kirab kming were written by Middle Eastern 'ulama' although 

some were produced by Indonesian 'u/amàY living in Mecca. 

1°It is not clear when Latin script was firstly used in Indonesia. Surely, the proliferation 
of this script was simultaneous with the establishment of govemrnent schools. A survey 
conducted in 18 19 by the govemrnent suggested that only few people were familiar with Latin 
script. Indonesian Muslim scholars began using this scnpt at the beginning of the twentieth 
century with the publication of two journals, ai-lm& and al-Mm7q in 1906 and 1911 
respectively. In 1928, A. Hassan commenced writing his Qur'inic commentary, al-Fuqaii fl 
Tafi2 al-Qur'ân, in Malay language and Latin script, reckoned as the first commentary in this 
language. Karel A. Steen brink, Pesantm Madras& SekoI., 1. 

I I  Martin van Bruinessen. "Kitab Kuning: Books in Arabic Script Used in the Pesantren 
Milieu." B@?aageo Koni~klyk  hsClituut Voor Ta& Land-en VolkeBkmde @KTL 1i), 146 (1 990): 
227-228. 

''Martin van Bruinessen, "Pesantren dan Kitab Kuning: Pemeliharaan dan 
Kesinambungan Tradisi Pesantren," h a 1  UIumul Qu'an, 3,4 (1992): 74. 

13~amaklisyari Dho fier, Tradisi Pesanrren: Srudi tentaog Pmd'gm XÏdup KM, 50-5 1. 
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In the pesantren, both teaching and learning are conducted eirher according to 

bandmgan (group) or sorogan (individual) methods. In the bandmgan method, students 

study with their teacher in a group. The teacher reads the kirab out loud and translates 

the text word for word while the students jot down the meaning below the relevant words. 

With the sorogan method, on the other hand, each student is privy to a one-on-one session 

with his teacher. S o r o p  is also used to evaluate a student's capacity and success Jt 

memorizat ion. l J  

Another characteristic of the pesantren is the central role of a L34a1;'~ who is both 

teacher and administrator of the affairs of the pesmtren. As a teacher, the W i s  esteemed 

not only as a medium for the transmission of knowledge, but also as a medium for the 

diffusion of baraka (God's blessing) to students. For this reason, leaming with a &ai is 

often sought for basaka, not for the sake of knowledge in itself. Again, in a pesantren a 

&ai commands more authorïty than a govemment appointee. On the positive side, the 

enhanced stature of the Sra i  lends the pesmtren independence from govemment 

interference. On the other hand, it often means the closure of apesantren afier the death 

of the &a& particukrly if his successor is less influential. 

3. The Dutch Educational Policy 

Dutch educational policy, it is important to note, was divided into two phases, the 

era of the Dutch East India Company (the V.O.C.) (~1600-1800) and that of the 

14 MT. Anfin, Gagasan Pembal~aruan Muhammadiyah (Jakarta: Pustaka Jaya, 1987), 187- 
188. 

15 Kyaiis an attribute given to an 'alm (religious scholar) especially in East and Central 
Java. Similar at tributes are ajengm (West Java) and Buya (Sumatra). 



Net herlands East Indies Government (1 800- 1942). During these periods, Dutch 

educational policies underwent several changes. Consistent throughout these two phases, 

however, was the little attention paid to the aspirations of the indigenous people. This 

policy was rnotivated by the Dutch desire to derive as much advantage fiom these 

educational programs as possible. Behind their educational program, the Dutch wanted 

to maintain the status quo, a condition wliich put the Dutch at the highest level in the 

social hierarchy and guaranteed the continuation of the colonial regime. l6 Accordingly, 

the system implemented by them was marked by discrimination according to race as well 

as religious affif iation. 

Discrimination was glaringly obvious in the classification of schools. At the 

e l e m e n t q  level, for example, the government opened different schools for different races, 

such as the Europeesche Lagere School, the Hollandscli Chineesche School, the 

Hollandsch Inlandsche School and the Inlandsche School. As may be expected, the 

majority of the indigenous people were placed in the worst elementary schools. European 

children received the best schooling in the Europeesche Lagereschool. Cliinese children 

and others of East Asian descent were educated in the HolIandsch Chineesche Scl-iool. 

Next, the Hollandsch Inlandsche School, which was also called bumiputra scboo/, was 

designated for the indigenous children of the aristocrats. Finally, children of humble, 

indigenous ongin received a second class education at the Inlandsche School." 

Other f o m s  of discrimination were apparent in the govemment's financial 

disbursements. More rnoney was spent on the European schools than on the bumipotra 

'6H. Aqib Suminto, PolitikIslam HInda B e h d a  (Jakarta: LP3ES, 1985), 38. 

17Moch. Taucliid, Masalah Pendidikan W a t  (Bogor: Dewan Partai-partai Sosialis 
Indonesia Bagian Pendidikan dan Penerangan, 1954), 8-9. Sumarsono Mestoko et. al., Pendidkm 
d i  hdonesia dari Jaman ke Jaman, 1 13. 



(indigenous people) schools even when the st udents in the latter outnumbered the 

students in the former by a wide margin. In 1909, for example, there were 162,000 

students in the bumipurra schools while in the European scliools there were only 25,000. 

Ironically, the sum allotted to the bumiputra schools was only f. 1,359, 000, while that 

allotted to European schools was twice as much, f. 2,677,000. In 1915, when the students 

in the bumiputra schools mult iplied to 32 1,000, the sum only increased to f. 1,493,000. 

In the same year, the students in European schools had only increased to 32,000 but the 

sum allotted was almost three times as much, Le. f. 6,600,000.'~ 

Retigious affiliation was also taken into consideration by the Dutch. The 

govemment's educational program was concentrated in the areas where Christians resided 

in greater numbers, such as Batak, Menado and  borne^.'^ The govemment did build some 

schools in other areas but their numbers were inadequate and they were soon appropriated 

by the elites. Furthemore these schools often ceased to fuoction due to a lack of funds,*' 

while at the same time the government gave liberal subsides to Christian schoo~s.~' Worse, 

the V.O.C. passed a regulation which obliged teachers to obtain their licenses fiom the 

Company. The exarn required to obtain such certification was conducted by the Dutch 

Reformed Church. This policy made it difficult for indigenous Muslims to be admitted 

and, consequently, only facilitated the admission process for members of the ~hurch?' 

18 Sumarsono Mestoko et. al., Pendidkm dïhdonesia d a r ï ' h a n  ke h a n ,  123. Moch. 
T auc hid, Masalah PendiaYkan Rakyat, 7. 

19 B mard Dahm, History of lndonesia in the Trventieth Century (New York: Praeger 
Publishers, 197 1), 15-16. 

"~utedjo Bradjanagara, Sedjrah Pendidikm Indoaesia (Yogyakarta: n.p., 1956), 57. 

2 1 H. Kroeskamp, Early Schoohmsters in a Devefopi~g Country (Netherlands: Van 
Gorcum, 1974), 455. 

B S u m a r s ~ n ~  Mestoko et. al., Pe~didikan diiodonesia dariJiman ke Jaman, 83. 



With such discriminatory underpinnings, the sincerity of the Dutch educational 

program may be questioned. The pesmtren, as the basis of Muslim religious learning, was 

paid no heed. For its part, the government claimed to be maintaining religious neutrality? 

Such claims did not, however, coincide with the fact that the Dutch aided in the founding 

of Christian theological s c h o ~ l s . ~ ~  Furthetmore, in 1905 the Dutch issued Staatsblad 1905 

No. 550, the so-called "Ordonansi Guru Agama" regulation which both limited the number 

of Muslim religious teachers and obliged them to ask for a license fiom the government 

t hrough a regent (for those living in Java and Madura) or through another government 

authority (for those living in other regions of the country). In addition, the new regulation 

obliged students fkom other regencies to report their identity to the regent before they 

comrnenced t heir course of st udy? This regulat ion undoubt edly int erfered wit h the 

development of the pesarrtren since its students usually came from regencies outside the 

environs of the pesmtren. It also disturbed the propagation of Islam in general.26 

Ironically, the regulation was not applied in areas where Christian missionaries were 

propagating Christianity. 

As stated, the application of the govemment ' s  educational program was marked 

"It is true that both the Dutch Constitution issued in 1855 and the Dutch East hdia 
govemment regulation issued in 1871 said that the govemment was neutral in the matter of 
regulation of educational institutions. In practice, however, the Dutch put Muslims and Muslim 
traditional institutions at a disadvantage. H. Kroeskamp, Early Schoolmasters in a Developing 
C o m f y 7  450. H. Aqib Surninto, PolitikIsIam Hindia Belanda, 26. 

"S umarsono Mest O ko et. al., Pendidikan di Indonesia dari Jamm ke /aman, 8 0-51. H. 
Aqi b S umin t O, Politik Islam Hindia Belanda, 5 5 .  

UMachnun Husein, Pendidkm Agama dalam Lintasan Sejzah, 6. H. Aqib Suminto, 
Politik Islam Hindia Belanda, 5 1. 

26Muhammadiyah's conference in 1923 urged the govemment to change t his regul ation. 
Versfag Moehammad&di di Hiildia Tim ur (/m uanan-December 1923) v o u a  kart a: P engoeroes 
Besar "Moel~ammadijah", 1924],42. H. Aqib S uminto, Politik I s / m  Hindia Befmda, 53. 
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by an ignorance of indigenous values and traditions. Behind its so-called neutnl 

educational agenda, the government attempted to impose Western traditions upon the 

Indonesian peoples. C. Snouck Hurgronje's proposa1 to make Sunday instead of Friday a 

school holiday was but one example of this effort." Hurgronje's argument that the 

people's insistence on Friday did not have strong religious sanction may have been true, 

but this did not take away fiom the fact that people had a right to uphold their traditions 

without interference. In short, colonial interests were given prionty over those of the 

indigenous pe~ples.~%~radjanagara's charge that colonial policies did not permit people 

to develop their own world view or to live as 'fiee menfzg rings true. 

Up to the establishment of the Muhammadiyah in 19 12, needless to Say, the results 

of government educational programs were far fiom satisfactory. In the first instance the 

program did not receive the support of the 'u Im2,  whom the government never 

approached or engaged in the process. The governrnent even took steps to discnminate 

against Muslims. For these reasons, a government education was less than popular among 

the cornmon people.30 Of those who did enroll, only a small percentage of students 

27 C. Snouck Hurgronje, "Pengajaran selain Pengajaran Mohammadan." In E. Gobee and 
C. Adri aanse (ed.). Nasihat-nasihot C Snouck Hurponnje seinasa Kepega ivaiwya kepada 
Pemenhrah Hindia Beianda (Jakarta: INIS, 1 %2), 1 187. 

"It is true that in 1808 govemor-general Herman Daendels issued an ordinance which 
obliged the regents to give instruction to the children including the customs, the laws, and the 
religious practice of Javanese people. However, Vlekke said: ''This decree was ... never executed 
as Daendels' period of office was too short for even a begiming to be made." Bernard Vlekke, 
Nusantara: A History of hdonesia (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 196O), 277. 

29S ut edjo Bradj anagara, Sed/'arah Pendidikan Indonesia, 6 1. 

' O A ~  the end of 1930, 93 % of 60 million of Indonesian population could not read and 
write in Latin script. H. Aqib Suminto, Politiklslam Hindr'a Belanda, 48. 
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fmished their program of ~ t u d y . ~ '  Those who did finish their studies were motivated by 

the derire to secure work as govemment servants, not by the quest for knowledge itself? 

In spite of the weaknesses mentioned above, it would not be fair to ignore the 

contributions made by govemment educational programs to the irnprovement and well- 

being of the Indonesian people. First, the school did produce govenunent civil servants 

whose capabilities exceeded that of their predecessors. In addition, this emergent 

Indonesian elite eventually turned its attention to improvuig the education of the general 

populace. In Kroeskamp's words,"They knew the importance of education by expenence 

and it is not to be wondered at, therefore, that precisely these circles had a powerful 

stimulatuig effect on the latent desire for education, which began to manifest itself in the 

Indonesian world towards the end of the nineteenth c e n t ~ r y . " ~ ~  

B. Alpnad D a % :  The Founder of Muhammadiyah 

@ad D a % ,  who pioneered the establishment of the Muhammadiyah, was the 

product of two innuences: a traditional education and new ideas coming from the Islamic 

"Vlekke said: "...the curriculum [was] to be shaped in such a way that it, first of ail, 
served the needs of the European population. The inevitable consequence was that few non- 
Euopeans availed themselves of the opportunity to have their children educated in these schools, 
although the Commissionaries-general, in a tmly liberal way, had thrown them open to pupils of 
al1 races and religions." Vlekke, Nusantara: A History ofhabnesia, 277. 

"Vlekke criticized the Governrnent's conviction that "once funds were made available, 
schools could be built and teachers appointed, and that as soon as the doors of the schools were 
opened, the people, eager to Iearn, will rush in to find a place in the classrooms." He continued, 
"In reality, what is required first of all, is tliat people develop the habit of sending their children 
to ~ ~ h o o l ,  and that they become convinced that learning liow to read and wite is more important 
for the children, than, for instance, helping their parents working in the fields." Ibid., 336. 

33 H. Kroes kamp, Eady ScEioohsters li7 a Developing Counts; 469. 
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reform movements emerging in the Middle East and other places based on the tenets of 

the Qur ' k  and &&th . -ad Dalan  was in addition the conceiver as well as the 

implementer of the scheme for Muslim educational reform. In practical terms, he 

administered the Muhamrnadiyah schools in such a way as to bring religious instruction 

into the modem era by introducing new techniques previously unavailable. 

1. Biography : Educational Background and Intellectual Act ivities. 

1.1. Family Background 

+ad D a Z n  carne fiom a farnily which shaped his religious character and stirred 

his interest in social flairs. He was bom in Kauman, Yogyakarta in 1868. His father, Kyai 

Haji Abu Bakar, was the son of Kyai Haji Sulaiman, an Islamic scholar and one of the 

twelve people appointed ketip at the Sultanate rnosque in Yogyakarta. His mother was 

the daughter of Haji Ibrahim, a penghuh (religious judge) at ~ogyakarta." His 

grandfathers' professions necessit ated an adequate knowledge of retigion and they 

provided a role mode1 for the people in the community. To become a ketib one not only 

had to be skilful in delivering a sermon but also to be exemplary in one's application of 

Islamic teaching. A ketib also had to sacrifice his interests for the sake of the Muslim 

cnmalmity as his salary wzs ssnia!! and hic job requirernents broad--fiom religious 

instruction to counselling. Steeped in these traditions, a m a d  D.liin was in a good 

position to initiate a refonn movement. 

34This terni is derived from the Arabic word khar3 which means the one who delivers 
sermon during the Fnday prayer. 

3SJunus Salam, Xiwayat Hdup XHA.  Dahlm: Amal dan Per&oangmja (Jakarta: Depot 
Pengadjaran Muhammadiyah, l968), 6-7. Also S olichin Salam, K H  Ahmad DahZan: TJ'ita-tj2a 
dan Perdjoqmnja (Jakarta: Depot Pengadjaran Muhammadijah, 1962), 5. 



1.2. His Education 

As a child, Ahmad D-1% did not enjoy the benefits of the modem education 

which was generally available only to the children of the elites; the graduates of this 

system were termed kapiHanda (the infidel Dutch)? He enjoyed a traditional upbringkg 

in Kauman, Yogyakarta. His father, Kyai Haji Abu Bakar, was his first teacher of basic 

Islarnic subjects?' Like other Muslim children at the thne, -ad D a a n  was sent to a 

pesantreo in Yogyakarta and then to apesmtren in a different part of J a ~ a . ' ~  In these 

educational institutions, he leamed qirii'a (reciting the Qur'k), ttafyq &&th, Arabic and 

fjqh (Islamic j~r-isprudence).~~ With these subjects under his belt, @ad D & h  was 

qualified to be a ketib, a duty he undertook after the death of his father. His Lack of 

government schooling certainly disadvantaged him as he missed out on the opportunity 

of getting a modem education. However, his experience in the traditional system gave him 

a chance to observe the wealaiesses, as weIl as the strengths, of that system of education 

directly. This awareness helped him later on in designing the Muhammadiyah program 

of education for the betterrnent of Muslims, 

-ad D a &  was reared to assume a pro-active role by parents who pimed their 

36Traditionalist 'ulami'nomally referred to one liadith saying, "He wlio imitates one 
group of people is part of them." In the Indonesian context the tradition is used to denote the 
people studying in govemment schoois as kapr since the Dutch were kapir (infidels). 
Wirjosukarto, Pembaharum Pendidikan dan Pengqaran Islam, 665. MT. An fin, Gagasm 
Pembaharuan Minbarnmadiyah, 77. 

' '~uslich Shabir. "The Educational Reform," 27. 

38Syuhianto AR. "Tradisi Kepemimpinan dalam Muhammadiyah." In GebyarMuX?amar 
Mluhammadiyah Ke43 (Yogyakarta : Suara Muhammadiyah, 1995), 57. 

3gMuslich Shabir. "The Educational Reform", 27. 



hopes for the continuation of Islamic propagation on his shoulders. Towards that end, they 

prepared him with the requisite skills and knowledge. In 1890, Ahmad Dahlan was sent 

to Mecca to perform haÿ. By virtue of having performed this pilgrïmage, Ahmad D+lân 

was deemed worthy of serving as a leader of the cornmunity. His expenence on the haÿ 

also provided him with an opportunity to enliance his understanding of people of diverse 

racial and national origins and to broaden his own horizons. In 1903, he returned to Mecca 

for a second time, where he stayed for a year and a half at his own expense.'* It is believed 

that during this stay he first encountered the new ideas of Islamic reformism promoted by 

Jamal al-Dln al-Afghz, M-ammad 'Abduh and Rashid Rida. In Mecca Ahmad D&l& 

learned tafsIr, theology, astronomy, religious law and became acquainted with the works 

of the two above-mentioned Egyptian reformists, Mulpmmad 'Abduh and Rashid 

'OAJpnad Dahlân was reported to have had a good income from his barikbusiness. His 
stable economic situation and his desire to study in Mecca encouraged him to go. James L. 
P e acoc k, Muslim Pwitms: Refoinzist Psycbology in Su utlieast Asiao (Berkeley : University O f 
California Press, 1978), 26. Muhammad Idries, 'Gjai Haji Ahmad Dahlan: His Life and Thought." 
M.A. thesis, the Institute of Islamic Studies McGilL University, Montreal, 1975, 29. M.T. Arifin, 
Gagasan Pembzularm Muhammadiyah, 104. According to Solichin Salam Ahmad Dahlan's second 
departure to Mecca was in 1902, Solichin Salam, K H  Ahmad DahIan: Qifa-tJta dan 
Perdjanga~nja, 6. 

4'DeliarNoer, Partailslm diPentasNasional(Jakarta: Grafiti Pers, 1987), 11- Muslich 
Shabir. "The Educational Refom",  27. James L. Peacock, Ger& Muhammadiy/ah Memumikm 
Ajaran Islam dihdonesia (Jakarta: Cipta Kreatif, 1986), 36. A detailed description of the books 
which Ahmad DahlZn mastered during his stay in the city is given by Wirjosukarto: 

At the beginning, like other ' u h 2  in Java, he Ieamed 'aqii'idof Ahl al-Sunna wal- 
Jama'a, the fiqh of Shafi'ite school, and the ta~awrvuf of Imam al-Ghazali. Then he 
learned AI-Manai, a avork of Qur'kic exegesis authored by Rashid Rida, a cornpanion 
and a student of M*amrnad 'Abduh, and AI-'&vat al-WuthqZof Jamil ai-Din al- 
Afghani. +ad Da&n also leamed RisZlar al-Taum and Al-Isllm rva al-Na~raiiiya, 
written by Muhammad 'Abduh and the works of Ibn Taimiyyah, Kanz ai-'UlÜm, Al- 
Tawagul rva ai- Wa~7Ia. Other works which he learned when in Mecca were &ha? d@aq 
of Rahmit Allah al-Hindi and books on badth of the Hanbalite school. 

Wi josukarto, Pembaharuan Pendidikan dan Pe~7ga@aran Ham, 47. Cited from R.H. Hadjid, 
Filsafat Pelaaaran Kj H Ahmad Dahlan mogyakarta: Siaran, n.d.), 4-5. Solichin Salam, KU: 



1.3. Intellectud Activities 

Ahmad D&lan's intellectual activities commenced soon after his retum to 

Yogyakarta from Mecca. Unlike Sayyid -ad Khan, however, who wrote many works, 

Alpnad Da.&n was not a skilful writer. His thought was transmitted orally as he lectured 

in one place or another. m a d  D&lZn was also appointed ketib:l a strategic post fiom 

which to propagate his reformist ideas. He also taught religion in the government schools 

such as the Kweekshool in Yogyakarta and OSWA in ~age l ang . ' ~  His private business, 

the sale of batik did not interfere with his intellectual activities. In fact, the travelling 

entailed by his batikbusiness gave him an opportunity to observe the socio-economic and 

religious conditions of Indonesian Muslims, especially in Java, an experience which wodd 

help him crystallize his ideas and programs aimed at improving the welfare of 

in do ne si an^.^ 

1.4. His Experiences with ûther Organizations 

Q m a d  Dal~lih's intellectual activities benefited fi-orn his involvement in twro 

organizations, B udi Utomo (the High Endeavour) and J-mi ' at al-Khairiyy a. Budi Ut omo 

'"MT. An fin. Gagasan Pembaharuan M.ammad~yah, 104. 

13 S olic hin Salam, K H  Ahmad Dahian: cita-îJta daB PerQoanganBja, 8. 

41 -ad D a l à n  is reported to have taught in many groups of pengajian (Islamic st udy 
circles) in Yogyakarta as well as outside Yogyakarta. These groups later becarne the branches of 
the Muhamrnadiyah after the organization was formally established. Solichin Salam, KH. Ahmad 
DahIan: VÏta-Qita dan Per@oangmja, 19 and 34. He also traveled to ci t ies in Java and Sumatra. 
Wi josukarta, Pembabâruan Pendiuïkan dan Pengqa/aran Islam, 44. 



was founded by the graduates of the Javanese Medical Schools (the STOVIA or School 

tot Opleiding van Inlandsche Artsen) in 1908 as a reaction against Dutch educational 

policies which put national values and traditions at a disadvantage. Budi Utomo's 

members included the Javanese aristocracy, govemment officiais and Indonesian 

intellect~als.'~ Mmad D&ian's involvement in this organization gave him a wide 

knowledge of the conditions in which Indonesians, the majority of whom were Muslims, 

lived? Ahmad Dahian's involvement in this organization also provided him with an 

opportunity to spread his ideas on Islamic reforms, especially among the members of this 

. organization, who, due to their secular education, were generally not knowledgeable in 

Islamic learning. In tum, f?om the members of the organization he acquired a knowledge 

of the Dutch educational system as well as of managing a modem organization, with 

which he was unfamiliar. His membership in Budi Utomo also helped him to secure 

government approval for the eventual founding of the Muhammadiyah in 1912." In 

addition, involvement in this organization must have given D & l k  invaluable 

information on the strategies which would be needed to realize his ideas while, 

simult aneously, familiarizing him with the government apparat us fiom which he wo uld 

later obtain financial as well as political support in the operation of the Muhammadiyah 

schools. 

Another organization with which -ad D a i n  was involved was the Jibni'at al- 

"Bernard H.M. Vlekke, Nusantara: A History oflndonesia, 348. 

46 Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, Sejarah Pendidkm 
Srvasta di hdonesia, 9 6.  

47 The letter of recognition itself was oniy issued in 19 14, concomitant to the foundation 
of Sapatresna, which was a former version of 'Xi'syiah (Muhammadiyah's organization for 
women). See Abdul Munir Mulkhan, WmSan Iotekkîual K.H. Alimad Dahlan dan Amal 
Muhammadiyah (Yogyakart a : P.T. Percet akan Persatuan, 1990), 72. 



Khairiyya. This organization was founded in Jakarta in 190 1, at a time when the Islamic 

movement, known as Pan-Islamism, pioneered by Jarniil al-Din al-Afghk?, was making 

in-roads. By means of the J-mi'at al- Khairiyya Pan-Islamism spread in the archipelago? 

To quote M C  Ricklefs: 

The religious reform movement also spread to Java. The first initiatives wrre 
taken by the Arab community of Batavia, who in 1905 established Jarn'iyyat Khair 
(Union for the Good) there. This opened a modem school taught in Malay, to 
which in 191 1 a Modemist teaclier from Sudan narned Shaikh Ahmad Surkati 
(1 872- 1943) was invited."' 

. rnad '~@h,  HOS Tjokroaminoto, the founder of Sarikat Islam, and H. Agus Salim, 

were among the members of the Jâmi'at al-~hairiyya.'~ 

-ad D+l& dedicated the rest of his life to travelling and propagating his 

reformist message and to the purification of Islam fiom syncretism, mysticism, Hinduism, 

Buddhism, and colonialism. Even after becoming ill, he continued to work and made 

seventeen trips during his last year, insisting,"If 1 work as fast as possible, what remains 

can be brought to perfection by another." He died in February 1923 at the age of fifiy nine, 

having delegated his mission to KH. Ibrahim." 

2. Philosophy of Education 

-ad Dahlan's ideas on education were rooted in a reformist movement which 

4s"96 Tahun Jamiat Kiteir Mengembalikan Pamor Masa Lalu." RepuDLka, Januari 10, 
1997. 

49 M.C. Rickiefs, A History ofModern Indooesia Since c.1304 2nd edition (Stanford: 
S t anford University Press, 1994), 170. 

"Karel A. Steenbnnk, Pesanfren Madt-asah Sekolah, 53. "96 Tahun Jamiat Kheir 
Mengembalikan Pamor Masa Lalu." RepubIikaJ Januari 10, 1997. 

"Syuknyanto AR, "Tradisi Kepemimpinan", 58. Harnka, "K.H.A. Dahlan." In H. 
Aboebakar (ed.), OrangZ Besarlslam (Jakarta: Sinar Pujangga, 1952), 15- 16. 



appealed for a r e t m  to the precepts of the Qur'Zn and &mPh. The reformist movement, 

which emerged in the Middle East and was pioneered by Jarniil al-Din al-Mghan., was 

further developed by Muhammad 'Abduh and Rashid Rida. Its birth was motivated by the 

desire to  rejuvenate Muslim society. To these reformers, Muslim backwardness was rooted 

in the negligence with which the guidance of the Qur'Zn and [ladth was treated.s2 

Proponents of this movement argued that Islam was a religion of progress and that it did 

not prohibit Muslims fiom adapting to new developments. Islam, they maintained, urged 

Muslims to become the agents for development and progress. Bernard H.M. Vlekke 

describes it as: "... the trend toward religious reform in Islam that originated in Egypt and 

spread over the whole Islamic world. It is a trend toward the modemization of the rules 

of society, toward a ret urn to the original commands of t he Koran, interpreted in a modem 

~ a y . ' ' ~ ~  Islam, therefore, was interpreted as prohibiting Muslims f?om willfully rsmaining 

ignorant of the new developments. 

-ad D a i n ,  like other Muslirn reformers, found Indonesian Muslim society to 

be out of step with the precepts of the Qur'5.n and the hadith. According to Amir H m a h  

Wi rjosukarto, -ad D a %  identified five problem areas in Muslim religious practice: 

first ly, Muslims were saturated with un-Islamic beliefs i.e., pract icing traditions which 

were rooted in Hinduism, Buddhism or animism without knowing that they were un- 

Islamic; secondly, Muslims were trapped in religious conservatism by the interprztations 

of 'ulamà'(re1igious scholars) whose views were regarded as sacrosanct, for it was widely 

believed that Muslims were not entitled to rnake new interpretations given the belief that 

5 2 S O lichin S al am, K.H. Ahmad DahIaa: Tjita-wa dan Perdjoangmnja, 69. Cit ed from 
W. F. Wert hei rn , ïirdonesian Society in Transition, 2 09-2 1 0. 



gate of i j t i /ds  was already closed; thirdly, Muslirn intellectuals were divided into two 

groups who held opposing views, the 'u.a.znZY and the "intelligentsia", or Western- 

educated scholars, each of which out of arrogance and narrow-mindedness viewed itself 

as superior to the other; fourthly, Muslims were oblivious of t heir social responsibilities 

and allowed the poor to wallow in p o ~ e r t y ; ~ ~  finally, Muslim education was bad due; in 

part, to a govemment policy which reserved its best educational program for Christians 

and the aristocrats? 

a m a d  D&lao's educational program was aimed at fieeing Muslims from the 

social ailments depicted above. Education had to close the gap between the 'u/amZYand 

the "intelligentsia." According to him this dichotomy was without precedent in Islam 

where educat ion was intended to produce "intellect ual 'uIama'"or "'ulama'intellect uaIs". 

The former were those who were knowledgable in religious sciences but conversant with 

Westem sciences also. The latter were those knowledgable in Westem sciences but ako 

convenant in religious  science^.^' @ad D*lk tried to bridge the divide between the 

'ulami', graduates of traditional education and the "intelligentsia," graduates of the Dutch 

systern. He envisioned them as stnving together to solve the problems of the Muslim 

community. 

-ad D.l% also believed that education had to provide Muslims with the skills 

S'ljrihad is an independent judgement in a kgal or theological question, based on the 
interpretation and application of the Q u r ' k  and &idth. 

'~oncerning the economic condition of Muslims, Ahmad Dalllàn, on many occasions, 
repeated his cal1 to apply God's guidance such as that in sua  al-M5'Ün of the Qur'àn. This sua 
describes hypocrites as those who are not concerned with the condition of the orphans, the p ~ o r  
and the beggars. Solichin Salam, K H  AhmadDahlan: m a - g ï t a  dan Perdjoangmia, 57-58. 

56Wi josukarto, Pembdaruan Pendidikm dan Pengaaaran Is& 50. 



needed to fulfil their worldly needs. As such, education could be different from one place 

to another, depending on the skills needed in a given community. In effect, m a d  D & h  

had amved at the notion of the educational specialisation. Muslims were obliged to 

acquire one or more skills in an attempt to attain worldly success. However, after they had 

acquired those skills Muslims should give something back to the Muslim community. 

Ahmad D a %  gave the following advice to his disciples, "Be a doctor or be an engineer 

... but after that come back to the ~ u h a r n r n a d i ~ a h . " ~ ~  

m a d  D@l?in also believed that education should produce objective thinkers. 

Thus, education was not equivalent to indoctrination, which aimed at moulding students' 

way of thinking without giving them the fieedorn to find things out for themselves or use 

their own powers of judgement. Education, according to m a d  D & h ,  should train 

Muslims to think independently. According to him, "To find truth, people have to sit 

together and look at the problem objectively. Here, no one is the winner and no one is 

defeated. Truth is o b j e c t i ~ e . " ~ ~  Education had to open Muslims up to new ideas, not bind 

them to taqGd(fol1owing somebody's idea(s) without knowing the reason behind them). 

m a d  Dwin ' s  criticism was directed against traditional education which emphasized 

the transference of opinions of the preceding 'ulamZwit h little effort to make students 

rethink these opinions based on the soundness of their arguments or their compatibility 

with the teachings of the QurYZn and haditb? 

"Solichin S alam, KH a m a d  dab fa^: lj2a-rjia dm Per@oanga~ja, 5 1. 

5 9 On another occasion Allmad Dahlk said:"Some people did not follow the truth that 
they know. They are sure that is the truth and it is really a truth. Those people, however, did not 
follow the truth because they did not want hardship. They really have a disease in their heart and 
they have bad character." Ibid., 50-51. 

a m a d  D m %  said:"Men had to follow the sound regulations and requirements which 
are in accordance with the sound reason and not to make their own decision."Abdul Munir 
Mu1 khan, Pesan-pesan Dua Pemimpid Besar Islam hdonesia Kyai H a j  Ahmad D a h h  dm Kyai 



Education also had to bring Muslim practices in line with Islamic precepts. 

Toward that end, education had to elucidate sciences which could help in the 

understanding of the sources of Islam. The most important thing, according to @ad 

D & h ,  was that education should help Muslims apply those teachings. Understanding 

alone was not enough since Islam condemns people who do not practice what they k n ~ .  

To facilitate this process, education had to be imparted in a simple and interest ing ~ a y . ~ '  

In advancing this argument, Alplad D+lin was criticizing traditional institutions 

which applied complicated methods in their instruction. Consequently, students took a 

long time to complete their studies. He also criticized the governrnent educations for 

failing to provide religious instruction. As a result, its graduates became ignorant of their 

religion and more familiar with western values and traditions- 

C. Muhammadiyah Schools 

The establishment of the Muhammadiyah schools represented a step towards the 

realization of Alpnad D a a n ' s  vision for Muslim educational reform, a vision predicated 

on a retum to the basic tenets of the Qur 'k and hadth. In spite of the various obstacles, 

set in place by both govenment regulations and the response of the tradit ionalists, the 

Muhamrnadiyah continued to show that the educational progams it offered were a viable 

means of bringing Muslims into the world without having to sacrifice their beliefs. After 

a long struggle, the Muhammadiyah eventually won wide support fiom Muslims and was 

allowed to expand in territory beyond the Yogyakarta regency. By the time of -ad 

HajiHasyim Asy'm-vogyakarta: n.p., 1986), 10. Cited from TaliPengiketffidqp (Yogyakarta: 
Het Bestuur Taman Pustaka Muhammadiyah, 1923) and MajZah Siaran Tab@h no. 8/83, 
published by PP Muhammadiyah Majlis Tabligh. 

6 '  Wi josukarto, Pembaharuan Pendidkm dan Pengadjam Islam, 53 - 



D e l i n ' s  death the Muharnmadiyah schools were found throughout the larger cities of 

Java, an indication of his success in laying d o m  the foundations of his educational 

system. 

1. Before the Establishment of the Muhammadiyah as an Organization .. 

The establishment of the Muhamadiyah educational institutions had in fact 

commenced before the organization was formally est ablished. In 19 1 1, Grnad D@l& 

founded a "pilot project" for an educational institution which would fulfil Muslim 

demands for religious instruction, and, at the same time, make available to Muslims 

instruction in Westem sciences. This project was realized in the forrn of a school 

established in his own house. Here, religious instruction was given by -ad D a l k  

himself, while western sciences were t aught by Kholil, a member of Budi Utomo who was 

also a teacher at a govemment scho01.~~ 

In spite of @ad D@l?m's efforts," this early project was not well-received by 

the Muslim comrnunity, as was shown by the number of students. When this school 

st arted up there were only nine students enrolled." This small number of students was an 

indication of the Muslims' ignorance of the importance of Westem sciences. It also 

proved that Muslims were still unable to differentiate between Westem sciences and the 

62Badan Peneliti an dan Pengembangan Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, Sejarah Pendidikan 
Swasta di hdonesia (Pendidikm Muhammad~yd) (Jakarta: Departemen Pendidikan dan 
Kebudayaan, 1976), 54. 

"hitially, this school was an Islamic study circle (ha/*) and then modelled on a 
governent  school equipped with chairs, table, blackboard and other school equipment. Ibid., 98. 

64H. Suja' , Muhammadiyah dm Pendinnya (Yogyakarta: Majlis Pust aka, 1989), 16. 
Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, Se/arah Pendidikan Swasta 
di Iodonesia (Pmdidikao Muhammadr'yah), 54. Pimpinan Pus at Muhammadiyah, Sejarah 
~uharnmadfy& flo,vakart a: Majlis Pust aka, 1995), 9. 



Dutch as imperialist agents. As a result, Westem sciences were not viewed as value-free 

sciences, but as symbols of the infidel Dutch. St udying these sciences was considered an 

imitation of the infidel--an act prohibited by religion. 

This unsatisfactory response did not, however, discourage &nad D+lSn. He did 

not hesitate to call on the students in their homes to tell thern to attend the school. He 

also looked to the members of Budi Utomo for financial as well as moral support. This 

effort bore h i t ,  as indicated by an increase in the nurnber of st udents to twenty in the 

space of six months. The members of Budi Utomo also stated their willingness to help the 

school by approaching the govemment for financial help. On Deceinber 1, 191 1 the school 

was narned Madrasa Ibtida'iyya Diniyya ~ s l â r n i ~ ~ a ~ ~  and became the first Muslim 

elementary school in Yogyakarta to provide instruction in religious as well as Westem 

sciences. 

2. The Establishment of the Muhammadiyah 

The Madrasa Ibtida'iyya grew steadiiy as more students from outside K a m a n  

came to enrolI. Alpnad Dal@ds former students saw the need for a modem organization 

which could manage the school and other activities which could improve the Muslirns' lot. 

It was impossible, they reasoned, for m a d  D&lin alone to handle such a big task? 

They brought these ideas to -ad D@l% and declared their support for the founding 

of such an organization. Accepting their proposal, -ad D+lân established the 

65~irnpinan Pusat Muhammadiyah, Sejarah Muhammadiyah, 10. MT. Arifin, Gagasan 
Pembaharuan Mirhammadiyah, 2 1 6. 

66H. Suja' , Muhammadiyah dan Pendiriinya, 17. 



Muhammadiyah on November 18, 1912 (4.D.) or on 8 Zulhijja 1330 (A.H.)!' 

3. The Muhammadiyah Educational Developments until1920 

The establishment of the Muharnrnadiyah did not yield irnrnediate improverne~ts 

in Muslim education. Still new, the organisation faced its first obstacle when the region 

in which the Muharnmadiyah was allowed to function was announced. In the government 

besluit issued on August 22, 19 14, the government restricted Muhamrnadiyah activities 

to the Yogyakarta regency only, in spite of the Muhammadiyah request to expand its 

programs across Java and hfadura." 

Despite these initial hurdles, the Muharnmadiyah programs were expanding and 

new schools were being opened. Madrasa Ibtidaiyya Diniyya Islarniyya was paid more 

attention, a policy which bore fniit as the number of students gradually increased, and as 

people began to appreciate the advantages of Western sciences. The demand for new 

schools came fiom Muslims in other districts of the Yogyakarta regency, and in response, 

the Muhammadiyah founded schools in Karangkajen (1 9 l3), in Leinpuyangan (1 9 15) and 

Pasargede (19 16). In addition, in 1920 the Madrasa IbtidZiyya Diniyya Islamiyya was 

67The first gathering to announce the establishment of the organization was desctibed by 
H. Suja', one of Ahmad DahIanfs students, "On the Iast Saturday night of December 19 12, 
Muhammadiyah held a public gathering at Loodge Gebuw Malioboro Hall to declare the 
establishment of Muhammadiyah. There came between 60 and 70 people of the 150 invited 
people. ... The meeting chaired by Ahmad Dahlan began at 8.30 p.m. There came government 
officers, aristocrats, the organisers of Budi Utomo and Sultan Harnengku Buwono, the king of 
Yogyakarta. ... R Dwidjo read the letter of agreement which comprised the Reechtpesoonlijkheid 
Muhsmrnadiyali and its basic constitution." H. S uja', M&arnmadiyyah dan Pendinhya, 22. 
Solichin S alam, K H  Ahmad Dahfan: ma-t j ï ta  dan Perdjoangannia, 9. 

68Pimpinan Pusat Muhamrnadiyah, Sejaah Muhamrnadiyah, 2. A. Jainuri, 
MrItammadM: Gerakan Refonnasi l s h  di /a wa pada A wai Abad Keduapuf uh (S urabaya: Bina 
Ilmu, 1990), 36. 



rnoved to Suronatan since the old building would no longer suffice for the rising number 

of students. This new school was allocated to maIe ~ t u d e n t s ~ ~  while the females were 

taught in the old school in Kauman; later on this assumed a new name, SekoIah Pawiyatan 

M~hammadiyah.~~ The schools which taught religious and Western sciences were regarded 

as equal to the govemment vo2kschoo~s (village schools). Al1 this was made possible 

because of the seriousness with which the Muhammadiyah faced many of the obstacles 

put before it. 

The rising number of students studying at Muhammadiyah schools necessitated 

the establishment of a teacher training school. In 19 18, the Muhammadiyah established 

a higher makasa, the so-called Al-Qism al-ArqS in @ad D&lan's house. This school 

adrnitted graduates of the volksc/oul.sor those who came from equivalent backgrounds, 

and provided instruction in religious leaming and Arabic language. Graduates of this 

school were expected to teach religion in the govemment 's or the Muhammadiyah's 

vo1hchooL7' In 1920, there were 787 students studying in Muhammadiyah schools and 

32 teachers. 

In addition to establishing formal schools, the Muhammadiyah also developed 

educational programs aimed at irnproving the substantive religious knowledge of Muslims 

in general. First, the Muharnmadiyah founded religious courses for students of govemment 

scliools who were othenvise deprived of religious i n s t r ~ c t i o n . ~ ~  Second, the 

"With the exception of the fifth grade, where boys and girls studied together. 

70 Pimpinan Pusat Muhammadiyah, Sejarah Mru7ammadi'ah, 3. MT. Arifin, Gagasan 
Pembaharuan Muhammadiyah, 2 17. 

' [ ~ b d u l  Munir Mulkhan, Warisan Intelektual K.H. Abmaci DahIan dan Amal 
Muhammad~yd~, 72. Pirnpinan Pusat Muhammadiyah, Sgarah Muhammadiyah, 3-4. 

72c~bdu-l  Mucti 'Ali. "The Muhammadijah Movement: A Bibliographical ~ntroduction." 
M.A. Thesis, the Institute of Islamic Studies, McGilI University, f 957, 53-54. 
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Muhammadiyah fomed study groups which met on a weekly or a monthly basis and 

which served as vehicles for the propagation and maintainance of the Islamic way of life. 

Third, the Muhammadiyali issued publications which provided religious guidance in 

matters of rituals, such as prayers, fasting, a h ,  charity, etc." 

.. 
4. The Development of Muhammadiyah's Educational Programs, 1920-1923 

In 192 1, government policy shifted to allow the Muhammadiyah to operate in 

regions beyond Yogyakarta. The suggestion for this change was f i s t  put forward in 1920 

by the functionaries of the Muhammadiyah. In it they proposed to widen the 

Muhammadiyah's area of operation into al1 regions in the East Indies (Indonesia). This 

proposal was ratified by the govemment in besiuitNo. 36 on September 2, 1921. As a 

result, the Muhammadiyah was finally in a position to expand its activities beyond the 

Y ogyakart a regency and across the CO untry? 

The new govemment policy marked a watershed in the history of Muhammadiyah 

education. Taking advantage of the new climate, the Muhammadiyah soon restructured 

its organization, making it more efficient in its bid to influence the course of Muslim 

education. Prior to these changes, -ad D&l% had dominated the organization. Almost 

al1 of the organization's affairs were in his hands. The transformation of the 

Muhammadiyah into a modem organization was marked by the redistribution of tasks and 

powers among sections having specific responsibilities. Educational affairs, for example, 

73Pimpinan Pusar Muhammadiyah, Sejaab Muhan~ma&yah, 4. 

"'Abdu4 Mu'ti 'Ali, 'The Muhammadijah Movement: A Bibliographical Introduction," 
6 1. Pimpinan Pusat Muhammadiyah, Sejarah M&amrnad'yah, 10. 



werc handled by the Bagian Sekolah (school section)," which supervised the existing 

Muhammadiyah schools and administered plans for the building of new schools. 

The existence of the Bagian Sekolah bore h i t  for the Muhammadiyah schools in 

Pekajangan, Pasargede and Lempuymgan which added a fifth grade to their curriculum; 

previously students had to go to Suronatan for this grade. Following the growth of those 

schools, new schooIs were soon established. The Muharnmadiyah developed its program 

of elementary education by founding a class 1 school, the HIS Met de Qur'an, in 1922. The 

school was established in response to a demand for higher education for the graduates of 

the previously mentioned schools. According to govemment regulations, graduates of the 

HIS @olland Inlandsche School] were eligible for higher education. Muslims were then 

faced with a dilemma since the government's HIS were unable to accommodate ail 

Muslirn students. Some Muslirn parents were forced under the circumstances to send their 

children to HIS Met de Bijble, a Christiac school. It was to remedy this situation that on 

June 7, 1922, the first HIS Met de Qur'an was founded in Sarkawi's house in Kauman 

Yogyakart a Moreover, AL-Qism al-Arqi, originally est ablished in 19 18, was changed into 

Pondok Muhamrnadiyah in 1921 in order to raise its standards. In short, Muhammadiyah 

schools in Yogyakarta regency exhibited tremendous growth not only in nurnbers but also 

in standards which eventually came to rival those of govemment scho01s.~~ 

After 1920, schools were established in other regencies and provinces in 

conjunction with the establishment of Muharnmadiyah branches. The Verslag 

Moehammad&*ah (1923) shows that in 1923 the organization had 14 branches stretching 

"Pirnpinan Pusat Muhammadiyah, Sejarah Muhammadiyah, 9. 

'61bid., 1 1- 13. 
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across five provinces: Yogyakarta, East Java, Central Java, West Java and ~akarta. '~ It is 

woah mentioning that in 1923 the number of students studying in Muhammadiyah 

schools had increased to  1084 while the number of teachers had grown to 48." 

It is apparent that, under Alpnad D ~ l Z n ' s  direction (19 l2-1923), the 

Muhammadiyah had laid strong foundations for Muslim education by providing 

instruction in both religious and Western sciences. The Muhammadiyah schools had 

overcome rocky beginnings to attain success. The governrnent initially tried to hinder its 

development by limit ing the area of operation. Despite attempts to restrain 

Muhammadiyah schods, however, the momentum t hat the movement had att ained carried 

its projects to fruitition. 

2. System of Education 

The Muhammadiyah systern of education was a reflection of Ahmad Dahlan's 

religious as well as educational thought. The system was designed to reflect the 

movement's appeal for a return to the QurrZn and hadith interpreted in the light of the 

modem developments. As such, Muhammadiyah educat ion was geared to the elimination 

of al1 causes of Muslim backwardness. 

In traditional institutions, there was no fixed curriculum of subjects that had to be 

of those branches were in Java. The first Muhammadiyah branch outside of Java was 
established in 1925 by Haji Rasul after his meeting with Sutan Mansur, chaiman of the 
Muhamrnadiyah's branch in Pekalongan, Central Java. Taufik Abdullah, .S'ch001 andPoIitics: The 
Kaum Muda Movemenr in W& Sumatra (1927-1939, (New York: Comell Modem Indonesia 
Project, 197 1), 73. 

7RPimpinan Pusat Muhammadiyah, Sejarah Muhammadiyah, 16. 
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taught in a given academic year. Even the term 'academic year' was irrelevant as the 

beghning and end of the penod of instruction were not fixed either. This is not to ignore 

the fact that somepesantrenshad a tradition of beginning the teaching session in a certain 

month, e.g. after the 'Zia/-fitrfestival. However, the degree of flexibility was such that 

the schedule could be changed on short notice. Muhammadiyah schools were however 

different in this respect. In them we find a fixed agenda of subjects to be taught and 

precise dates for the commencement and ending of the academic session. In tradîtional 

institutions, the teaching syllabus was designed by the &a& while in Muhammadiyah 

schools the government school curriculum for Western sciences and the Muhamrnadiyah's 

own cmiculum for religious instruction were applied.79 

Religious instruction in Muhamrnadiyah schooIs was imparted through the use of 

books written by the pioneers of Islamic refonnisrn, such as Ibn Taimiyyah (d. 1328)) 

Muhammad 'Abduh (d. 1905), Rashid Rida (d. 1935) and Fa6d Wajdi (d. 1954), in 

addition to the classical works of al-Ghazali (d. 1 1 1 1) and the ~alZlayn.'~ In traditional 

education, the works of reformers were not tau@ since the protagonists of traditional 

institutions rejected their ideas. This was also due to the government's control over the 

import of books dealing with Islamic ref~rrnisrn.~' In addition, Muhammadiyah schools 

emphasized instruction in Arabic, Qur 'k,  &dith and the history of Islam to prepare 

W i josukart O, Pem baharuan Pendidikan dan Pengajaran Islam, 7 5- 76. 

80JalZlayn was the name of two scliolars writing a tafi1'r, well-known as  the Tafsir 
Jalilayn, notably Jalil al-Din al-Mahalli (d. 1389) and Jalil al-D?n al-SuyUfi (d. 1505). 

"Snouck Hurgronje, an advisor of the Dutch government, asked the govemment to close 
the relationship of the Indonesian Muslims with reforrn movements in the Middle East. 
Wi rjos ukarto, Pembaharuan Pendidikan à'' Pengjaran Islam, 3 6. 



students to gain access to the primary sources of Islamic d~ctrine.'~ 

2.2. Pedagogical Technique 

Muhammadiyah schools applied the pedagogical technique of instruction used in 

govemment schools. The one-on-one teaching rnethod of the pesantren was replaced by 

class teaching. Teaching objectives emphasized a student's understanding of the subject 

as opposed to his leming it by rote, which had become the 'trademark' of traditional 

learning. In Muhammadiyah schools, therefore, students had more freedom to ask 

questions when faced with p r~b l e rn s .~~  As in government schools, the students' 

achievement was measured with regular exams, which also detennined their promotion 

to the next grade. It should be noted also that regular exams were not a feature of 

traditional education. Nor was the use of school equipment, such as tables for both 

st udents and teachers, blackboards and a regular building, a part of traditional education. 

Al1 Muhammadiyah schools, however, featured both regular exams and standard 

c~nveniences.~' 

2.3. Teachers and Students 

"Howard M. Federspiel. "The Muliarnmadijah: A Study of an Orthodox Islamic 
Movement in Indonesia." Indonesia, 10 (October 1970), 61. 

83This is not to suggest that in traditional institutions asking a question was prohibited. 
The fact is that students in these institutions were less courageous to ask a teacher directly. If 
there was a problem students were more likely to ask a more senior student to explain than 
directly questioning to their teacher. This might have sternmed from their understanding of a 
conception of 'obedient to a teacher' which was paid a great deal of attention: Pesanlren usually 
taught BurhZn al Din al Zamüji's work, Ta'fim al-MutaCa;limi: m i q a t  al-Ta'aiIumY a book 
conceming etiquette for students. Avoiding a question which would be insulting to a teacher was 
considered to be a part of their obedience to their teacher. 

%mir Hamzah Wirjosukarîo, Pembaharuan Pendidr'kan dao Pengqaran Isiam, 74-75. 



Teachers in the Muhammadiyah schools, who were recmited from rhe members 

of the Muhammadiyah and Budi Utomo, did not fulfil the function of the kyai as in 

traditional institutions. Here, teaching was a profession which necessitated payrnent kom 

its consurners. The duty of a teacher was limited to the transmission of knowledge. Th3 

&a& on the c o n t r q ,  was to some degree, revered. He was a medium through whom 

sacred knowledge was transmitted to the students. Thus, most kyakï did not demand fees. 

In fact, they believed that any payment they received f?om students caused the extinction 

of God's reward. Accordingly, in t radit ional educat ion, the t eacher-st udent relat ionship 

transcended the classroom, in keeping with the belief that God's blessing may be given 

at any time. In the Muhammadiyah schools, however, the relationship between the student 

and teacher was more f~rmal .~* This was in line with the Muhammadiyah's view on the 

position of the 'uiamâ'as it is descnbed by W.F. Wertheim: 

Like Reformation in the Christian world, the new religious trend was 
attempting to disengage religion fkom its traditional shackles. Instead of 
recognizing the absolute authority of the Islamic scribes, the ulamas, the 
reformists were airning at positing the Holy Book, the Kor'an, as a source 
of inspiration for values which were better adapted to the new epoch, 
similarly as the Protestants recognized the Bible as the main source of 
authority instead of church? 

2.4. Women's Education 

The Muhammadiy;ihY s promotion of fernale educat ion deserves speci al attention. 

At that time, education was aimost exlusively geared to males. For women, it was enough 

if tliey could recite the QuryZn afier receiving instruction in a mosque. They were expected 

86W.F. Wertheim, "Indonesian Moslems under Sukarno and Suharto: Majonty with 
Minority Mentality." Stuclies on Indonesian Islam, 19 (1986), 19. 



to [ive at home and, eventuaily, to work for their husbands when they got m h e d .  The 

responsibility of seeking employrnent and eaming a salary fell to males. Accordingiy, 

women's need for higher education went unrecognized. Ahmad D & h ,  however, had 

other ideas. To him an endeavour which sought to prornote a great umma (Muslim 

community) could not exclude joint cooperation with half of the Muslim community.on 

the b a i s  of gender." As such, everyone was entitied to an equal opportunity at education. 

This iine of thinking was given shape in the establishment of Sekolah Pawiyatan 

Muhammadiyah. 

2.5. Student Hostels 

Hostel accomodat ions for students were a regular feature of the pesmtren system. 

In the beginning, the Muhammadiyah did not est ablish an institut ion with such facilities. 

Later however the need for an institution where a student's activities could be rnonitored 

was recognized. This need stemrned fkom the fact that regular school systems could not 

provide maximum results because they were unable to monitor students for more than the 

six hours a day. It was feared that during the rest of the day students would be open to 

influences which might weaken the schools' influence over them. With these 

considerations in mind, the Muhammadiyah developed an institution which used the 

pesmtren system of student dormitories. This institut ion was called Pondok 

Muhamrnadiyah, which eventually becaine Madrasat al-Mucallimin Muliaminadiyah. 

Other Muhammadiyah schools, however, remained as government schools with no student 

hostel. 

"James L. Peacoc k, Ger& M&ammadiyiul Memmikan Ajaran 1si.m di hdonesia, 43. 



The Muhammadiyah expenenced no governrnent interference in the design of its 

educational program. The reason for this rnay be the fact that the Muhamrnadiyah did not 

speak too negatively of the govemment's schools. Moreover, the govemment thought that 

the Muhamrnadiyah educational program made a good contribution to its own efforts to 

introduce Western sciences. This was so, even tliough the Muhammadiyah and the 

govemment had different agendas with respect to the promotion of Western sciences. The 

Muhammadiyah's educational program was based on an awareness of  the importance of 

Western sciences and the danger of sacrificing local culture. The governrnent's educational 

program, on the other hand, was aimed at 'paciwing' the indigenous element by 

eliminat ing cultural boundaries between them and the governrnent . For t heir part, the 

Muharnmadiyah schools were seen to support the government educational prograrns and 

were, as such, heavily subsidized by the g o ~ e m m e n t . ~ ~  

D. The Impact of the Muhammadiyah Educationd Refoms on Muslim Education 

A review of the Muhammadiyah educational programs suggests that they were 

indeed instrumental in influencing Indonesian Muslim education. First, the 

Muharnmadiyah was not the first or only organization to offer Indonesian Muslims a 

rnodemist education. It was only one of many refonn movements which emerged at the 

t um of the twentieth century. The Muharnrnadiyah, however, dist inguished it self by 

successfully reducing the gap between the 'ulamii'and Western-educated scholars, a gap 

which stemmed fi-om the polarization of traditional and Dutch systems of education. The 



pesantren mode1 of education, which preceded the arriva1 of the Europeans, remained the 

bastion of traditionalist religious learning. Some pesantrens, however, undenvent 

transformations as a result of their proximity to Muhammadiyah schools. The 

Muhammadiyah's success can be measured by the growing interest of Muslirns in western 

sciences. Thus, the Muhammadiyah influence on Muslim education is undeniable. .. 

1. The Muhammadiyah and other Islamic Reform Movements in hdonesia 

As previously mentioned, the Muhammadiyah was not the only organization to 

offer a new type of education for Indonesian Muslims. Other movements, some 

est ablished even earlier t han the Muharnmadiyah, also aimed at reforming Musliin 

education?' In West Sumatra, one such rnovement was pioneered by Abdullah Ahmad (d. 

1933). In addition to publishing a journal, al-MmI'r, in 1911, he established SekoIah 

Adabiyah which provided instruction in religious as well as Westem sciences. According 

to Steenbrink, thk school paid more attention to Western than to religious sciences.g0 In 

Java, educational refom was first introduced by the JbiCat al-Khairïyya, of which 

@ad D@?m was hirnself a member. This organization built a religious scliool in Jakarta 

which also offered instruction in Westem sciences. It is also reported that in Surakarta, 

60 kilometres north-east of Yogyakarta, a new type of school was built on the site of the 

Surakarta Palace by Susuhunan Pakubuwono, which becarne the embryo of Manbac al- 

*'These movements were known as "Kaum Muda" (the Young Group) movements 
signifying that these movements offered new things different from those maintained by "Kaum 
Tuaf' (the Old Group). See James L. Peacock, Gerakan Muhammadiyail Memurnikm Ajaran Islam 
di lndoaesia, 25. 

'%are1 A. S t eenbrink, Pesantren Madrasah Sekolab, 3 8-39 



'Ulurn, a madrasa of higher level?' 

Compared to the educational movement mentioned above, however, the 

Muhammadiyah's efforts gained more prominence. This is clear from the number of 

Muhammadiyah schools and f?om the breadth of its area of operation. In the eleven years 

of Aipad  D a a n ' s  leadership, Muhamrnadiyah branches were established in cities across 

~ava." The other educational reform movements did not develop as rapidlyo For instance, 

one other organization which had a similar mission in Sumatra, the Sumatra Tawalib, did 

not branch out on a national scale like the Muhammadiyah did. In some places, like 

Sumatra, the Muhammadiyah was even more acceptable to the people than the local 

organizat ion." 

2. The Muhammadiyah, the Anstocrat s and the Traditionalist S. 

As mentioned above, one of the Muhammadiyah educational objectives was the 

elimination of the  gap between Dutch-educated scholars, who were generally aristocrats, 

and the religious-educated scholars, the graduates of the pesantren. The former accused 

the latter of 'conservatism', 'traditionalism' and other pejorat ive attribut es. For them, 

religion was a buidrance to progress. This image was rooted in an educational background 

92Peacock notes that by the time of Ahmad Dahlan's death in 1923, the Muhammadiyah 
had 4000 members. James L. Peacock, Muslim Pmitans: Refonnist Psychology in Southeast 
Asian Islam (London: University of California Press, 1978), 24. 

93 James L. Peacock, Gerakan Muhamad~yah Memmikan Ajaran Is/am di Incionesiia, 26. 

"The foundation of a Muhammadiyah branch by Haji Rasul is indicative of the influence 
of Muhammadiyah. Before he founded this branch he established the Sandi Aman, but this 
organisation was rejected by the people who accepted the foundation of Muhamrnadiyah branch. 
Taufik Abdullah, Schools andPolitics, 73. 
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which avoided any form of religious instruction. The graduates of the pesantrem, on the 

other hand, looked at the graduates of Dutch schools as though they were Dutch 

themselves, since the former imitated the latter's customs? These polarized views made 

it difficult for the two sides to meet. 

To elirninate t his gap the Muhammadiyah undert oo k two educat ional programs: 

organizing religious courses, and estabüshuig institutions which provided instruction in 

both religious and Western sciences. The first program was directed at those who 

traditionally zttended Dutch schools and other members of the community, especially 

aristocrats and nominal Muslirns. Through this, the Muhammadiyah attempted to potray 

Islam as a simple religion which represented no obstacle to progress. Toward this end, the 

Muhammadiyah designed a simple and interesting course of study to help the pupils 

understand and apply Islamic precepts in their lives. This course of action bore results. 

This is evident in the great support extended to the Muhammadiyah by members of Budi 

Utomo and also of the aristocracy. Many of the Muhammadiyah school teachers also came 

fiom the Budi  tomo o.'^ For the traditional Muslims, the Muhammadiyah fashioned an 

institution which could relay to them the importance of Western sciences without threats 

to their persona1 beliefs. This effort was also successfÙ1 in advancing the 

Muhamrnadiyah's goal in eliminating the gap between the 'ulmif'and the intelligent~ia?~ 

" Arbi y ah Lubis, Pem&ran M&ammadiyail dan M d m a d  Abduh (Jakarta: Bulan 
Bintang, 1993), 105-106. 

96Pimpinan Pusat Muhammadiyah, Sejaa.& Muhammadiyab, 9. 

g7Sutrisno Kutoyo, KH: AchadDdzfm (Jakarta: Proyek Biografi Pahlawan Nasional 
Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 1976), 100. 



3. Pesmtren Education 

The establishment of Muhammadiyah schools did not deter Muslims fkom 

cont inuing to send their children to the pesantren. Mmy, especially the traditionalists, 

believed the pesantren to be the best place for religious leaming. The Muhammadiyah 

proposition to produce " 'd&-intelligentsia" or "intellectual- 'damZ" at one and at the 

same time was received with scepticism, since it was thought difficult to produce such 

men. In fact, the quality of religious education in Muhammadiyah schools was inevitably 

of a lower standard tkan that of the pesmtren since the students' attention was divided 

between religious and Western sciences. The pesantren mode1 of education remained, 

therefore, the path most favored by the traditionalists for producing religious s c h o l a r ~ . ~ ~  

Another reason which may have contnbuted to the pesantreo's popularity was 

poverty. For many Muslim parents the Muhammadiyah schools were, to put it simply, 

unaffordable. The pesantren, on the other hand, provided a cheap education. The 

Muhammadiyah schools followed the goveniment's pract ice in demanding t hat st udent s 

pay school fees, while pesmtren student s were exempted. Some &ais even helped the 

poorer students by providing them with food and money for their daily needs. In retum, 

the students worked for the &ai as field hands or as house workers." In other words, the 

people's preference for the pesantren often did not stem from their rejection of Western 

98This is not to suggest that the pesmtren remained unaffected. In fact, the pesmtreo 
underwent tradonnation while maintaining the old system; the traditionalist school became a 
sub-system of the pesmtreo. The Muhammadiyah, on the other hand, eventually acknowledged 
the weakness of its own program. As mentioned above, in 192 1, the Muhammadiyah changed Ai- 
Qism al-Arqi into Pondok Muhammadiyah, which, in some aspects, imitated the prototype of 
pesantren. In 1982 this organization also established a pesmtren, the so-called Pondok Hajjah 
NÜriyyah Sabran, located side by side with the Muhammadiyah University in Solo. MT. Arifin, 
Gagasan Pembaharum Mubammadya6,226. 

"Wi josukarto, Pembaharuan penddikm dao Pengadjaan Islam, 32. 
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sciences, but rather fkom their economic statu. 

Finally, there were some Muslims who rejected the Muhammadiyah schools 

because of what they perceived to be their close association with the colonial government. 

The Muhammadiyah system becarne identified with the Dutch educational structure due 

to the many similarities they shared, particularly the teaching of Western sciences. When 

hostility to the exclusiveness of the Dutch system and the dangers posed by non-Islamic 

subjects led the 'dama' to implement a non-cooperation policy,'" the general populace 

followed their lead and refused to send their children to Muhammadiyah schools as well. 

4. Muslirns' Acceptance of Western Sciences 

In spite of the reluctance s h o w  by some Muslims, the Western sciences were 

gradually accepted in Indonesia, and this largely due to the influence of the 

Muhammadiyah schools. The impetus was, however, first given by the govement 

schools. In the 19 14-1915 academic year, the three-yearprimary schools for the bmputra 

welcomed 159,441 students. This number had doubled to 324,017 by 1924-1925, a 

significant increase compared to the increase in population over the same period. There 

was also an increase in the percentage of Muslins graduating from the three-year 

secondary school system, Le. fkom 7 % of the overall total in 1910-1 1 to 34 % in 1924- 

25."' This increase certainly reflected the Indonesians' increased awareness of the 

importance of the Westem sciences offered by government schools. One may view this 

as direct or indirect evidence of the Muhammadiyah's success in f o s t e ~ g  the learning of 

'O' S .L. Van Der Wal, Some hfomatioo on Educatim in hd o m i a  up to 1942 (The 
Hague: Netherlands Universities Foundation for International Co-operation -TC], 196 l), 7- 
9. 



the Western sciences. Undoubtedly, the Muhammadiyah contributed t O the growing 

acceptance of Western sciences which eventually led to increased attendance in 

govemment schools. 

The Muslim acceptance of Westem sciences can be seen in the plethora of Muslun 

private schools established after the founding of the Muhammadiyah. One of the most 

striking examples of this is the Madrasah Salafiyah within Pesantren Tebuireng 

established in 19 16.1°2 In 1929, this madrasa offered instruction in Westem sciences in 

addition to religious  science^.'^' Another institution, founded later, was Pondok Pesantren 

Gontor in East Java It was founded on October 9, 1926 by Imam Zarkasyi (d. 1985)'" and 

differentiated itself fiom regular pesantrem by using both Arabic and English as the 

medium of in~tnic t ion . '~~ The use of English in a Muslim institution was a significant 

development and was evidence of the Muhammadiyah's success in eliminating ideological 

boundaries impeding the acceptance of Westem sciences. 

We have seen that the educational reform conducted by the Muhammadiyah 

movement was an effort to improve the status of Muslims under Dutch colonial rule. In 

the period under discussion the movement had succeeded in building many schools which 

taught Westem sciences while still making religious instruction a high priority. Such a 

"'~his pesantren was founded by Hasyirn Asyc ari (1 87 1- l947), the k t  leader of the NU 
(Nahdlatul Ularna), the bigçest traditionalist organisation, founded in 1926 in Surabaya. 
Pesantren Tebuireng used to be the most popular pesaotren in the archipelago with 6,000 students 
in 1943. Harry J. Benda, The Crescent and the Rising Sün (New York: W. van Hoeve Ltd., 1 %8), 
245. 

103Kafiawi, Pembaharuan S M m  Pondok Pesaorreo (Jakarta: Cemara Indah, 19 78), 56. 

lo4"Gontor 70 Tahun: dari Ronggowarsito hingga Emha." Republika (October 4, 1996). 
Also "Kyai Gontor Dipilih Lima Tahun Sekali." RepubIika (October 4, 1996). 
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rapid development of the Muharnmadiyah school system indicates @ad Dak@Cs 

success in arousing Muslim awareness of the necessity of pragmatic education which 

codd produce graduates capable of meeting the economic demands of that era. 



CIEAPTER III. 

THE IMPACT OF THE COLOMAL EXl?ERIENCE 
ON MUSLIM EDUCATIONAL REFORMS: 

A COMPARISON OF ALIGARH AND THE MUKWMADIYAH 

In chapters one and two we discussed the educational reforms initiated by 

Aligarh and the Muhammadiyab-a process which culminated in the establishment of the 

MAOC and the Muhammadiyah schools, respectively. This chapter is devoted to an 

analysis of the similarities and differences in the Muslim educational reform movements 

under British and Dutch colonial rule. 

h the previous chapters it was seen how both British and Dutch colonial policies 

led to the rnarginalization of Muslims. This fact was painfully obvious to the Aligarh 

and the Muhammadiyah leadership who sought solutions through the positive, intemal 

reform of Muslim practices. The two movements acted pragmatically -in accordance with 

the socio-political conditions which prevailed in both India and Indonesia respectively. 

This chapter will examine in particular the inteilectual foundations of the educational 

reform movements undertaken by m a d  Khin and -ad D.1Z.n; the educational 

systems of the MAOC and Muhammadiyah schools; and the impact of the reforms on 

Indian and hdonesian Muslirn education. 

A. Educational Philosophies of Ahmad Khan and -ad Dal$in 

It is widely accepted that -ad KhEn's thought was dominated by the notion 

of progress, a concept which also figured prorninently later in the writings of Amir 'Ali 

(1849-1928) who said, "Islam is not only compatible with progress but is itself93 



progressive."' For m a d  Khàn, education was the instrument by which Muslims could 

realize their potential and achieve progress. Ahmad D*lan's ideas, on the other hand, 

were penneated with the notion of reviving a glorious past by retuming to the tenets of 

the Qu?% and &mRh while at the sarne time reinterpreting them in the light of modern 

exigencies. As such, both reformers shared a similar, if not the same, approach in their 

drive to elevate Muslims f?om their marginal existence under colonial oppression. The 

differences in approach may be attributed to their different life expenences, socio- 

religious and political status and the nature of colonialism in the two countries. 

1. Character Building 

Both -ad Kh% and -ad D a %  thought that education had to be directed 

above al1 towards building character. +ad Khàn took pride in the education of his 

predecessors and recognized that such education had produced great men throughout the 

ages. However, Alpnad Khan also recognized that the times had changed and that 

adhering to the methods of his predecessors would not produce the desired results. New 

methods, in line with contemporary circumst ances had, therefore, to be explored. -ad 

K h h  considered religious instruction to be an important element in this process.' In 

connection with this, he also felt that students should live together in special quarters 

where negative influences fkom sources extemal to the educational process could be 

'-ad D a a n ' s  basic thought was typical of that of Ibn Taymiyya who declared that 
the only valid sources of Muslim life were the Qur'Zn and &dth Annemarie Scbimmel, Islam: 
An htroducrion (New York: SUNY Press, 1992), 132. 

2 McDonough says: "Sayyid Ahmad Khan was not advocating a secular, pluralist society, 
although he was trying to urge Muslims to relate themselves constructively to Westerners-to 
dine with them, to respect their religion, to learn their sciences, and so forth." Sheila 
McDonough, The Autbon'fy o f  the Past: A Stua'y of Thee Mmhkn Modezzis~s (Pennsylvania: 
American Academy of Religion, 1 WO), 1 1. 



filtered out? Along the same iines, @ad D a Z n  regarded character building as an 

important target of educational objectives. No one, he argued, c m  achieve "greatness" 

in this world or the hereafter except for those who possess good charactersS4 A "good 

character" is one that complements the teachings of the Qu'Zn and had'th? As the 

Prophet M*amrnad was believed to have exemplified the application of the two 

sources, character building shouId be geared to emulating his ideal. Towards that end, 

education should provide students with a religious training which would inform thern 

about the life and teachings of ~LQamrnad.~ 

-ad KhZn's and Alpnad D&lan's respective views on character-building as 

a goal of learning provide an interesting contrast. -ad Khan emphasized the use of 

new strategies in character building based on the educational models that he had 

observed at Cambridge, which he considered exemplary. Thus, -ad Khan introduced 

sports including cricket, football (soccer), and horseback riding to the MAOC students. 

He expected that these activities would help in developing the students' character. 

Lelyveld says that cricket symbolized "the unity of thought and action."' In addition to 

sports, the students of the MAOC were also trained in debating in the Siddons Union 

Club. The topics of debate could include pnvate beliefs, social relations, future 

'Ahmad Khan, "On Education," in Shan Muhammad (ed.), Writings and Speeches, 200- 
201. 

4Mulkhan, Pesan-pesan Dua Pemimpin Besu Isfm hdonesia, 14. 

6 According to Ahmad DahlZn, the term "Muhammadiyah" was derived fiom the word 
"Maammacl", the name of the Prophet. By adopting the name "Muhammadiyah" Ahmad 
DahEn expected that the followers of this movement appIied the guidance of Prophet 
Maammad and irnitated his character. Suja', Muhammadiyah dm Pendinhya f 7. 

'Lelyveld, Ai 'arh  's First Generatïon, 257. 
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occupations, and politics. This forum helped to cultivate the students' self-confidence 

in their opinions and tolerance for the views of others.' Ahmad D&lZn, on the other 

hand, was acquainted with the mode1 of education prevalent in the Middle East which 

he had experienced himself during his period of study there. His views were, therefore, 

influenced by the appeal he heard there for a retum to the QurT5n and had'fb? -In 

principle, Alpnad Kh% did not reject this appeal but, rather, interpreted it in accordance 

with the demands of a new age. He argued that adopting new models was not in 

contradiction with religious principles, as nothing human or natural could, rationally, be 

excluded fiom the body of Islamic kn~wledge. '~ 

Both @ad K h k  and @ad D a Z n  felt that education should equip students 

with the knowledge and skills necessary for matenal progress. This goal precluded any 

one uniform mode of education fiom being applied in a11 piaces. To this end, the most 

appropriate kind of education was the one most suited to the needs of a given 

community." By promoting this idea, @ad Khan and @ad D & I k  were critiquing 

the traditionalists whom they regarded as bound to a single mode of education inhented 

fiom their predecessors without questioning and without evaluating its relevance to 

contemporary demands. Both leaders found the traditional system of education lacking 

1 %cDonough, Mushm Etlijcs and Modemi& 24. 

"TO quote Alynad D @ k ,  "Indeed, men were created in the state of need and difficulty. 
Therefore, they have to know exactly what they need and the way to fulfil it." Mulkhan, Pesan- 
pesan Dua Pemimpin Besar Islam hionesia, 1 3. 



in so far as economic progress was con~erned.'~ 

Such thinking was a pragmatic response to the economic plight of M-uslims both 

in hdia  and Indonesia. As one rnight expect, Muslims under colonial rule lagged behind 

other groups as few of them were employed in the civil service or in private companies. 

This situation preoccupied @ad Kh& and -ad Del511 who laboured to correct. it 

through the reform of Muslim education. Hodgson says, "One must suppose that the 

intellectual side of the [movernents] was dependent on the economic side."I3 

Both thinkers were aware that the low rate of Muslim participation in 

government seMce was due to British and Dutch colonial policy, which was designed 

to block Muslim entrants. For this reason, neither one of them sought or anticipated 

govemment assistance. -ad Khin was of the opinion that, "Indians will progress 

when they themselves, without the interference of the govemment and its officers, 

arrange for the education of their young boys out of their volunt ary contribution, and 

themselves adrninister and control it ."14 He also argued that it was Muslims alone who 

could change their own fate and not the govem~nent .~~ He quoted a verse cf the Qur'an, 

'*It was explicitly mentioned in the Aims of Muhammadiyah Education formulated at 
the Muhammadiyah Conference in Betawi in 1939 that education should help students earn 
income to fulfil their needs. -kifin, Gagasan Pernbaharum Muhammadiyah, 213. 

''Marshall G.S. Hodgson, The Venture o f  Islam, vol. 3 (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, I974), 184. 

14Alpad Khàn, "On Self-Reliance in Education," in Muhammad (ed.), Writings and 
Speeches, 1 72. 

"In spite of his insistence on Muslims' self-reliance, Mmad Khan struggled for more 
Muslim recruitment in the govemment civil service and legislative councils. It was natural that 
he criticized Muslims' support to the Indian National Congress, as this party would only Iead 
to the Hindus' domination over Muslims. Moreover, -ad Kh5.n proposed some principles to 
elect the members of the rnunicipalities saying, for example: 

"1. In t o m  where the Mahomedan population exceeds 15 percent, there should be at 
l e s t  one Mahomedan on the Municipality. 
2. In towns where the Mahomedan population exceeds 15 percent and falls short of 25 
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"God will not change your fate unless you change it yourselves."'6 In similar terms, 

-ad saw the fate of Muslims as resting squarely on their own shoulders. He 

called upon nch Muslims to help the poor in the cornmunity. Like & n a d  Khan, W a d  

DahlZn used Qur'Znic verses to support his views. He reportedly ernphasized sura al- 

Maciin (Qur's: 107) t o  his students to underscore the need to help orphans and the 

dispossessed." 

These pragmatic ideas also reflected the self-corrective approach to Muslim 

practice. TO both -ad K h k  and Alpnad D g & ,  the traditional Muslim view was too 

pre-occupied with attention to spiritual details in daily life. This procIivity resulted in 

Muslim stagnation as other groups achieved progress in material tems.18 -ad Kh% 

was dazzled by the glory of the West, which he encountered through his relationship 

with the British govemment and through his trip to England. Similarly, -ad D*lh 

was impressed by the strength of the Western system of education as applied in 

missionary or govemment schools and adopted elements of that system in his o w d g  

Both reformers made the material progress of Muslims a pnority su that their prosperity 

might equal that of their colonial masters. 

percent, the representation should be as far as possible proportionate." 
Lini Sarah May, "Muslim Thought and Politics in India afler 1857," Ph.D. Dissertation, 
Columbia University, 1963, 174-176; Ahmad Khan, "The Representative System in India: A 
Mahomedan Manifesto," in Muhammad (ed.), The Aligarh Movement, vol. 3,  1066. 

' 'Al fi an, MuhammaaYyab: The Political Beha vio ur of a Mmlim Madernist Organization 
underDurch CoioniaIÏsm (Yogyakarta: Gadjah Mada University Press, 1989), 173. 

"Dar observes, "Sayyid Ahmad had to fight very hard to convince the Muslims that if 
their worldly affairs remained in a state of neglect, their religious ideology would becorne the 
t arget of att ack from al1 sides." Dar, Reiigious Tho~ght of Sayyid AhmadKban, 264. 

lgLubis, Pemikr'ran Muhammadiyah dan Muhammad A U ,  1 79. 



3. Independent Thinking in Religious Int erpret ation 

Both -ad KhZn and @ad D a i n  thought that education should be geared 

to the inculcation of independent thinking. Both argued that no single person could 

daim the absolute truth of his opinion. It was obligatory for Muslims, therefore, to 

examine the reliability of transmitted opinion. Both scholars criticized the traditionalist 

notion which held that the door of ijtihZid(independent judgment) was shut and that 

taqGd(the following of someone's opinion without cognizance of its reason) was an 

~ b l i g a t i o n . ~ ~  To quote Ahmad Dar, "According to him [-ad Khan], the theological 

doctrine of taqfidhad been one of the most important factors for social degeneration."" 

Both -ad Khân and -ad D a i n  reasoned that every human being was entitled to 

determine what was right and what was wrong for hirn or herself. The burden of 

producing independent thinkers rested on the system of education? 

*ad Khan and -ad D&lZn, however, had different conceptions of the 

means by which Muslims could examine transmitted opinions. m a d  Khân maintained 

that the truth of an opinion was determined by "natural-scientific inquiry."* In his TaEs2 

al-Qu'& and the journal he founded, Tahdh7b d-AWrl.4, -ad KhZn established a set 

of principles by which the results of scientific research could be reconciled with the 

words of the Qur'ân: 

Firstly, close inquiry into the use and meaning of Qu' Enic language 

'('Mulkhan, Pesan-pesan Dua Pemimpin Besar Iskm fidonesi, 1 2; S al am, K.& Ahmad 
DahIan, 1 5. 

21 Dar, Reiigbus Thought of Sayyid Ahmad Khm, 3 1. 

2LMc~onough, The AurhonZyof tbePast, 10 and 14. 

*Hodgson, The Venture of Isim, vol. 3 , 3 3 4 ;  McDonough, The Autbofity o f  the Past, 
10. 



yields the true meaning of the word or passage in question, that is the 
meaning that does not contradict the truth which has been established 
decisively by modem science. Secondly, the revealed text and the clearly 
est abIished truths of science refer to the same kind of--narnely factual-- 
truth, or descriptive tmth about an objective world, and cannot therefore 
contradict each other. Thirdly, the criterion employed to decide whether 
a given passage needs metaphorical interpretation, and which of several 
possible interpretations is to be selected, is the truth established by -. 
science.24 

Conceming the use of &&b, +ad Khan held the view that Muslims should examine 

the whole collection crîtically and leave al1 those traditions which were fomd to 

contradict the QurY5n, human expenence, and reason." 

-ad D a h ,  on the other hand, held that it was the sound law transmitted 

through the Qur'in and &idith and the pure heart which would determine whether 

someone's opinion was right or wrong. To that end, "Muslim leaders irrespective of their 

nationality should get together to find the truth. Until the truth is found, they must not 

feel satisfied or d e ~ p a i r . " ~ ~  He  argued that 'aql (reason) could be used to help people 

understand the two sources without which they were not entitled to make any 

judgement. In this respect +ad Khan appeared to favour reason more than did -ad 

The distinct approaches of -ad K h k  and @ad Dah1Z.n may be attributed 

to their uneven farniliarity with Western scientific thought. w m a d  Kh& lived in India 

where Western thought developed through English schools and colleges. He also worked 

24Chris t i an W. Troll, Sayyid Ahmad Koan: Reinterpreatioa of Muslm Theolugy (New 
Delhi: Vikas Publishing House, 1 W8), 168- 169; Hali, Hayat--i-/aved, 172- 173 ; Lelyveld, 
"Disenchantment at Aligarh," 89. 

2s Dar, Religrous Thought of S a m a  Ahmad Khany 269 ; Smith, Modem Islam in Ioda, 
13. 

26Mulkhan, Pesan-pesa Dua PemIiZImpin Besar Islam hdonesia, 1 O. 



with the British govemment and visited London where he becarne more acquainted with 

European ideas. To quote Hodgson: 

For him personally, his programme was justified through an 
interpretation of Xslarn which accorded with the Liberal nineteenth 
centwy world-view most prominentiy presented in British culture: the 
world-view according to which the primary source of truth was natural 
scientific inqujr, the trend of human life was by nature an ever- 
expanding awareness of such scientific tnith and hence actualization of 
human potentialities for good; and the good life meant, above all, human 
prospenty and individual fieedom." 

a m a d  D & h ,  on the other hand, was, f?om the beginning, prepared to be a dZi 

(Islamic missionary). Neither his educational background nor his work experience 

provided him with much of an opportunity to become acquainted with Westem thought. 

He was however more familiar with the appeal for religious reform based on the Qur'% 

and &idTth than was @ad Khan. 

B. Educational Systems of the MAOC and Muhammadiyah Schools 

This section takes a look at the practical application of the educational reforms 

introduced by Aligarh and the Muhammadiyah. The systems operative in these 

institutions reflect a symbiosis of the interaction of reforrnist ideas, on the one hand, and 

the realities f o n d  in the two countries on the other. This section considers the ways in 

which Muslims in the two corntries responded to Westem civilization in its colonial 

manifestation. It also assesses the priorities of their respective educational programs 

with which they intended to lift Muslims out of their state of backwardness. 

27Hodgson, The Venture ofhiam, vol. 3,334. 



1. Program of Study (L.evel and Departments) 

Both the MAOC and the Muhammadiyah programs were designed to meet the 

trends in education propagated by the colonial governrnents. Up to the establishment of 

the college, the British govenunent in India promoted higher education. -ad Khân 

found few Muslims availing themselves of these  institution^.^^ This pattern, he reasoned, 

would disadvantage Muslims themselves as their aloofness &om higher education would 

also mean the loss of opportunity for future leadership. Muslims would be subjugated 

by other communities. He argued, "Let us suppose that we establish ten lacs of petty 

Mubarnmadan schools without providing for the attainment of higher and middle class 

education, the result will be that our youth will always be in the same rude and ignorant 

st ate that we now find thern in."29 

In Indonesia, on the other hand, higher eduction had not yet been established. 

The Dutch lagged behind the British in their promotion of education for indigenous 

peoples. Up to the establishment of the Muhammadiyah in 19 12, the government was 

still developing an elementary school systerd0 The Muhammadiyah followed the 

govemment's lead but added religious education to its program to meet Muslim 

demands. Ln this manner, the movement tried to meet the needs of Muslims who had no 

opport unit y of studying in government schools usually reserved for aristocrats, 

'8College education had been established in India as early as 1816 with the 
establishment of the Hindu College of Calcutta. Syed Mahmood, A Histmy of Engfish 
Education iR hdia (Delhi: Idarah-i Adabiyat-i Delli, 1895 r-p. 198 1), 26. 

2gAlpnad K h k ,  "The Proposed M.A.O. College," in Shan Muhammad (ed.), Writings 
and Speeches, 4 1 5. 

"Goenawan Ardi Wardhana, "The Effects of Politics on Educational Development in 
Indonesia: From the Colonial Period to the Present (151 1-1971)." Ph. D. Dissertation, the 
University of California, Berkeley, 1973, 63-64. 



Chnstians and Europeans- 

It is apparent that both the MAOC and the Muhammadiyah schools were 

designed to meet the colonial governments' employment requirements. M m a d  K h k  

opined, "We have to think in the realm of education as  to what subjects we should study 

and what is that the learning of which will not be useful to us ...."3' This policy was 

promoted in the firm belief that it was the key to Muslim survival under colonial rule. 

As previously mentioned, in 1837, the British govemment replaced Persian with English 

as the language of govemment administration, forcing Muslims to acquire the latter 

language as a stepping stone to promotion in the civil senice. This explains why -ad 

Khân was insistent on the use of English, rather than Urdu, as the medium of instruction 

in the MAOC? Similarly, the Dutch govemment in Indonesia made proficiency in the 

Roman script a pre-requisite for acceptance into govemment service.)' The founders of 

the MAOC and the Muhammadiyah schools were conscious of the fact that Muslims had 

to equip themselves with the knowledge and skills needed for survival under colonial 

rule. To quote Hodgson: 

Thus a11 people had to adjust their governments to a modern European 
internat ional poIit ical order; but also t O adjust their economies--a hard 
t ask--to the cornpetit ion of technically industnalized Europe; and fuially 
to adjust their mental outlook to the challenge of modem science as 

''-ad Khan, "On Self Reliance in Education," in Muhammad (ed.), Wrtjngs and 
Speeches, 1 7 1. 

''Nrnad Khan, "Views on Education," in Hali, Hayat-i-Javed, 60; Akpnad K h k  also 
criticized Indian Muslims who did not give any respect to the English education: "The real 
reason of the backwardness of Mohammedans in English education is that from their non- 
acquaintance with modem leaming they had no respect for it, and considered it mean and 
deaaded in cornparison with their own learning, which they got from the Greeks." N m a d  
Khan, "Speech at the Founding of the Anglo-Oriental College," in Muhammad (ed.), Wrirings 
and Speeches, 1 9 9. 



studied in Europe? 

2. Religious Education: 

In the matter of religious instruction, -ad KhZn failed to introduce his own 

religious ideas as the syllabus was designed by traditionalist S u d  and Shi'i 'ulam2'. 

-ad Kh% was discouraged by this experience; "It was better to teach nothing at al1 

than to perpetuate "errors.'" The Sunni religious syllabus included some selections from 

the Persian translation of Shah Wali Al la ' s  'AqZat al-Hasan, al-Ghazali's Etab al- 

Siddq, some selected ha&ths, a few chapters on fiqh, and a briefhistory of early Islam. 

In 1894 Shibli Nucmani (1 857-19 14) proposed the addition of some more of Shah Wafi 

Allah's Persian writings and some chapters fkom the Persian translation of the Hidya 

of al-Marghulkii. There were also other religious programs such as Qur'anic recitation, 

observance of the five daily prayers, celebration of the Prophet's birthday and the 'Id 

fe~tival. '~ The aloohess of -ad Khin Eom the affairs of religious instruction 

however led to this subject becoming less attractive to students; consequently the 

quality of teaching was low. 

In the Muhammadiyah schools, religious educat ion was paid great attention by 

-ad D a a n  and al1 leaders of the Muhammadiyah. Unlike in the MAOC, here S u .  

and Shi'i 'ulamZ' did not operate in designing the curriculum. The syllabus was 

developed by the department of education of the Muhammadiyah at the regional level. 

"Hodgson, The Venture ofIsIamy vol. 3, 177. 

35 Lelyveld, "Disenchant ment at Aligarh," 9 6; Ashrsif, MuIim Atitudes to wmak Bnlish 
Rule and Western Culrue in litdia, 24 1. 

36~elyveld, "Disenchantment at Aligarh," 96-98. 



Therefore, the course of religious instruction in Muhammadiyah schools often differed 

from one region to another. Generally it included 'aqZ7id or ta@% (theology), fi@, 

taBi (the history of the Prophet's life), Arabic, recit at ion and tafsEr of the Qur'Gn, and 

&mPb. Other variations included instniction in tasawwuf(mysticism) and t a r h y a  wa 

al-&i%q (ethics). Wirjosukarto not ed t hat the content of religious instruction was 

dominated by the teaching of Islamic reformisn, especially the doctrines of Ibn 

Tayrniyya (1263-1 328), Mdpnmad 'Abduh (1849-1905) and Rashid Rida (1 865- 

1935):' Some of the highly used books in the Muhammadiyah schools included 

Ringkasan b, Sirat al-Mustaqh, Pustataka h, Risâ'iat ai- Ta&id and Tas2 wwuf 

Islam. Federspiel adds that in line with the Muhammadiyah's religious stance, the 

religious instruction in Muhammadiyah schools was marked by the spirit of a return to 

the Qur'àn and hadithb3* 

In spite of the dBerent degrees of intensity, the provision of religious instruction 

both at the MAOC and at the Muhammadiyah schools illustrates a recognition of the 

fact that Muslim education had to have a religious component. -ad Khin was careful 

not to marginalise religious education in the college, as his plans were "to form a class 

of persons, Mohammedan in religion, Indian in blood and colour, but English in tastes, 

in opinions and He did not want to repeat the failure of govemment schools 

''w i josukart O, Pembaharuan P e n d i d k m  dm Pengadjam Islam, 3 6.  

Federspiel, "The Muhammadijah," 61; One of the agreements of the annual 
conference of the Muhammadiyah held in Yogyakarta fiom March 30 to April2 was that the 
teaching of tawdand fiqb had to be accompanied with the proofs of the Qur' Zn and the sound 
h a d t h ,  ccalled n a q / . w a  (revelation), and the proofs of reason ( 'aqh-yya)). Verslag 
"MoehammadQah " di m a - T i m o e r ,  Tahoen ke X (1923) (Yogyakart a: Pengoeroes Besar 
"Moehammadij ah", l924), 42-43. 

3g"History of the Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College," in William Theodore de Bary 
(ed.), Sources of hdr'm Tradition, vol. 2 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1970), 49; 
Lelyveld, Migarh k Fjrst Generarion, 206-207. 



to attract Indian Muslims by not providing religious educat ion. Likewise, Muslim 

parents in Indonesia would not have accepted the Muhammadiyah schools without a 

guarantee of religious instmctionJ0 This however was in addition to the fact that, for the 

Muhammadiyah, religious instruction served as a vehicle for the purification of Muslim 

practices and beliefs fkom un-Islamic elements which had become a comrnon feature of 

Indonesian Islam at the time of -ad Dahlk.'" This, in part, explains why the 

Muhammadiyah schools paid greater attention to the teaching of religion than did the 

Aligarh college. 

Muslims' attitude to religious education was understandable in light of the nature 

of colonialism both in India and Indonesia and also in view of the fact that this 

education was an integral part of Muslim h i ~ t o r y . ~ ~  The exigencies of colonial rule in the 

two countries were, in fact, viewed as a threat both to Muslirn political power and to the 

Muslim faith.43 This stemmed fiom the fact that both the British and the Dutch were 

"Some Dutch-educated pesons realized that the Western-oriented system of education 
led to the alienation of people fiom iheir culture. What they wmted was a reconciliation of the 
two traditions. Sjahrir, for example, commented: "The East must become Western in the sense 
that it must acquire as great a vitality and dynarnism as the West." According to him, the West 
signified "forceful, dynamic and active Iife" which he admired despite its "bmtaIity and 
coarseness." J.D. Legge, hdonesia (Sydney: Prentice Hall of Australia, 1921), 146. 

JIXiickIefs, A Kistory of Modem ladonesia, 7. 

"Kaloti provides more detailed accounts of religious education in Islamic history. Sami 
Abdullah Kaloti, "The Reformation of Islam and the Impact of Jamai al-Din al-Afghani and 
Muhammad Abduh on Islamic Education." Ph. D. Dissertation, Marquette University, 
Wisconsin, 1974, 1 1-27. 

43Sirnilar attitudes were found among Afncan Muslims as described by C.C. Stew&, 
"At the beginning of the colonial era, MusIim Afkica was served by tens of thousands of Koranic 
schools whose students subsidised as many teachers and holy men. The added prestige accorded 
to Islam by colonial powers and the association of Islam with a rival, non-European ideology 
firther enhanced the importance of Koranic education." C.C. Stewart, "Islam," in A D .  Roberts 
(ed.), The Colonîai Moment in Afnca: h a y s  OR the Movements ofMin& and Materials 1900- 
1940 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, l986), 204. 



Christian. When the poIitical power of the Muslirns had diminished, they feared a second 

Loss--that of their religious integrity. As such, religious education was viewed as an 

important vehicle for the protection of the faith? 

In the colonial era, religion also became a symbol of resistance. Since the 

colonizers were Christian, the colonized identified ever more closely with Islam. By 

strengthening religious instruction, indigenous people were engaging in cultural 

resist ance to colonial power as opposed to milit ary resist ance J5 S uch resist ance was 

noted by Snouck Hurgronje, an adviser to the Dutch govemment, wlio proposed an 

"association policy" airned at uniting the Dutch with the indigenous people by 

westernising the latter and distancing them kom their customs? Had this policy been 

successfül, the Dutch colonial domination of Indonesia would have lasted longer. 

3. Teachers and Staff 

The recruitment of teachers and staff for the MAOC reflected +ad Khan's 

efforts to bring Muslims and Englishmen closer, a situation which he believed would 

empower Muslims. He believed that power of the English was beyond challenge, and 

that Muslims had little choice but to t ake advantage of their presence. The Mutiny of 

1857 conveyed the message that any physical resistance to British occupation would 

44 Muslim fean were aroused by the presence of Christian missionarïes who were 
subsidized by the colonial govemments. Benda, The Crescenr and Rishg Sm, 19-20. 

45 Reportediy, conversion to Islam accelerated after the presence of the Dutch. Ibid., 10- 
11. 

46 Snouck Hurgronje proposed to use Sunday instead of Fnday as a school holiday, an 
action which was apparently contrary to the habit of the Muslims. C. Snouck Hurgronje, 
"Pengajaran selain Pengajaran Mohammadan." In E. Gobee and Adriaanse (eds.), Nasrïlat- 
nasibat kepada Pernenntah Hindia Belanda, 1 187. 



only breed catastrophic re~ults.~' @ad Khan believed that Muslims had to cooperate 

with the English in order to ameliorate their marginal status. The objective of the 

cooperative policy was "... to carve a place for wuslims] themselves within the British 

establishment."" It was on the basis of this rationale that the MAOC recruited 

Englishmen as teachers and college staK4' 

By contrat, *ad D m %  faced a different situation when he cornrnenced his 

educational reforms. Before him was the reality that Muslims were, by and large, 

excluded from government schools. The solution lay, in his view, in the building of a 

school which could offer a secular curriculum to rival that of govemment schools. At the 

same time, he proposed that the schools provide religious instruction which was not 

available in the colonial system. For instruction in Western sciences he depended on the 

teachers from Budi Utomo as well as the govemment schools, who were al1 Muslims, 

while -ad D & h  hirnself s u p e ~ s e d  religious edu~a t ion .~~  To this extent, he shared 

a m a d  KhZnls ambition to elevate the status of Muslims by making the best of the 

govemment education policy. 

47Ashraf, M~siim Attitudes, 236 and 241. 

48~odgson, The Venture ofIsIam, vol. 3,335. 

49LeIyveld provides a detailed enurneration of the Englishmen as well as the Hindus 
recruited as administrators and lecturers. The Englishmen were H.G.1. Siddons as principal; 
Theodore Beck as principal; Theodore Morrison as principal; Harold Cock as a professor of 
mathematics; Walter Raleigh as a professor of English and philosophy; Percy Wallace as a 
professor of mathematics; T.W. Arnold as a professor of philosophy; and other English 
professors without detaiIed expertise, namely Llewellyn Tipping, Gerald Gardner Brown, J.R. 
Cornah, Deighton and John Elliot. The Hindu professors in the college were Pandit Rama 
Shankar Misra as a professor of mathematics and Pandit Shiva Shankar Tripathi as a professor 
of Sanskrit. Lelyveld, Aligarh 's Fimt Generation, 1 86-203. 

*OThere is not much information about the narnes of teachers fiom Budi Utorno and 
government schools. The  available data mention only two names, Kholil and M. Ng- 
Djoyosoegi to. BP3K, Sejuah Pendidikm Swasta di hdonesia, 54 and 1 22. 



4. Students 

To construct a portrait of the student bodies of the MAOC and the 

Muhammadiyah schools, we need to refer to -ad Kh5.n'~ and -ad D&lZn's cnteria 

for admission. Their choices betray the socio-political conditions of India and Indonesia 

under colonial rule. As already mentioned, the MAOC was founded at a time when 

Indian Muslims were jeopardized as a comrnunity following the failure of the 1857 

Mutiny. At this historic juncture, reasoned -ad Khan, Musfims needed a dose of self- 

confidence in order to improve their status. One of the means to this end was a good 

education, a product which was costly. Given these fiscal imperatives, -ad Khân was 

constrained to give fust priorïty to the children of aristocrats and the rich, fkom whom 

a IiberaI donation could be expected. 

The establishment of the Muhammadiyah schools, on the other hand, followed 

a very different pattern. What -ad D a &  observed in his community was a wide 

disparity between the aristocrats and the masses, sternrning in part fiom the dualism of 

the educational system. The former were educated in govemment schools while the 

latter were educated in a langgaror a pesantren or otherwise remained uneducated. 

Mmad D&l% believed that al1 Muslims should receive a decent education that 

combined both religious and Western sciences. This goal was in conflict with the 

realities of an "elite" institution which was too expensive for the cornmon person. 

Therefore, in his rnind, no thought was given to the prioritization of one group's right 

to education over another's. h short, Muhammadiyah schools were open to students of 

al1  classe^.^' 

"To his students Akpnad D a &  expressed his expectation that Muslims of al1 cIasses 
should be uIama yang berkemajuan (progressive 'ulama?, those who were knowledgeable in 



5. The Education of Women 

Women's education also served as a point of contrat between the MAOC and 

Muhammadiyah schools and again reflected the thinking of their respective founders on 

the question of who should receive priority in education in order to accelerate the 

improvement of conditions for Muslims. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the 

MAOC was open only to male students, while the Muhammadiyah schools were open 

to both gender~.'~ Indeed, +ad Khân did not ignore the importance of women's 

education. This is clear fiom a letter which he sent to the Scientific Society, Aligarh, in 

which he wrote that Western civilization was aided by the education of men and 

women." Given the limited resouces available, however, -ad Khan argued that it 

was impossible to provide a good education to both males and fernales. Priority had to 

be given to males as, traditionally, they would carry the burden of providing for the 

family. If males were educated, he reasoned, they would eventually see the importance 

of education for females too." -ad D a Z n  saw things differently. The development 

of the m a  would be hastened, he argued, if both males and females were offered equal 

access t O education? 

religion and were conversant with the Westem sciences. Wirjosukarto, Pembaharum Pendr'dikan 
dan PengadJ'aran Islam, 5 S. 

5 2 By educating male and female equally, Muhammadiyah schooIs appeared to be 
imitating government school system. 

53 @ad Khan, "Letter to the Scientific Society, Aligarh," in Shan Moharnmad (ed.), 
Wn'fings and Speeches, 22 6 .  

'%ni Sarah May, "Muslim Thought and Politics in India after 1857." Unpublished 
Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University, 1963, 167. 

"The Muhammadiyah stepped even further by forrning a women organization, 
Sapatresno which later became 'Aishiyya. Salam, K.H Ahmad Dahlan, 18; Alfian, 
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Ahmad Khan's position on female education appeared to contradict his own 

Islamic reformist ideals. Traditionally, Muslim culture had afforded females fewer 

educational ~pportmiities.~~ This s ta tu  quo was maintained in Mynad K h b ' s  time and 

used by him to validate pnvileges to male students? -ad D&En, on the other hand, 

was infiuenced by the wornen's emancipation rnovement in Java in the last decadeaof 

nineteenth century. This movement was pioneered by R.A. Kartini, the daughter of a 

regent in Jepara. On May 25, 1899, she wrote a letter to Stella Zeehandelaar, a Dutch 

woman, expressing her dissatisfaction with the st atus of women in Java? Kartini then 

established women's schools dedicated to the promotion of fernale literacy in Roman 

script and mathematics. Although Kartini was able to build only one wornen's school 

before her death, the idea of providing equal education to boys and girls persisted among 

Indonesian leaders, including Alpnad Da&in. 

6.  Pedagogicd Techniques 

In terms of pedagogical techniques, both the MAOC and the Muhammadiyah 

schools mirrored the govemment school system. The techniques adopted included a 

56 In Egypt, at the time M+ammad 'Abdu. began his reforms, the education of women 
was also paid less attention than that of their male counterparts. Lubis, Pemikiran 
MirhammadtYiuFl dm Mdammad Abduh, 2 1 3. 

"Muke rji notes that a tendency to provide educational pnority to the male was also 
apparent in govemment univeniti& in India, where university examinations were designed for 
their grivilege. Muke rji, Histo~y of Educatj'n li7 India, 13 8. 



syst em of progressive grades, more st udent participation in the leamhg pro ces^,^^ 

regular examinations and the use of classroom equipment, such as desks and 

blackboards. At the MAOC, students were trained to debate, to defend an argument and 

ro analyse an opinion. This debating technique was apparently adopted from Cambridge 

University, which -ad Khan had visited during his trip to England. Training such as 

t his was considered important in helping students become independent thinkers. 

Similarly, in Muhammadiyah schools, students were encouraged to ask questions, to 

argue, and to disagree with their t eachedo  

The use of such pedagogical techniques, which differed from those employed in 

more traditional institutions, was, in the first instance, an indication that Muslims had 

begun to question the eficiency of the instructional system inherited fiom their 

predece~sors.~' Traditional teaching techniques, which emphasized memorization, were 

replaced by ones which stressed understanding. The former technique was held to be 

inefficient when contrasted with modem techniques!' Here, the notion of efficiency 

prevailed, given the need to be able to compete with other comrnunities. 

The change inpedagogical techniques also changed the Muslim conception of the 

"teacher". As explained earlier, teachers in traditional institutions played a dominant 

role, rendering the students passive participants in the learning process. This style 

59 Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827) developed a teaching system from individual 
to group instruction. Bradjanagara, Seajkrah Pendidkm ha'onesia, 57. 

6%hj osu kart O, Pem baharum Pendidikan dan Pe~ga@arm Islam, 3 9- 

61 @nad Da@& thought that the old traditional tcaching methods resulted in the 
students' jack of understanding of blam and eventually precipitated Muslims' backwardness. 
Ibid., 54. 

62 The quest for maximum eficiency was an expression of the "moral dimension of 
technicalism" which marked "transmutation" in the eighteenth century. Hodgson, The Venture 
offiIam, vol. 3, 186. 



represented a one-way dialogue where the students were mere recipients of information. 

It was a technique which mirrored the traditional patemalism of Muslim Society in 

which the leader was dominant. It also reflected the community's view of 'uIamiYas 

experts in religious sciences to whom students were expected to show respect and 

obedience. The use of new instructional methods at the MAOC and Muhammadiyah 

schooIs resulted in a transformation of Muslims' view of the Culami? Now, the C~Im.@' 

were regarded simply as religious experts who, like other human beings, were fallible. 

Students felt entitled to correct them when they ened. Commenting on the position of 

the C~IamZ' in the Muhammadiyah, Wertheim says: 

Similarly as Reformation in the Christian world, the new religious trend 
was attempting to disengage religion fiom its traditional shackles. 
hstead of recognizing the absolute authority of the Islamic scribes, the 
damas, the reformists were aiming at positing the Holy Book, the Kor'an 
as a source of inspiration for values which were better adapted to the new 
epoch, similarly as the Protestants recognized the Bible as the main 
source of authority instead of the c l~u rch .~~  

7. Financial Profile 

To finance their activities, both the MAOC and the Muhamrnadiyah schools 

relied on student fees, govemment subsidies and voluntary donations. This policy 

represented a shift fkom that in traditional institutions, where school fees were never 

collected nor govemment subsidies accepted. Fundraising only occurred through 

voluntary donations in the form of monetary remitt ances or w a q p  

The introduction of school fees as a new source of funding was a testament to the 

63 Wertheim, "Indonesian Moslems under Sukarno and Suharto," 19. 

64Wardhana, "The Effect of Politics on Educational Development in Indonesia." , 85; 
Salam, K.H. Ahmad Dahian, 62. 



Muence of government education. B y adopting this systern, believed Alpnad Khan and 

m m a d  Del%,  they could expand educational activities. It would also allow them to 

plan the budget fùrther in advance. In this way the shoacomings of voluntary donations 

could be compensated for. To quote @ad KhZ: 

At the present time unless rny nation unites and concentrates its forces, - 
and collects al1 the requisites of education, and takes the fact to heart 
that now without spending rnoney it cannot acquire education, it will be 
impossible for it to become highly educated? 

The two reformers must however have been aware that, by introducing school fees the 

MAOC and the Muhammadiyah schools had become inaccessible to the poor people. 

Under the circumst ances, however, they had no other choice but to apply this p o l i ~ y . ~ ~  

In colonial India and Indonesia, government financial support for the MAOC and 

Muhammadiyah schools signalled a change in govemment educational policy. 

Previously, the government s had hardly given any heed t O Muslim institutions, arguing 

that it sought to maintain a posture of religious neutrality. Now, the respective British 

and Dutch governments in India and Indonesia applied new, more tolerant policies 

towards the development of Muslirn education. The subsidization was selective 

however, favo~ring institutions which adhered to government programs. This was made 

apparent by the fact that traditional institutions were not extended any subsidies, in 

view of their traditional c~~rriculurn.~~ The largesse of govenunent subsidies could not, 

"Ahmad Khk,  "On education," in Shan Muhammad (ed.), Writings and Speeches, 199. 

"-ad Dahlin was reported to have sold his goods to finance the Muhammadiyah 
schools. Salam, K.H. Ahmad DahIan, 62. 

67 Wardhana, "The Effects of Politics on Educational Development in Indonesia." 86. 
J.D. Legge said: "After 1920 the Netherlands' Ethical Policy, with its concept of a Debt of 
Honour which had to be repaid to the colony, represented an officia1 attempt to foster as well 
as to control the direction of social change. The provision of welfare programmes in the field 
of ... education was one aspect of a policy theoretically designed to prepare the colony for some 



it seems, be taken at face 

8. Residential Housing 

The MAOC provided resident ial accommodation, whereas the Muharnmadiyah 

schools, except for the one located in Kauman, had no such facilities and were neGer 

intended to provide them. The MAOC system was designed to instill a sense of Muslim 

brotherhood arnong its students, who came to the college as individuals with different 

regional backgrounds. The college system was aIso dedicated to producing the future 

leaders of the Indian Muslim community. By living in the college residence, argued 

a m a d  K h k ,  students were also freed fiom the negative influences of the extemal 

community. By design, therefore, the college was expected to produce a greater sense 

of purpose among its graduates!' As in the British institutions which provided the 

mode1 for the MAOC, the sense of fellowship shaped by the students of the college 

continued after they finished their studies, fostered by the establishment in 1 892 of t he 

alumni organization known as "The Brotherhood," led by Mustafa Khan. In 1899, this 

organization assurned a new name, 'The Old Boys A~sociation."~~ 

kind of autonomy within the frarnework of Dutch empire." Legge, uIdonesia, 9; The 
traditionalists, on the other hand, launched the non-cooperation policy in response to 
colonialism, entailing a rejection of the govemment syllabus. This might have been the cause 
of the absence of Dutch government subsidies. 

68British and Dutch colonialism was still marked by a hierarchic policy in the sense that 
the interests of the colonial authority were put above that of the indigenous people. The 
selective provision of the subsidy was also an indication that the sincerity of the governments' 
financial help could be questioned. In fact, governments' educational programs were not fostered 
for the sake of education itself but for gamering a loyal populace. Basu, The Growth of 
Education and Political Developmen t In hdia, 1 56. 

6%ashmi, MusIim Response, 1 03. 

70Lelyveld, Migarb 's First Generation, 29 1. 
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The reason that the Muhammadiyah school model made no allowance for 

residential housing may be explained by reference to its reformist psychology. The 

Muhammadiyah educational refoms were meant t O counter the traditional institut ions 

based on the pesantm syst ern. To avoid appearing li ke a pesantren, the Muhammadiyah 

shied away fiom building dorrnitories. The absence of this feature caused the 

Muhammadiyah schools to resemble to a certain extent the govemment schools, which 

were seen as the standard of progress during that era. 

C. Impact of the Educational Reforms of Aligarh and the Muhammadiyah on Muslirn 
Education in India and Indonesia 

It is apparent that -ad KhZn's and -ad Daan ' s  educational philosophies 

and the educational systems they introduced in their respective institutions were shaped 

by the circurnstances of British and Dutch mle respectively. This section provides an 

analysis of the extent to which the two reform movements were successful in promoting 

Muslim education in India and Indonesia, 

1. The 'Ulamà'S Response 

The emergence of both the MAOC and the Muhammadiyah schools was not 

received positively by the traditionalist 'ulam5: Once the proposai for the establishment 

of the M M C  was announced, the 'ufmâ' issued a fatwa declaring it unlawful to 

support the college. Their opposition persisted even afier the college was established, 

cuhinating in the 'uIamZXs cal1 to Muslin parents to boycott the institution 

altogether." The Muhammadiyah's schools, on the other hand, faced no such opposition. 

"Muhammad (ed.), The Aiigivh Movementy vol. 1, xx-xxi. 



The schools did, however, receive a cynical reception fiom the 'ulami: who remained 

wary of Western sciences and Westem culture, such as the introduction of Westem 

solmization in the singing class at the expense of the recitation of the al-BananjTread 

in tradit ional in~titutions.7~ 

Many reasons for the 'ulamâxs opposition may be identified. First, they had a 

narrow understanding of Islam, where the focus was on the spiritual aspect of matters 

alone. Westem subjects, such as physics, rnathematics, reading and writing scripts ot her 

than Arabic, were not considered Islamic. Studying such matters was, therefore, viewed 

as something divorced fiom the body of Islam. These reasons aside, the 'ulama'might 

also have been motivated by self-interest. The establishment of the MAOC and 

Muhammadiyah schools was undoubtedly a threat to their continued leadership role in 

the Muslim community." Another important reason for the 'ulm&'s opposition was the 

association of the MAOC and the Muhammadiyah schools with the British and Dutch 

colonial nile. From the perspective of the Cuf'i~ establishing schools Like those of the 

govemment epitornized local approval of the continuing presence of the col~nizers.'~ 

The 'ulamâ'both in lndia and Indonesia had cause for concem. Having been displaced 

fkom positions of authority and status, the basis of the 'ulamixs traditional cultural life 

had been eroded?' This fact undoubtedly shaped their own response to the colonial 

ujac , Muhammadyah dan Peadinya, 16. 

"Mulkhan, Pesm-pesm Dua Pemimpin Besar Islam Monesia, 1 O. Azizalam, "S ayyid 
Ahmad KhZn and the 'UlarnZ'," 7 1-72. 

74 The 'u/amZ* traditionally based their argument on one @dth saying that "He who 
imitates one group, he is a part of them." This implied that those who imitated the British or 
the Dutch school systems became similar to them. 

"The Indian Muslims, especially their 'u/amZ: suffered fiorn the British government's 
decision to change the administrative language from Persian to English in 1837. They were, 
again, treated severely by the British government after the Mutiny 1857. The Indonesian 
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powers and anything associated with them. 

In spite of this opposition, both -ad Khan and +ad D & h  continued with 

their educational programs, showing in the process that what they were doing was not 

for their own interest but for the Muslims. The two refonners finally succeeded in 

p a c i w g  the traditionalist 'ulamà's propaganda. To quote Aslirafi "No other figure in 

the history of Muslims of India deserves such reverent consideration and respect as this 

sturdy pioneer and beloved leader, who, in the face of endless opposition, blazed a new 

trail for his Muslim brethren to f ~ l l o w . " ~ ~  

2. Traditional Institutions 

To measure the extent to which the MAOC and Muhammadiyah schools 

influenced Muslim education, one must look at the fate of traditional institutions in 

India and Indonesia d e r  the establishment of the new schools. In the previous chapters 

we have shown that old institutions continued to fùnction as centres of religious 

instruction while also undergoing transformations of their own. n i e  Deoband school, for 

example, became more popular beyond India and entered into a joint cooperation with 

al-Azhar in Cairo. However, Deoband also cooperated with the MAOC through the 

exchange of teachers. In Indonesia, the pesantrem also remained popular arnong MuslKns 

as centres for Islarnic leaming. Here too, some pesantrens borrowed elements fiom the 

Muhammadiyah school system. The pesantrens, for example, intençified the instruction 

'ulamii' also suffered from the Dutch "Teacher Ordinance" which hindered the propagation of 
Islam. Dar, ReIigrous Thought of Sawid &ad Khao, 66; Hodgson, The Ventme of  Mm, vol. 
3 , 3  3 3; S umint O, Pofitik Islam Hindia Belanda, 5 1. 

"~shraf ,  MuSJIm Attitudes, 242. 



of the Qur7â.n and &m!h5, the subjects of study central to the Muharnrnadiyah rnovernent. 

To quote Bruinessen: 

... in the late 1 91h century, tafs2was not yet considered a very important part of 
the curriculum. Under the impact of modemism, with its slogan of return to the 
Qur 'h  and &&th, the interpret ation of the Qur'ân obviously assumed greater 
importance. Many traditionalist u h  sirnply felt obliged to follow suit and 
began taking tafsrfmore seriously .... The present wider interest in ha&th-now 
an obligatory subject in most pesaatren-is probably again due to the impact of 
modernism ...-"77 

There were several reasons contributing to the persist ence of t raditional 

institutions. First, many Muslims both in India and hdonesia were bound to  

traditionalism. Reluctant to accept change and content with the old institutions, rnany 

Muslims failed to question their cornpatibility with modem demands in the colonial era. 

As such, they upheld taqEd in religious matters. Furthermore, as a class, the 'uIama' 

harbored a personal interest in the continuity of the old institutions which would ensure 

the continuity of their role. In other words, had the old institutions been converted to the 

new system, their own role in these institutions would have been diminished. Another 

possible reason for the survival of traditional institut ions was the economic st at us of 

Muslims. As rnentioned previously, when MAOC education became too expensive for 

the majority of Indian Muslims, the latter tumed for their education to more traditional 

institutions. A similar scenario unfolded in Indonesia. The majority of pesmtrens did 

not charge a tuition fee, and often even subsidized their students' living expenses. This 

charitable policy drew poor Muslim students to these institutions rather than to the 

Muhammadiyah schools. Moreover, many of these traditional institutions became 

centres for the anti-colonial rnovernent. The resilience of traditional institutions gave, 

therefore, an indirect boost to the agitation against colonial rule. 

7ïBniinessen, "Kitab Kuning," 253 and 255. 



3. New Educational Institutions 

The mode1 of the MAOC and Muhammadiyah schools was not accepted with 

equanimity by al1 Muslims in India and Indonesia. As a matter of fact, the two 

institutions fell quite short of satisfjring some Muslims. This was natural. On the one 

hand, Muslims were still bound to tradition in matters of religious education. They still 

rneasured the quality of the college at Aligarh and the Muhammadiyah schools by the 

quality of their religious instruction. Moreover, the financial problems faced by the 

MAOC and the Muhammadiyah schools led to a decline in the quality of their overall 

instruction. This is not to suggest that al1 of their educational prograrns were weak. The 

MAOC, for exarnple, was strong in the teaching of Western sciences, but weak in the 

teaching of Islam. 

The new Muslim educational institutions both in hdia and in Indonesia 

established after the founding of the MAOC and Muhammadiyah schools took various 

forms in their efforts to rectifjr the weaknesses of their f o x m e r s .  In India, one finds 

institutions such as Nadwat al-'UIarnZ', founded in 1894,'~ where the emphasis was on 

Islamic studies. There were also new types of institutions which followed traditional 

lines by focussing on religious instruction, such as MaZahir aLCUllim at Saharanpur and 

the Ahl-i HaSith school at Benares. In Indonesia, there appeared Pondok Modem Gontor 

in 1926 which combined element s of t he pesantren and Muharnmadiyah school systems. 

This new institution was characterized by the teaching of West em sciences and the use 

of English as the medium of instruction and the intensification of religious instruction 

'%ashmi, Mushm Response, 120- 1 2 1. 



by providing st udent dormitories. 

It is clear fkom the new Muslim institutions described above that Muslim 

attention to religious education was high. This phenornenon may be explained in the 

context of the Islamic sanction that a deed without howledge is not acceptable. Not 

surprîsingly, Muslim parents also felt it necessary to irnpart religious values to their 

children through forma1 education. The establishment of the new institutions also 

indicates that the MAOC and Muhammadiyah's efforts to promote Western sciences had 

borne fruit. Furthermore, while some of the new institutions were established along 

traditional lines, this should not be taken as their rejection of Western sciences. 

4. Muslim Participation in Govenunent Schools 

The establishment of the MAOC and the Muhammadiyah schools encouraged 

Muslims to participate in govemment schools. As argued in the previous chapters, the 

low rate of Muslim attendance at the public schools can be blamed both on the 

government 's policy and on the Muslim commimity's own resistance. In India, the 

governrnent deIiberat ely wit hheld religious instruction, arguing t hat t his was a 'religion 

neutral' policy. The Muslims saw this as a threat to their children's religious education 

and identity. Moreover, Muslim parents did not send their children to government 

schools out of ignorance of the importance of Western sciences offered by the S C ~ O O ~ S ,  

a t endency exacerbated by the traditional understanding of Islam which viewed t hese 

sciences as incompatible with religious life. On many occasions -ad Khan sought to 

convince Muslims that it was not the duty of the govemment to provide children with 

religious instruction, but the responsibility of Muslims thern~elves.~~ -ad Khan also 

7 9 A t . a d  Khàn, "On Education," in Shan Muhammad (ed.), Wn2ings andspeeches, 199. 
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convuiced Muslims that Islam as a true religion "could not be a hindrance to progress, 

for the commandments of a true religion were identical with the aims of civilization and 

culture."80 This rneant that Islam could not reject the Western sciences necessary for 

human progress. Indeed, those sciences were inherited from the Muslims themselves. 

-ad K h h ' s  carnpaign and the MAOC system of education were stimulants for the 

entry of Muslims into government schools. 

In Indonesia, the low rate of Muslim participation was pnmarily due to 

government policies which reserved education for the children of aristocrats. It might 

have also been due to their ignorance of the importance of govemment schools. This was 

attested by the fact that Muslirns were still reluctant to send their children to 

govemment schools even when the Dutch developed public education. They continued 

to prefer to send their children to the pesmtren to acquire Islamic knowledge. -ad 

D@& tirelessly called on Muslims to be a progressive nation, meaning that they should 

accept the education offered by the govemment as the only way to achieve that goal. 

The Muhammadiyah schools themselves became exemplars of acceptable government 

education for Muslims. Convinced that Islam urged Muslims to achieve progress, @ad 

D+l% strove to eliminate the ideological boundaries which kept Muslims fkom 

participating in govermnent schools. 

5. Graduates of MAOC and Muhammadiyah Schools 

The impact of the MAOC and Muhammadiyah schools may be seen fkom the 

number of their alumni and the scale of their contributions to development of Muslim 

'%.R Nanda, Gandhk Pm-Islaamism, I~erjaiisism and Nationalisnz in India @om bay : 
Oxford University Press, 1 Mg),  32. 



society in general and Muslirn education in particular. The establishment of the college 

at Aligarh and the Muhammadiyah schools undoubtedly boosted the rising number of 

Muslim intellectuals in the two countries. In 1920, the MAOC developed into the 

Aligarh Muslim University, a move which enhanced its contributions to the 

developrnent not only of education but also of the way of life of ~ u s l i m s . ~ '  In fact, the 

graduates of the MAOC had shown their important role in various sectors of the Indian 

Muslim community. According to Quraishi, 

It W C ]  has produced men for al1 walks of Iife who made their mark 
in their respective fields. Along with educationists, scient ists, poets? men 
of letters and sportsmen, it also produced fieedom fighters like Maulana 
Mohammed Ali, Maulana Shaukat Ali, Raja Mahinder Pratap, Syed 
Husain, ,.. etc. Again, Aligarh daims to have had on its rolls persons who 
rose to highest positions in public life--Zakir Husain who rose to be the 
President of India; Ayub Khan and Ghularn Muhammad who became 
Presidents of Pakistan; Liaqat Ali Khan and Khwaja Nazirnuddin, Prime 
Ministers of Pakistan; ....82 

Further, Lelyveld said: "Senice, whether for govement  or private employeers (such 

as the M.A.O. College or, in one case, the Muslim League), was the occupational fate 

of the ovenvhelming rnajority of former st~dents."~' In short, the MAOC was successful 

in improving the st atus of Indian Muslims. 

Similady, the number of Muhamrnadiyah schools also mult iplied dramat ically, 

especially afier 1921 when the Dutch government relaxed restrictions on the 

Muhammadiyah's licence to open branches beyond the Yogyakarta regency. From then 

on Muharnrnadiyah schools, with higher levels and more varied departrnents, were 

"Hodgson, The Venture ofIsIam, vol. 3,230. 

821s hr at Ali Qur ais hi, The Maulana Azad Library: A MMajor Librazy of the Worfd 18 77- 
1988 (Aligarh: Shamshad Market, 1989), 1 1. 
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established in numerous cities, especially in Java. In 1920, the Muhammadiyah 

established H.1.S met de Qur'ân, an elementary school with the Dutch language as the 

medium of instruction. In contrast to the govemment H.I.S. (Holandsche 

Inlandscheschool), the H.I.S. met de Qur'in provided religious instruction. From 1934 

onwards, the Muhammadiyah began establishing secondary and liigh schools, called 

M.U.L.O. (Meer Uitgebreid Lager Onderwijs) and A.M.S. (Algerneene 

Middlebareschool) respectively. In 1938, some vocational schools, namely the Klein 

Handelsschool (Trading School), the Huishoudschool (Household School) and the Klein 

Landbouwschool (Agriculture School), were also established. The establishment of these 

schools was indicative of the great contribution made by the Muhammadiyah movement 

to the development of Muslim education. Now Muslims could learn many branches of 

knowledge which had hitherto been the privilege of only the graduates of govemment 

s c h o o l ~ . ~  With those various branches of knowledge, Muhamrnadi yah schools produced 

graduates who were ready to meet the new demands of a changing society. 

Unfortunately, there is not much information about the graduates of Muhammadiyah 

schools in the period under discussion. A book published by Department of Education 

and Culture, for example, only mentions one name, namely, Prof. Dr. Baroroh Baried. 

She is said to be the fxst fernale "guru besar" @igh professor) at the Gajah Mada 

University in Y~gyakarta.~' 

In sum, the educational reforms conducted by the Aligarh and Muhamrnadiyah 

movements were products of a dialectic of Muslims with their situation under British 

and Dutch colonial nile respectively. Alpnad K h h  and -ad D a l i n ,  the founders of 

84S alam, K.H Ahmad DahIan., 3 8. 

% ~ 3  K, Sejaah Pendr'dikan Swasta di uidooesia, 1 1 2. 
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the two rnovements, believed that Muslim institut ions could no longer continue t O 

function based on traditional models, as the demands of Muslims had changed. Aligarh 

and the Muhammadiyah presented educational systems which adapted the poiicies of the 

colonial governrnents in the two countries. The MAOC and Muhammadiyah schools 

which represented these new models encouraged Muslims to modemize their education 

in order to produce graduates with a better capability to live under the colonial 

govemment S. 



This study shows that the educational reforms initiated by the Aligarh and 

Muhammadiyah movements in India and Indonesia respectively were designed to fulfil 

the new demands of Muslim society awakened by its experience of British and Dutch 

colonialism. While the colonial educational programs could not meet Musljm 

aspirations, the traditional institutions remained static and ignorant of new scientific 

developments. Given the failure of these institutions to produce graduates capable of 

dealing with change, the Aligarh and Muhammadiyah movements took it upon 

themselves to refom Muslim education by combining the positive elements of t heu own 

institutions with those of the Western system. 

We have also discussed that before the -val of Europeans in India and 

Indonesia, Muslims had developed their own system of education, one which taught 

sciences developed in medieval Islam with an emphasis on religious instruction. In India, 

Muslim education was centred in the maktabs, madrasas and kh;lnqahs. Indonesian 

Muslims applied different names to their educational institutions, namely, mosques 

(hggar and mas/ÏS, and pesantrens. In spite of this different terminology, their 

educational programs were not so very different. In both countries the Qur'ân became 

the chief subject of study. Children began by leamhg to recite the Qur'Znic verses and 

continued with their memonzation. Other subjects of higher learning included sorne of 

the various branches of knowledge developed during the medieval period. Those 

institutions were also marked by few formalities i n  their operation. Regular exams 

evaluating the achievement of students, for example, were never required. Moreover, in 

126 
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both India and Indonesia, the 'ulama'played a dominafit role in the management of such 

institutions, thus making the latter heavily dependant on their involvement. 

The primary and secondary sources reveal that educational programs of the 

colonial governments were not created with a view to serving the interests of the 

indigenous people, but of the government themselves. In the first instance, education 

was not theïr concem; their purpose in the region was to trade. Later, however, they did 

begin to give some attention to education but, again, it was not for sake of education 

itself but rather for the achievement of their economic goals. Thus, the existing Muslim 

institutions were excluded fiom the program of colonial education. No religious 

instruction was included in the curriculum imposed by the government. Moreover, in 

Indonesia, the govemment provided education which accommodated only the 

Europeans, the Christians and the aristocrats, who were prepared to serve as a medium 

for suppressing the people. 

The British and the Dutch succeeded in establishing many schools; however, 

they failed to improve the state of Muslirn education and even caused new dilemmas. 

First of all, the percentage of Muslim students attending government schools was low. 

In India, this was due to  the Muslims themselves who were reluctant to attend schools 

where religious instruction was not provided. They considered the absence of this 

subject to be a threat to the integrity of their religion. In Indonesia, the low rate of 

Muslim attendance was due to the policy of the government itself which limited their 

enrollment. Thus, both in India and hdonesia, many Muslims remained in traditional 

institutions or otherwise remained uneducated. 



The traditional institutions were, undoubtedly, successful in producing a great 

many 'ulama' who were knowledgeable in various branches of the religious sciences; 

however, they failed to equip students with the Western knowledge which was a pre- 

requisite to obt aining employment. Such institutions could not help Muslims improve 

the2 economic and social status, which had deteriorated with the arrivai of Western 

colonialisrn. It was in this context that the educational reforms of the Aligarh and 

Muhammadiyah movements emerged. 

Even though Aligarh and the Muhammadiyah shared the same goals in their 

educational programs, they did not always employ similar approaches and or have the 

same priorities. Our research shows that this was due to the differences in the life 

backgrounds of their founders, the level of educational development and the socio- 

religious conditions in Indi a and Indonesia, respect ively. 

Having received a traditional education, Alpnad Khân went on to serve as a civil 

servant in the colonial govemment. Later, AJynad Khan had the opportunity to visit 

England, where he was able to observe English education and civilization first hand. It 

was only natural that he should have felt greater syrnpathy for the English tradition, 

since it was fiom that source that he had become familia. with the Western thought and 

customs which he later propagated among Indian Muslims. @ad D*l% too was 

educated in traditional institutions. He then went to Mecca on the pilgrimage, where he 

stayed on to study Islam in more depth. Later, he became a khatib in the mosque of 

Yogyakarta Sultanate. Thus, it was natural that he in his turn should have been more 

committed to Islamic orthodoxy. True, he also became acquainted with Western 



customs, but only second hand, through his involvement in Budi Utomo. 

These different backgrounds certainly had an impact on @ad Khk's and 

@ad D&15n3s philosophies of education, as the former owed more to Western 

thought, while the latter was closer to Islamic orthodoxy. For instance, both -ad 

Khan and -ad D&L% shared a belief in the importance of character buildingsin 

education. However, they adopted different approaches in trying to achieve that aim. 

@ad KhZn thought that students should be placed in a setting modelled on Cambridge 

University, where students lived together and were provided with a course of study 

which included participation in sports and in a debating club. -ad D@lZn, on the 

other hand, thought it important to make students familiar with the life of M&ammad, 

which students rnight take as their example in life. To this end, Muhamrnadiyah schools 

paid great attention to the teaching of religion and the history of the Prophet. 

Secondly, @ad Khan and -ad D&lân also thought that education should 

not neglect economïc concerns. In this they both departed fiom the traditionalist view 

that education should emphasize spiritual concems. Furthemore, the two refomers 

thought that education had to help Muslims develop their capacity to thùik 

independent ly. Akpnad Khan and Alynad D a Z n  cnticized traditional institut ions which 

made students dependent on other people's opinions. They believed that an opinion 

could be true or false. However, they had different ideas on how this dependency codd  

be reversed. According to Alpnad Kh&, the truth should be proved by "scientific 

inquiry." Hence, he suggested principles which would allow Muslims to reconcile the 

truth of the texts and the results of scientific research when they were contradictory. 

@ad D a %  was, on the other hand, more attached to orthodoxy. For him, the tnith 

should be measured by its compatibility with the teachings of t he Qur'ih and hadith as 

well as 'aql (reason). Here, he did not offer any solution for cases where there was 



controversy between the texts and reason. 

We have also seen that the educational reforms of Ahmad Khân and -ad 

Dai511 were realized in the foms of the MAOC and the Muhammadiyah scho6ls, 

respectively. Needless to Say, the two institutions shared some similar elements in spite 

of their differences. 

The MAOC and Muharnmadiyah schools included Western sciences in their 

curriculum. This was done in order to enable the graduates of the two institutions to find 

jobs and keep in touch with scientific developments. This would eventually improve the 

economic and social status of Muslims. Both the MAOC and Mubarnmadiya. schook 

resembled each other in certain formalities of operation: teachers and staff were paid; 

there was an obligation to pay school fees; there were fixed academic schedules; and 

students' achievements were measured through regular examinations. Such formalities 

marked the pioneering work of the MAOC and Muhamrnadiyah schools in the 

rnociernization of Muslim institut ions in India and Indonesia. 

In spite of these sirnilarities, some structural differences existed between the 

MAOC and Muhammadiyah schools. First , the MAOC was equipped wit h residenti al 

housing where students lived and conducted their activities. Muhammadiyah schools on 

the other hand, except for the one in Kaurnan, were not residential. They were built on 

the mode1 of the Dutch schools which had become the standard of progress in the era and 

setting. Second, unlike the MAOC, which restricted enrollment to male students, the 

Muhammadiyah schools accepted both males and females. Third, the MAOC recruited 

non-Muslim t eachers and staff, including Englishrnen and Indian Hindus, while in 
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Muhammadiyah schools al1 teachers and staff were Muslim. The Muhammadiyah 

however employed teachers from governrnent schools or their graduates. The college at 

Nigarh in fact attempted to bring the British and Muslims closer, whereas in Indonesia 

the improvement of the relationship of Muslims and the Dutch was not a priority. 

Finally, the MAOC did not pay adequate attention to religious instruction. In the f rs t  

instance, this was due to -ad Khan's lack of involvement in this area, following the 

opposition of the 'u1amiy to -ad Khan's religious ideas. By contrast, religious 

instruction in Muhamrnadiyah schools was p aid great attention by the Muhammadiyah. 

The schools were indeed planned as media for propagating Islam, which was still less 

understood by the Indonesians. 

This study observes that the establishment of the MAOC and the 

Muhammadiyah schools did not imrnediately receive a positive response fkom Muslims. 

The two institutions in fact met with opposition fiom the ' ulama'and ordinary Muslims 

as well, who feared that those institutions would endanger the integrity of their religion. 

Moreover, the Muhammadiyah, for quite a long time, faced the additional problem of 

obtaining a licence for developing its schools, since the government did not allow the 

organization to operat e out side the Yogyakart a regency. 

Due to these and other problems, the MAOC and Muhammadiyah schools could 

not achieve satisfactory results in al1 aspects. The quality of religious instruction both 

in the college and the Muhammadiyah schools was low, in spite of the serious efforts on 

the part of the Muhammadiyah in the latter case. The low quality of religious instruction 

at the MAOC led those for whorn this was a primary concem to choose not to send their 
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children to the college. They preferred institutions such as DZr al-'Ulüm Deoband or 

Nadwat al-'UlaG', founded in 1867 and 1894 respectively. In Indonesia, the pesmtren 

model remained the Muslims' first choice for producing 'uIamZ'. 

The above-mentioned weaknesses, however, did not detract from the 

contributions of the MAOC and the Muhwad iyah  schools in the developrnent -of 

Muslim education in their respective couutries. First, the establishment of the two 

institutions eliminat ed Muslim doubts over the accept ance of Western sciences. This 

was made evident by the fact that these sciences were featured in the cunïculurn of 

Muslim institutions founded subsequently. Even some pesantms began to offer 

instruction in Western sciences or at least no longer vilified those who studied thern as 

infidels. Secondly, the MAOC and Muhammadiyah schools succeeded in producing 

graduates qualified for civil service, positions which had previously been the exclusive 

preserve of the graduates of govemment schools. In so doing, the two institutions 

showed Muslims that, even -or especially-- under colonial rule, it was important to have 

a practical education so that the status of Muslims could be elevated. 

It is clear by now that the colonial expenence of India and Indonesia made 

a m a d  KhEn and -ad D*lGn respectively conscious of the necessity of practical 

education which could improve the economic as well as social status of Muslims. Their 

visions for the improvement of the plight of their people through education were realized 

in the foms of the MAOC and Muhammadiyah schools respectively, two institutions 

whose systems were not totally similar. The dissimilarity was due to the differences in 

life experience of their founders, to the differing socio-political as well as religious 
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conditions, and the unequal level of educational development in the two countries. With 

their educational programs, the two institutions produced Muslim graduates capable of 

playing important roles in the national development of India and Indonesia. 



GLOSSARY 

adat (Indonesian, fiom Arabic) = customs 

ak&Iiq (Arabic) = moral character; a subject dealing with character building 

AMS [Algemeene Middelbare School] (Dutch) = Upper Secondary School. 

'aqTda (Arabic) = a st atement of doctrine, or an article of faith; a subject dealing with 
Islamic beliefs. 

'aqQArabic) = reason, 

xk& d-hm (Arabic) = the articles of faith: beliefs in God, His Angels, His Books, His 
Prophets, Hereafter, and Kis Determination. 

arkh d-Is12in (Arabic) = the articles of Islam: shahaCla (confession that there is no god 
but God and Maammad was His messenger), sa/a(five daily prayers), zaka 
(alms), shawm (fastùig in the month of Ramadan), and haÿ (pilgrimage). 

ashraf(Arabic) = men of respectable classes. 

OalZgha (Arabic) = rhetoric. 

baodmgan (Javanese) = a name of a teaching method in the pesantren systern where 
st iidents learned in a group. 

barzmj/? (Persian) = a popular name of a poetical book authored by lacf5 b. Hasan 
Barzanjl (d. 1763) entitled f f idhZ N q  aï-Ma wfid al-ShazZf al-Nabaw?. The 
book consists of the history of the Prophet M&arnrnad. 

bismiIIah (Arabic) = "in the name of Gad"; In India it is the narne of a ceremony held 
when a chiId starts receiving Qur' Znic lessons. 

bumputra (Indonesia) = the indigeneous people. 

D G  al-'UlÜm Deoband = A madrasa of high leaming founded by Q S i m  Ninautavi in 
1867 in Deoband. 

dmgah (Urdu) = shrine 

ELS [Europeesche Lagere School] (Dutch) = European Elementary School. 



fatwZ(Arabic) = an opinion on a point of law made by an 'rllm or mufiT(lega1 scholar) 
or q i 'ÿudge) .  

fiqh (Arabic) = Islamic jurisprudence. 

&&th (Arabic) = the Prophet Muhammad's tradition 

HIS ~ollandsch-Inlandsche School] (Dutch) = Dutch Elementary School for Natives. 

hieb (Arabic) = mathematics. 

fibfda (Arabic) = an act of worship. 

ibâdatkhaBa (Urdu) = a forum est ablished by Mughal emperor Akbar (d. 1 6O5), where 
people from different religions and creeds gathered to discuss various branches 
of learning especially religion. 

W(Arabic) = lit. retum; used to refer to two celebrations: one at the end the fasting 
month of Ramadiin; and the other on the tenth day of the month of Dhu al-Hijja 
of the Islamic Calendar. 

Ij.tibZd(Arabic) = reinterpret ation of religious concept according to the needs of time. 

imam (Arabic) = a leader of prayer; head of a community; a founder of Islamic school 
of law. 

in 'En (Urdu) = prizes. 

I'nlanders (Dutch) = natives. 

idmdsche school (Dutch) = vernacular school. 

kafir (Arabic) = unbeliever. 

k a l k  (Arabic) = t heology 

kaum muda (Indonesia) = "the young group"; a term applied to proponents of reformist 
movements emerging in Indonesia in the early twentieth century. 

k a m  adat (Indonesia) = "the custom group"; a terrn applied to proponents of Indigenous 
customs. 

khaBqS (Arabic) = hospice for Sufis. 



khaf7b (Arabic) = Friday or Ydsermon (Mytba) giver. 

htab kuniBg(1ndonesia) = lit. yellow book; books used in the pesantren systern. 

kyai(Javanese) = a teacher in the pesantren or any Isiarnic scholar in general, 
particularly in Java and Madura. Ln other areas, the t ems  buya or labaiare more 
commofl. 

lmgggar(1ndonesian) =a mosque not used for a Friday prayer. 

madrasa (Arabic) = a school where Islamic sciences are t aught . 

maktab (Arabic) = a school devoted to an elementary Islamic education. 

maotiq (Arabic) = logic. 

ma (Arabic) = Divine laiowiedge. 

masjd (Arabic) = mosque; In Indonesia the term is used to refer to a mosque used for 
daily as well as Friday prayers. 

maulvior mawlawi (Urdu, fiom Arabic) = a learned man, a graduate in theology. 

MAOC ~uhammadan-Anglo Oriental College] = An insitution founded in Aligarh in 
1877 to realize @ad Khan's ideas on educational reform. 

M I L O  Meer Uitgebreid Lager Ondenvijs] = Lower Secondary School. 

mlmsif (Urdu) = lower-level judge in the Department of Justice of the British 
govemment in India. 

Nadwat al-'Ulama' = An institution founded in Luclaiow in 1894 as an effort to r ec t i e  
the low quality of religious education in the MAOC. 

n2ib mmshi (Urdu) = assistant secretary in the Department of Justice of the British 
govemment in India, 

nechanwrdu) = naturist. 

NU = Nahdlatul Ulama, the Renaissance of 'Ulami', a well-known traditionalist 
organizat ion, est ablished in Indonesia in 1926. 



OSVIA [Opleidings School voor Mandsche Ambtenaren] (Dutch) = Training School for 
indonesian Oficials. 

Persis = Persatuan Islam, a radical reforniist organization established in 1923. 

pesmtren (Indonesian, fiom Sanskrit) = an Islamic boarding school. 

poodok(Indonesia) = resident ial housing in the pesaotren syst em. 

sant* (Sanskrit) = students of the pesantren. 

sm'sthaddai(Urdu) = recorder in the Department of Justice of the British govemment in 
Tndia. 

shay& (Arabic) = a spirit ual master; a teacher. 

sorogan (Javanese) = a teaching met hod in the pesmtren syst em where st udents learned 
individuall y. 

STOVIA [School tot Opleiding van Inlandsche Arstsen] (Dutch) = the Javanese Medical 
School. 

tafs%(Arabic) = a commentary on the Qur'in. 

Tahdbib al-Akbliq (Arabic) = reforms of morals; the journal esrablished by Sayyid 
Alp.nad Khan in 2 870. 

ta 'fim (Arabic) = intellect ual training. 

tamgfias (Urdu, Turkish) = medals. 

taqfid(Arabic) = a blind acceptance of someone's opinion. 

târbiya (Arabic) = moral training. 

mawwuf(Arabic) = mysticism. 

umma (Arabic) = comrnunity. 

qùIal-fiqh (Arabic) = lit. "roots ofjurisprudence"; the basis of Islamic law. Arnong the 
S u d s  they are: the Qur'in, hadith (acts and statements of the Prophet), qiyis 
(analogy), and #nac (consensus or agreement). 
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volkschool (Dutch) = village school. 

WahhZbi (Arabic) = a sect of Muslim puritant revivalists, founded in the eighteenth 
century in Najd, Saudi Arabia, by Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Wahhab (1 703- 1 792). 

zamuidar (Urdu) = landlord. 
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